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In this Issue
We didn't plan it that way, but two groups of articlesin this issue deal with
the designof softwareto make userinteractionwith computerssimpler,more
consistent,more intuitive,more standard, more foolproof.One group of
articlesdescribesa standardgraphicaluser interfaceand the other describes
an environmentthat providesa consistentuser interfacefor softwaredevelopment tools. Since we didn't do anythingspecialto get these two packages
on the heels of
into the same issue,their simultaneousappearance---close
the HP NewWave Offic*is simply further evidenceof the attentionthat
user friendlinessis receivingin the R&D community.
The graphicaluser interfaceis called OSF/Motif.lt's the first productof the Open Software
Foundation,an internationalorganizationcreated by leadingcomputercompaniesto promote
open software standards-standards that make it easier for users to mix and match applications
and computersfrom differentsuppliers.Based on technologyfrom Hewlett-Packardand Digital
EquipmentCorporation,OSF/Motifprovidesconsistentbehavior between personalcomputers
and engineeringworkstationsand an enhanced3D appearancethat makes buttons look as if
of the OSF/Motifgraphical
they'vebeen pressedwhen the userselectsthem. HP'simplementation
user interfaceis describedin the three articleson pages 6 to 35. The first articlediscussesHP
OSF/Motif concepts and external behavior.The other two articles discuss the two main HP
OSF/Motifcomponents:the HP OSF/Motifwindow managerand the HP OSF/Motifwidgets.The
widget libraryis a programmer'stoolkitthat makes it easy to developapplicationsthat have the
OSF/Motifgraphicaluser interface.
The softwaredevelopmentenvironmentis called the HP SoftBenchenvironment.lt provides
softwareengineering
softwaredeveloperswith a unified,consistentintedaceto the computer-aided
(CASE)tools they most often need. Tools includedin the HP SoftBenchproductare a program
editor,a static analyzer,a programdebugger,a programbuilder,and electronicmail. Using an
othertoolscan be addedto the environment
HP SoftBenchcomponentcalledthe HP Encapsulator,
and HP SoftBenchtoolscan be replacedwith othertools.Providedthat they meetcertainminimum
requirements,encapsulatedtoolsdon't haveto be modifiedat all. The HP SoftBenchenvironment
is designed to support developmentteams in distributedcomputingenvironments.lt can be
customizedto conformto local organizational,team, and personalprocesses,and any tool can
execute on any computer in the user's network.The HP SoftBenchuser interfacefollows the
OSF/Motifappearanceand behavior.(Becauseof the small size of the screen imagesshown in
the articles,the 3D appearanceisn't apparentthere, but you can see it on the cover.)The HP
SoftBenchtool integrationarchitectureis describedin the articleon page 36. The HP SoftBench
CASE tools are explainedin the articleon page 48, and the HP Encapsulatoris the subjectof
the articleon page 59.
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"Hyphenatedtechniques"is a name chemistsuse to refer
to certaincombinationsof analytical
techniques.One of these is liquidchromatography/mass
spectrometry,or LC/MS.The constituents
of an unknownsamplemixtureare separatedby a liquidchromatograph,
and a massspectrometer
is used to identifyand measurethe concentrationof each constituent.lt's not
entirelystraightforward. An interfaceis needed betweenthe two instrumentsto controlthe flow rate
and rJroue
the solventthat carriesthe unknownthroughthe chromatograph.While several
interfacetechniques have been tried, none has been completelysatisfictory. However,the relatively
new
particlebeam interfacelooks good. lt is applicableto a wide range
ot compoundsand produces
gqectrathat have high informationcontent.The articleon page 69 introducesus to particlebeam
LC/MS' describesthe designof HP's particlebeam interfaceland presentsperformance
data for
the HP system.
Equipmentfor testing integratedcircuits at the wafer stag+-before the individual
chips are
separated-typicallyconsistsof an automatictest system,a prober,and a probe
card. For iesting
high-pin-countor high-speeddevices,conventionalprobecard designsjust don't
work reliablyii
factoryconditions.The paper on page 77 presentsthe resultsof researchaimed
at developing
an alternative.HP's proprietarymembraneprobe technologyreplacesthe conventionatpioo6
card and its needle probes with a thin, flexible dielectriclitm supportinga set
of microstrip
transmissionlines that have microcontactsat their ends. Complex,high-density
contactpatterns
are easily lormed photolithographically.
Contactresistancewas found to remain low and stable
for up to a milliontouchdownswith only a simplecleaningevery20,000cycles.The paperpresents
performanceresultsfrom alpha-sitetests.
R.P. Dolan
Editor

Cover
An HP softBenchwindow environment,showingthe osF/Motif 3D appearance.

What's Ahead
The August issue will containabout one third hardwaredesignand two thirds software
design.
The hardwareconsistsof the HP 8130A 300-MHz,variable-transition-time
pulse generatora-nd
the HP 8'l 31A 500-MHzpulsegenerator.The softwareis HP'simplementation
of the flanufacturing
AutomationProtocol.MAP 3.0.
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MakingComputerBehavior
Consistent:The OSF/MotifGraphical
UserInterface
provideknowledge
userinterfaces
Window-oriented
workerswithpowertdbols to controltheircomputer
productivityTheosFlMotif
and increase
environments
graphicatuserintertaceprovidessfandardsand toolsto
in the appearanceand behaviorof
ensureconsistency
runningin the X WindowSystem'
apptications
by Axel O. Deiningerand CharlesV. Fernandez
r MAGINE THE PROBLEMS IT WOULD CAUSE the drivthe location of
I ing public if there were no standards for
I the b.ake and gas pedals on an automobile. Fortunately,
the auto industry has standards for the location of certain
items that are critical for the operation of an automobile'
In the computer industry, standardization and consistent
behavior of the user interface for computer applications is
not yet a reality. User interfaces defining how people and
computer programs communicate with each other still differ from one application to another.
Inconsistent user interfaces make it much more difficult
for users to learn and operate different applications' This
problem is accentuated in multitasking operating systems
such as HP-UX, whose appeal includes the ability to run
several programs at once. The cost of such inconsistency
is more than iust a little frustration for computer users'
Inconsistency causes users to be hesitant or to avoid using
or purchasing new computer applications, thereby causing
losl .errenues to application vendors, and possibly lost productivity because the new applications might enable tasks
to be done more quickly and efficiently'
Hewlett-Packard's efforts in developing and promoting
a cooperative computing environment are based on an interest in industry standards that support a consistent user
interface. HP's adoption of the UNIX* operating system as
the basis for the HP-UX operating system and early support
for industry standards such as the X Consortium and the
Ooen Software Foundation (OSF), are examples of HP's

T
l+

Concepts for Gonsistent Behavior
The following concepts are essential for designing a consistent user interface:
r An object-action design model that is universally applied
and simple to understand
r Direct manipulation of objects with immediate and consistent visual cues for feedback
3 Tools that are consistent enough to ease the learning
burden of novice users, yet flexible enough to allow experienced users to take shortcuts.
The obiect-action selection model means that the user
first selects an object and then selects an action to perform
on that obiect. Standard controls such as menus and pushTheXWindowsystemisatradernarkoftheMassachusetts|nsttuteolTechno|ogy
es
UNIX s a registeredtrademarkot AT&Tin the U'S A and in othercountr

Pointing

I

It

Resizing +l
l l ou i ng
*.

6 lewren

interest in this area. The X Window System" from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been available
on HP-UX systems since 1988, and the OSF/Motif graphical
user interface, completed for OSF in 1989, is now available
on HP-UX 7.0. The OSF/Motif user environment is based
on HP's graphical user interface CXI (common X interface)'
See the box on page B for more about OSF.
This article describes some of the concepts and external
features provided by the OSF/Motif graphical user interface. The articles on pages 12 and 26 describe the two main
components of the OSFIN'Iotif user interface: the OSF/Motif
widgets and the OSF/Motif window manager.
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Fig. 1. DifferentPointer shaqes
thatprovidevlsua/cues tothetype
of activity.

buttons represent the selections. The objects typically represent a real-life metaphor that the user is familiar with.
For instance, in the HP NewWave Office,l the objects in_
clude file cabinets, folders, and documents. Consistent behavior implies that the set of controls and objects will
always operate in the same way.
Direct manipulation with visual feedback means that the
user is provided with a response that somehow represents
the action taken, and it is done in real time. For example,
when a button on the display is selected, the visual feed_
back might be that the button appears to be pressed in.
Real-time feedback implies that the manipulation of obiects
on the display is synchronized with the motions of the
device (mouse and buttons) being used to perform the manipulation. For example, the events on the display should
not lag behind the motion of the mouse.
Consistent behavior does not eliminate individualitv. nor
does it imply rigid conformity. Much flexibility exists
within consistent behavior for application developers to
present their applications in the best possible Iight. Novice
users typically make a menu selection by displaying the
menu, reading the selections, and then clicking the mouse
over the item they want. Experienced users make selections
using a quicker method, such as entering a one_letter
mnemonic or bypassing some menu levels. The specific
controls such as pushbuttons and scroll bars do nor repre_
sent a finite set, but rather a basic, core set that is expeited

:""il:*"

changes
andusersgainmoreexperi"r,echnology

Toolsfor KnowledgeWorkers
To be productive using a computer, knowledge workers
must have tools that enable them to communicate with and
economize control over the programs running on the computer. The two most common tools for this purpose are the
traditional typewriter-style keyboard and a pointing device-usually a mouse.
Standard Mouse Techniques. Traditionally, control over
the computer has relied on the user's ability to type. This
is being rapidly replaced by the use of pointing devices
such as the mouse. A mouse enables the user to control
most operations using three actions:
r Pointing. Positioning the mouse pointer over an object.
This signals a possible interest in that obiect.
r Clicking. Pressing and releasing a mouse button selects
the object. Double-clicking, or clicking a mouse button
twice in rapid succession, selects an obiect and then
performs the designated default action on the object.
r Dragging. Pressing the mouse button and moving the
pointer enables a user to move objects, select a range of
objects, or browse a menu (depending on the context of
the situation).
The shape of the mouse pointer indicates the current
operations taking place in the user interface environment.

poi.nting
evice than a free-noaning mouse.

s3)A l,lIND0l,l
0N THEtl0RLI)

ld uindou
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rputers, Each uindou displags a separdte vi
rEllasKlng envlronment. a person can have n;
ating dt the same time. llith netuorked X
urnoous can shou activitg

on a different

d u l t c h o i . c e( s e l e c t i o n )
lgure screen PCL entitq=rootprx)
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Fig.2. A typical window environment.
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Many pointer shapesare possible.Each shape is visually
d"r".iitin" and pr-ovidesan important visual cue about the
operational state of the interface. Fig' 1 illustrates some
common pointer shaPes.
By using the modifier keys Shlftand cTlL il combination
with the -orrr", the user can select a single choice, several
choices,a contiguousrangeof choices,or a noncontiguous
range of choices.
Keyboards. A typewriter-style keyboard may be the traditionat tool for computer users,but graphical user interface
environments like OSF/lvfotif do not require users to be

keyboard experts or to learn the arcanesyntax of traditional
command-line interfaces.
Although the tools of a graphical user interface such as
the mouse are easier to use, keyboards remain the most
efficient tool in somecases,particularly for text entry. Also,
a number of keyboard alternatives exist. Arrow keys can
emulate mouse movement and can be just as fast as a mouse
when only a few objects are on the screen, or when the
user's hands are already on the keyboard. Single-letter
mnemonics and keyboard acceleratorsfor commonly used
commands also show that the keyboard is still a useful

OSF/Motif
The Open SoftwareFoundation(OSF)is a group of the leading
companiesin the computerindustryorganizedto promoteopen
software standards.The foundationls incorporatedas a nonprofit,industry-supportedresearchand developmentorganization that has the responsibilityto provide softwarethat makes it
easier for users to mix and match computersand applications
from differentsuppliersby addressingthe followingneeds:
The abilityto useapplicationsoftwareon computers
r Portability.
from multiplevendors.
The ability to have computersirom different
r Interoperability.
vendorswork together.
r Scalability.The abilityto use the same softwareenvironment
on many classesof computers'lrom personalcomputersto
supercomputers.
ln responseto OSF'srequestfor user inter{acetechnology'39
companiesincludingHP presentedtheirvtsronsof the futureof
computing.HP'svisionof a commonX interface(CXl)that united
the behaviorof PresentationManagef in the personalcomputer
world with the power o{ workstationsin the UN|X-systemworld
was chosen as the basis upon which to build an OSF user interface standard.
OSF awarded HP a contractto develop and documenta CXIbased user interface.This became the OSF'sfirst product,the
OSF/Motifuser interface.Like CXI' the OSF/Motiluser interface
appearanceand the behavior
is based on a three-dimensional
of PresentationManager, which is a standard graphical user
*Presentation[/anager is a product of N'licrosoftCorporation

interJaceof the personalcomputerworld.The OSF/Motifproduct
includes a style guide that defines a common user interface
behaviorconsistentwith PresentationManager,a window managerto controlgraphicalobjectson the displayscreen,a software
toolkitof widgets and intrinsicswith which to build applications,
and a user interfacelanguageto speed applicationprototyping.
The articleon page 12 describesthe OSF/Motifwindowmanager,
and the articleon page 26 describesthe OSF/Motifwidgets
The OSF/Motifuser interfaceis the most visiblepiece of what
will becomea completeOSF/Motifuserenvironment.lt thus plays
a majorrole in makingthe applicationsthat run on UN|X-systembased systemsmore user friendly.The OSF/Motifenvironment
enablesusersto operatetheircomputerswithgraphicalcontrols
like pushbuttons,windows,and menus.Where once users had
to memorizedozensof obscurecommandsand type flawlessly,
now they need only point with a mouse and click a button.
Fig. 1 shows the interactionsbetweenthe window manager
and a client application.The X WindowSystemis an accepted
standard in the UN|X-systemworld and is the platformfor the
OSF/Motifwidgetsand intrinsics.TheOSF/Motifwindowmanager
provides the PresentationManager appearanceand behavior
characteristicsfor applications.Because OSF/Motiffollows a
technology standard, users need no longer ponder issues of
hardwareand softwarecompatibility.BecauseOSF/Motiffollows
a behavior standard, users need not learn multiple command
setsto controlapplications.Oncetheyunderstanddirectmanipulation,they can controlany program.

Initiates KeYboard
and Mouse Evenls

Interprets Events bY:
I Acting on ManagementEvents
r Passing Application Events to
Applicaiions
r Returning Application Responses
Acts on ApPlication
to the User
Events and Passes
Responsesto the window-Manager
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Fig, 1. I nteractionsbetweensome
of the components in the OSFI
Motif hierarchy.

Window Menu
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Resize
Border
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Fig. 3. Ihe frame of a window in
the OSFIMotif environment.
interface tool.
Special Tools. The keyboard and mouse are by no means
the only tools available. Consistent behavior supports the
use of many tools for just about all occasions. Hewlett-packard's Human Interface Link (HP-HIL) provides many interface tools for computer users. Which tool is used depends
on the application and the user. For example, a mouse
might not be appropriate as a pointing device in all cases.
If the application is a computer-aided design (CAD) application, perhaps a graphics tablet or light pen might be a
better choice. If the situation is such that a minimum of
desk space exists, perhaps a track ball would be a better
choice as a pointing device than a free-roaming mouse.
Windows
Windows are the means by which users view the world
inside their computers. Each window displays a separate
view. In a multitasking environment, a user can have many
windows operating at the same time. With networked X
Window System technology, each window can show activity on a different computer, even a computer thousands of
miles away. Fig. 2 illustrates a typical window environment.
Like most work areas, a window environment is not immune to disarray. Indeed, with remarkably little effort, the
workplace (display) can easily become cluttered to the
point of distraction. Windows typically overlap like pieces
of paper on a desktop. New windows open on top of the
stack, partially obscuring older windows lower in the stack.
There are a number of ways to organize the work area.
Controls are present on the window frames for the convenience of mouse users. Fig. 3 shows the layout of a typical
window in the OSF/NIotif window manager environment.
Windows can be moved out of the way by dragging the
title bar. The window frame itself is not iust a border; when

grabbed by the mouse, the border stretches or shrinks to
resize the window.
When moving or shrinking a window is not enough to
get it out of the way, the window can be turned into a
graphical icon by clicking on the minimize button in the
window frame. The icon saves space on the screen without
halting the application running in the window. This is
analogous to a person putting a clock in a desk drawer-the
clock still works, it's just out of the way.
To give a window undivided attention, the user can click
on the maximize button in the window frame. This will
enlarge a window to its maximum size and will often cause
it to cover the entire screen. This is a useful feature for
complex CAD design.

Menus
Consistent behavior provides a number of ways for users
to control the windows in their work areas. The idea is
that no one way will be correct for everyone, so by building
flexibility into the environment, users can pick a way to
manage windows that best fits the situation. To help provide this flexibility, every window has a window menu.
Users can display a window menu either by clicking the
left mouse button with the pointer positioned over the
window menu icon for that window, or by pressing Shift
and esc simultaneously. If the window menu is hidden,
it can be revealed with the click of a mouse button.
The window menu shows all of the window management
commands available for a window. Fig. 4 shows the contents of the default menu for the OSFA,Iotif window manager. This menu duplicates the commands embedded in
the window frame and may provide different commands
as well. To initiate an action from the menu, the user positions the mouse pointer over the desired selection and
clicks the left mouse button. For kevboard-oriented selec-
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Fig. 4. A windowshowing a window menu.
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option Menus
tion, the user can type a one-character mnemonic.
Mnemonics are the underlined characters in a menu entry
(see Fig. 4). Typing the keyboard accelerator (shown after
the menu entry) will perform the command without displaying the menu first. Keyboard accelerators are the fastest
way to invoke frequently used commands. For example,
pressing the keys Att and f9 simultaneously will minimize
a window. Users can customize keyboard accelerators to
suit their personal needs.
Controlling Applications in the Window
Of greatest interest to users is not the window, but the
application running in the window. Fig. 5 shows a typical
application's main window. The bulk of the space in the
window (known as the client area) is reserved for displaying the application. This can be text for a word processor
or a schematic for a CAD package.
Commands used to control the application are tucked
away in the menu bar at the top of the window. The menu
bar lists the titles of available menus. To displav a menu.
l h e u s e r p o s i t i o n st h e p o i n t e r o v e r I h e m e n u t i i l e a n d c l i c k s
the mouse button, or uses one of the keyboard techniques.
Selecting a command from a menu bar menu is the same
process as selecting a menu item from the window menu
described earlier. The menu bar menus can contain both
commands, which are actions that occur immediately, and
settings, which are states of being (such as double-spaced
text) that are not actions themselves but that affect subsequent actions such as printing.
Standard Menus for Standard Actions. Standard menus
are recommended for standard actions to ensure consistent
behavior among applications. The titles of the standard

Pushbuttons

Hetp

Fig.6. A sampledialogbox

menus for an application are listed in the menu bar. Three
of the standard menus include:
File. Contains file actions like opening, creating, saving,
and printing a file.
Edit. Contains edit actions like undoing, cutting, copying, pasting, and clearing sections of a file.
Help. Contains helpful information like context sensitive
instructions, information on the use of kevs, index list_
ings of help topics, and information on hlw to use the
help function.
Pop-up Menus, Check Boxes, and pushbuttons, The menu
bar presents an effective compromise between providing
an efficient storehouse for a large number of actions and
presenting visual cues so users can readily see what choices
are available.
Pop-up menus are a good choice for applications that
want to place the most commonly used actions under the
fingertips of mouse users. They are particularly effective
in text and graphics editors. Users can select a range of
text and press the second mouse button to pop up the
menu. There is no need to travel with the mouse pointer
to the menu bar. Pop-up menus are very fast when used
with the mouse drag technique.
Applications that want to make certain action choices
visible all the time can use pushbuttons to place them in
control panels. Radio buttons and check boxes are used in
the same way for settings. All of these controls are modeled
after real-life objects. pushbuttons are found on many elec_
trical appliances. The radio buttons stem from a car stereo,
hence their use for mutually exclusive settings (a radio can
be tuned to only one station at a timeJ. Check boxes appear
on many paper forms such as job applications.
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Dialog Boxes.Dialog boxes are so named becausethey enable users to carry on a dialog with an application' Fig' 6
shows an example of a dialog box associated with a
hypothetical copy command. The sample dialog box contains a text entry box for entering the name of a style sheet,
a set of radio buttons for indicating mutually exclusive
units of measure,checkbuttons indicating settingsfor type
style, option menus provding a limited choice of margin
sizes, and a row of pushbuttons indicating what action
should be taken.
Conclusion
Window-oriented graphical user interfacesoffer an opportunity to make the computer as pervasive an appliance

as the automobile. But, if they are truly going to do so there
must be standardsfor consistentbehavior.A behavior standard has advantagesfor both computer usersand computer
vendors. Users are finding programs easier to learn and
use. The market for standards-conformantapplications is
growing. Vendorsare finding they can producemore applications while concentrating their product efforts on developing performanceand featuresrather then developing
user interfaces.
References
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The HP OSF/MotifWindow Manager
TheHP OSFlMotifwindowmanager,whichis built on top
interface
of thex windowsysfem,is awindowmanagement
Manager
that providesa 3D enhancedPresentation
appearanceand behaviorusingHP OSFlMotifwidgets'
by Brock C. Krizanand Keith M. Taylor
HE X WINDOW SYSTEM, Version 11 (also known
as X or X11)1'2was developedasa platform on which
a variety of user interfacescan be implemented' The
particulars of a user interface are determined by the X
clients that run on the systern. X clients are programs that
use X to display information and receive input' The HP
OSF/\4otif Window Manager [mwm) is one such client'
Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the X Window
System and clients. The OSF,Motif window manager mwm
implements an interface that allows user and client manipulation of windows. Mwm dictates through its window
minagement interface a particular user interface behavior'
The principal objects that are manipulated using the window manager are the client windows placed directly on
the background, or root, window of the screen' Windows
within these top-level client windows are managed by
clients and are not directly manipulated by the window
manager. Users are provided with ways to move and resize
windows, to direct all keyboard input to a particular window, and to install color maps3 for a window'
X, as it comes from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), provides mechanisms for supporting clients
that implement a variety of window management user interfaces. A sample window manager, uwm, is distributed
by MIT. Several window managers have been implemented
ai companies and universities to meet the needs of a particular application environment, to emulate some non-X
Window System user interface, to provide the latest new
and improved window management interface, orto provide
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personal customizations of uwm.Window managers are one
of the most common types of X clients'
With so many window managers available, implementing another window manager would seem to be a waste of
time. However, the window manager is an essential and
highly visible part of any window system user interface,
tn" usability of a system can be significantly affected
".td
by the window manager. Prior to the availability of mwm's
predecessor, the HP window manager, or hpwm,HP customers who had access to X used the sample window manager
uwm or, less frequently, window managers available in the
public domain. HP wanted to give users an interface that
was visually refined, consistent, easy to learn, and based
on industry standards.
Hpwmsupports industry standards in appearance and behavior as well as X standards for client interoperability'
The appearance and behavior of hpwmis based on Presentation Manager, which also defines the window management appearance and behavior for HP's NewWave Office'
Users already familiar with the Presentation Manager standard from the personal computer environment now find
their skills useful on an HP-UX workstation' The three-dimensional visuals of hpwm represent a refinement, not a
change, from Presentation Manager standard appearance'
In 1988, the Open Software Foundation (OSF) accepted
HP's proposal that hpwm be adopted as the basis for the
OSF/Motif window manager. The commitment to Presentation Manager as an industry-standard user interface was
key in OSF's decision. OSF/Motif encompasses several

technologiesbuilt on top of the X Window System, and
the new OSF/lvlotifwindow manageris only one piece of
the OSF/lvlotifenvironment.

Windor,r' Manager Characteristics
The basic set of functions that a window manager pro_
vides is relatively constant in any window system. On the
other hand, the appearance and behavior vary greatly from
one window manager to another. Many of the characteristics of mwm were leveraged from hpwm.This allowed us to
meet an aggressive schedule and still satisfv the function_
ality and quality goals for mwm.
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Fig. 1. Ihe X client-seNer model. ln this model the X server
is near the user and controls the display and manages the
input devices. The clients in this model are the applications
that talk to the server using the X protocol, such as mwm,
XLOAD,and XCLOCK.The X protocol allows the clienrc ano
seNet to run either on the same machine or on different
machines connected by a network. (a) X client-server at_
chitecture on stand-alone workstation.(b) X client-server re_
lationshipsin a distributed environment.

Like hpwm,the appearance and behavior of mwmare heavily influenced by Presentation Manager. Indeed, the default
behavior of mwm, as well as that of the OSF/]vlotif widgets,
is as close to Presentation Manager as is practical. A key
benefit of this is that users can easily move between systems
running MS/DOS@or OS/2 and systems running the HP_UX
operating system and X Windows. Nevertheless, some dif_
ferences were admitted into the design of mwm to satisfy
the variety of HP-UX users and to use the power of engineering workstations. This has led to a window manager with
a high degree of configurability and an enhanced appear_
ance over Presentation Manager.
Key behavioral aspects of presentation Manager and the
OSF/Motif environment include the direct manipulation
of objects and an object-action paradigm for user interaction. Direct manipulation involves using the keyboard and/
MS-DOS
is a U.S.registered
trademark
of Microsoft
Corporation.

'Wlndow Menu
Button

*Minimize *Maximize
Title Area

Button

Button

Optlonal
Matte

'Fesize
Handles
(8 Total)

Fig.2. A client window and the
vanous window manager components.
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or mouse to do window management functions directly'
such as moving and resizing a window' A user does not
enter a command such as move-w mywindowx: 10 y: 100, but
rather drags the window using the mouse to the new position. With the object-action paradigm, the user selects an
object and then performs some action on the object'

3D Appearance

One deviation from strict adherence to the Presentation
Manager standard is in the appearanceof the user interface
components.The three-dimensionalvisual style developed
for earlier HP products was acceptedby OSF as part of the
OSF/Motif standard. 3D components appear in both the
window manager and the OSFAvIotif widgets. Use of 3D
components strengthensthe direct manipulation paradigm
by providing visual objectsthat react naturally to user actions (e.g.,buttons appearto go in when pressed).
Mwmuses the OSF/Motif widgets to provide visual and
operational compatibility with other clients that use the
OSflVotit widgets. All parts of mwmare displayed with
the 3D visual style. This includes the window manager
frame,icons, and menus.A key factorthat influenced mwm's
use of the 3D visual style was the prevalenceof window
managercomponentson the screen.The challengewas to
provide a 3D appearancebut not to distract from or limit
ihe client user interface'Mwmis designedto be frugal with
its use of screenspace,subtle in its use of 3D indications'
and restrained in its use of color. Fig. 2 shows a client
window and the various window managercomponents'

tion Conventions (ICCC) developed by the X Consortium
is a requirement for any X client' These conventions ate
intended to facilitate interoperability of X clients' Clients
that follow the conventions can coexist on the samescreen
and not interfere with each other's behavior' This applies
particularly to the communication between clients and
window managers.The ICCC is the basis for the programmatic interface to X window managers(seethe box on page
23).
Mwmimplements the ICCCstandard in a way that is compatible with the standard OSF/\'Iotif behavior' This allows
a user to run a client eventhough it was developedwithout
specific knowledge of mwm.
Mouse and Keyboard Interfaces
Window managersare often implemented with a reliance
on the mouse for user interaction and the keyboard is ignored. The OSF/lvlotif behavior specifies a functional
equivalence between mouse and keyboard interaction'
Mwmis fully functional when it is run on systems that
do not have a mouse input device.Not only doesthe standard OSF/lvlotif behavior have keyboard support, but mwm
supports features beyond the OSF/lvIotif standard' For
e*ample, keyboard and mouse interaction can be mixed
together,evenwhile doing a particular action such as moving a window.

OSF/Motif Window Manager Operation

Configurable Appearance and Behavior
Although mwmimplements the PresentationManagerbehavior with a 3D visual style, configurability was considered a desirabledeparturefrom a strict PresentationManagermodel. In somecasesconfigurability appliesto aspects
ofthe userinterfacethat arenot constrainedby the standard
appearanceand behavior. The colors of componentsand
the fonts that are used fall into this area' Configurability
can also alter the standard appearanceand behavior in
fundamental ways. Since it is almost impossibleto provide
a single, fixed user interface acceptablefor all users,conis highly desirable.
figurability
-Configuiability
of mwmis provided in a way that does
not burden userswho are satisfiedwith the window manager's standard appearanceand behavior' Mwmprovides
tie standard appearanceand behavior as a default and
allows for user customization'Configurationis only necessary if there are specializedrequirements'In addition' mwm
provides a function that resetsall customizedmwmsettings
io default values to give the user a known starting place
from which to work.
It is anticipated that only a small group of system administrators will want to customize mwm.To make their
iob easier,mwmusesthe sameresoutcenamesfor specifying
configuration values for colors and fonts as are used for
OSF/Motif widgets. The result is that configuring mwmis
similar to configuring any client built using OSFAvIotif
widgets.

Mwmhas two basic phases of operation: start-up and event
processing. At start-up, mwm asserts itself as the window
manager for a particular screen, processes configuration
information, and takes care of currently displayed client
windows (see Fig. 3). Event processing is the steady-state
phase of operation. Like most X clients, mwm is event driven-that is, it waits for some type of X event, processes
the event, and then waits again. In the event-processing
phase, all mwmactions are the direct result of some event'

ICCC GomPliance
Compliancewith the standardInter-Client Communica-

policies.
The types of X requests that are redirected by mwm in-
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Start-up
Whenmwmfirst startsup it mustindicateto theX server
that it wants to be the window manager' The X server has
no notion of a special window manager client, but there
are some X facilities that are necessary for window management that cannot be accessed by more than one X client'
By asserting control of these facilities, mwmeffectively locks
out other window manager clients (conversely, mwm is
locked out if another window manager is already running)'
The primary facility over which mwmgains control is the
facility for redirecting several types of X requests from
other clients (see Fig. 4)' Usually a client makes a request
to the X server to do a function and that function is done
immediately by the server. With a redirected request, the
function is not handled by the X server, but is passed to
the redirecting client (i'e., the window manager)' The window manager decides how to handle the redirected request
and then makes the request, sometimes changing the request to be compatible with its window management

clude:
I Window configuration fmoving and resizing)
I Window stacking (who's on top of whom)
I Window mapping (displayof a window on the screen).
These requestsare redirected only when they apply to
top-level client windows, which are windows displayed
directly on the backgroundor root window of the display.
Using its ability to redirect X requests,mwmcan control
when, where, and how client windows are displayed.
Once mwmhas asserteditself as the window manager,it
can then configure itself and prepareto do event processing. In generalmwmhas its configuration specifiedthrough
resourcefiles like otherX clients (seeFig. 5).Theseresource
files contain user-specific configurations, client-specific
configurations,and screen-specificconfigurations.
Resourcesthat are specific to fonts, colors, and bit maps
are defined and referenced in general-purposeresource
files. However, not all configuration resourcescan be conveniently specified in a general-purposefile. The mwmresource description file (usually called .mwmrc)contains
descriptionsof resourcesthat are difficult to specify in the
general-purposeresourcefiles. Mwmmenus,mouse semantics, and keyboard semanticsare describedin the mwmresource description file and referencedin other resource
files.
The last thing that mwmdoes during its start-up phaseis
adopt client windows that are currently being displayed.
Mwmassumescontrol over the placementof client windows
on the screen. In the usual case where mwmis the first
client to be startedthere will be no clients to adopt.
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Fig.4. Eventredirection.(a) lf nowindow manager is running
(no redirection), the client's window mapping is done immediately. (b) When mwmis running, the seNer redirectsthe
client's map window request lo mwm.lvtwmadds its window
border before asking the server to comptetethe window mapping.

Processing
After mwmcompletesstart-upit goesinto a loop waiting
for and processing events. Events are messages from the X
server that are generated as the result of some user or client
action.
When a top-level client window is to be displayed on
the screen, the window manager receives a map request
event. In processing the request, the window manager retrieves client-specified and user-specified configuration information to place the client window on the screen. The
client window is reparented to a window manager frame
window. In effect, the client window is placed inside a
window manager frame window. This is the mechanism
that allows mwm to give all clients a common top-level
window border. In the frame window, around the outside
of the client window, are placed the window manager direct manipulation components shown in Fig. 2. Once the
client window is dressed up in its window frame, it is
placed on the screen.
User interaction with the window manager results in
mouse (button and motion) events and keyboard (keyl
User's X Resources
(e.9.,$HoME/.xdefautrs)

Application Default Resources

mwmResouces
(e.9.,$HoME/.mwmrc)

Fig.3.

OSF/MotifWindow Manager staft-up process.

Fig.5. Resourcefilesused by mwm.
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events. When a user interacts with a direct manipulation
window manager component, a stream of events is generated. Mwmassociates the events with a particular user interface component and invokes the associated function' Immediate visual feedback of the user's interaction maintains
the appearance and behavior of the direct manipulation
interface.
Users can configure window manager actions to be invoked by particular key or button events. This interface to
the window manager is in addition to the standard interface
which is based on direct manipulation of window manager
components. Mwm arranges with the X server to grab button
and key events that invoke window manager functions'
This grab mechanism allows the window manager to get
the events even while another X client window is receiving
keyboard input.
Termination of mwmis triggered when a window manager
function invoked by a user or by an event indicates that
the X server has been shut down' When mwmis terminated,
the window frames that belong to mwm are destroyed' Normally, all the child windows of a window that is being
destroyed are also destroyed. However, since mwm reparents client windows to their window frames at start-up,
the desirable behavior is for the client windows to be reparented back to the background (root) window so that the
clients can continue to run. To accomplish this, mwm uses
the X11 saveset mechanism to cause client windows to be
reparented back to the root window when mwmterminates'
By placing all client windows that have been reparented
to window frames into its saveset,the windows are automatically reparented back to the root window by the X server
when mwm terminates.

Restart
The restartfunction is invokedwhen a user wantsto
reconfigure mwm. Restart is necessary because some resources are only read by mwm in its start-up phase' Any
aspect of the mwmconfiguration can be changed at any time
using the restart function' The window manager restart
funciion effectively terminates the current instantiation of
mwm and starts a new one. This function is special in that
it causes mwm to make a complete pass through both of its
operational phases. The event that invokes the restart function is processed in the steady-state event processing phase'
Restarf execution begins with the termination of mwm and
completes when mwm starts up again.

first-generation products. Therefore, visual and performance tuning of these components could not be relied
upon.
I Prototype versions of hpwm were required to refine the
3D visual style, to support usability testing, and to support prototype application environments.
r Standards that hpwm used were under development in
parallel with the implementation of hpwm.
The implementation strategy used for hpwminvolved substantial prototyping and design, followed by bottom-up
reimplementation. Prototyping and design accounted for
more than half of the engineering and calendar time spent
on implementing hpwm. Development of a prototype delayed dependencies on user interface components and
facilities. The prototype was used to identify visual and
performance problem areas requiring design refinements.
Design decisions were substantiated or changed based on
experience with the PrototYPe.
After the prototype and hpwm,mwm can be viewed as the
third pass on the window manager. The experiences gained
from the earlier efforts were used during the definition and
implementation of mwm.Also, the use of the hpwmengineering team for the development of mwm allowed for rapid
and effective progress once the functionality was defined.
Widgets and Windows
There are two principal levels in which a programmer
can write a user interface for an X client: the high level
using a widget library like the OSF/Motif widgets and the
low level using the X library. Widgets provide highJevel
obiects (like menus and buttons) that embody the semantics
of specific user interactions, and the X library provides
only basic window functionality. Since the HP window
manager user interface was implemented using a mixture
of widgets and the X library, mwm was implemented using
a similar mixture of libraries.
Mwmuses the OSF/lvlotif widgets to implement its menus'
This provides appearance and behavior consistent with
applications that also use the OSFAvIotif widgets. It also
leverages the engineering effort that went into the design

OSF/Motif Window Manager
ImPlementation
Like the features and characteristics of mwm, most of the
code and design for mwm were leveraged from the HP window manager. The period when hpwm was designed and
implemented was one of rapid change for X and for HP's
use of X. This had to be taken into account in formulating
an implementation strategy for mwm. For example:
I Hpwmwas implemented at the same time that there were
new developments in user interface technologies and
components. However, to minimize risk, stable technologies were used in favor of the newer ones.
r The user interface components that hpwmused were often
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Fig. 6. Exploded view ol an mwmwindow frame

and development of the menu widgets.
Mwmdoes not use any widgets for the window frame
components(title bar, resize handles,and border). To understandwhy, it is necessaryto examinethe decisionmade
for hpwm.First, at that time, the availablewidgets did not
offer enough control over the thicknessof the aD beveling
(the top shadow and bottom shadowhighlights) to give the
desired 3D effect. The window frame has oddly shaped
piecesand complicatedjoints that require explicit drawing
by the window manager.Also, the visual design requires
single-pixel beveling between componentsof the window
frame.
Second,although using multiple widgets as buttons for
the frame decorationsimplified someaspectsof event handling, it complicatedchangingthe color of the entire window frame. Some window managerschangeonly the title
bar appearanceto indicate the active window. However,
this can be difficult or impossible to spot depending on
the size of the window and the degree to which it is
obscured. Mwmand hpwmchange the color of the entire
frame to indicate keyboardfocus.Thus, the functional and
f
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performance needs of hpwmrequired a solution other than
using the widgets available at the time.
It is important to note that with the latest version of
OSF/NIotifwidgets, most of the objectionsthat causedthe
initial decision not to use widgets for the window frame
have goneaway. For example,OSF/lvlotifprovides widgets
called "windowless gadgets" that provide better performancethan the widgets with windows that we used. However, there are still some mwmuser interfacerequirements;
such as the resizecursors,that require either widgets with
windows or special processing.
An mwmwindow frameconsistsof ten windows for drawing, cursor presentation,and event handling (seeFig. 6).
The main frame window has the root window as its immediate parent. It is an inpuVoutput window and is the
window to which frame drawing is done. Above the frame
window are eight input-only windows for the resize handles. Each of thesewindows has its own cursor to indicate
the type of resizethat can be startedin that area.The next
layer up includes an input-only title window which is used
to display a different cursor for the title area and partially
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Fig. 7. A sample resource file
showing some sample configurations fot the OSF/Motif window
manager.
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obscures the upper resize windows' This layer also includes a base window on which the client window sits.
The base window partially obscures the lower resize windows and is used for drawing the client matte if one is
specified. The client matte is a feature of mwm that allows
for a
the user to create an extra level of distinguishability
window by specifying a color for the area below the title
bar window shown in Fig. 6. An example of this feature
is illustrated by the strip labeled optional matte in Fig. 2.
The primary reason there are so many windows is to get
the desired cursor behavior. As the pointer moves into each
resize area, the cursor changes to indicate the type of resize
that can be started in that area. This is accomplished in
mwm by creating input-only windows that overlay the
graphics in the frame window. Each window is created
with a different cursor attribute. A benefit of this, from
mwm'spoint of view, is that the X server takes care of changing the cursor shape when the pointer enters or leaves these
windows. Careful overlapping of the title bar window and
the base window clips the corner resize areas to their
characteristic nonrectangular shapes'

is

# This

an annotated

fragment

Gonfiguration
The mwm approach to configuration can be characterized
in terms of consistency, flexibility, performance, and usability. These attributes were achieved using the following
techniques.
! The mwm configuration is based on the values of resources set in the resource files. Mwm resource names
are consistent with the standard OSF/lvlotif widget
names. The names are defined such that a single entry
in a resource file can be used to specify values for related
resources. For example, the background color used for
all window manager components can be specified with
one resource.
I Most configuration overhead occurs at start-up and is
avoided during user interaction, when quick feedback
is required.
I All mwmresources have default values that are consistent
with the standard Presentation Manager behavior and
3D appearance.
Three types of resources are processed by mwm:generalbehavior resources, component-specific appearance re-
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f.nenu WorkMenu
f.move
f. resize

Fig. 8. A portion of a file defining
mwmg eneral behavior resou rces.

sources, and client-specific appearance and behavior resources. Fig. 7 shows a portion of a file with some sample
resource settings.
General-Behavior Resources, General-behavior resources
are used to define window manager policies such as directing keyboard input to a particular client window and
specifying when to install a client window's color map.
Button and key associations* to window manager functions
are also specified. For example, pressing the left mouse
button with the pointer over the root window can be configured to post a menu. The general-behavior resources are
completely processed when mwm is started.
Fig. B shows a portion of the mwm resource file used to
define the button and key associationsdeclared in the sample .Xdefaultsfile shown in Fig. 7. The first part of the resource file, labeled MenuWorkspace,defines the appearance
and the functions associated with the menu shown in Fig.
9. For example, for the menu item hpterm,the function f.exec
is executed when hptermis selected, and the field ,,hpterm
:80x42&" defines the HP-UX command that is executed by
f.exec to start a new hpterm terminal emulator that is B0
columns by 42 lines in size. The key and button bindings
define the event (key or button selectionl, the context
(where the event occurred), and the action associatedwith
key and button selections. From the key binding description in Fig. B, the key sequence Att ESC entered while in
an icon or window context would cause the Windowmenu
to be displayed.
Component-Specific Appearance Resources. Mwm highlevel components include the window frames, icons fsmall
representations of client windows), and window manager
menus. These components use the same set of appearance
configuration resources. The resources specify the colors
and textures to use for 3D appearance and the font to use
for displaying text. Defining the 3D appearance of a component can involve specifying the texture and color for the
foreground, the background, the top shadow, and the bottom shadow of the component. Default component-specific
appearance resources can be used to avoid specifying any
'Also

calledkey bindings

Fig. 9. Ihe Workspace
menu descrrbed in the .mwmrcfile in
Fin

R

resources for a monochrome system, and only the background color on a color system. On a color system the top
shadow, bottom shadow, and foreground colors are generated algorithmically. The algorithm generates an effective
3D visual appearance based on a background color. New
colors are generated by shifting the RGB values of the background color. The values are shifted to make the top shadow
color lighter, the bottom shadow darker, and the foreground
color much darker than the background color.
The window frame and icon components have a set of
appearance resources for both active and inactive states.
A component in the active state can receive keyboard input,
and a component in the inactive state cannot. In the case
of a window frame, the client window receives the keyboard
input. For human factors and performance reasons there
is a single 3D color scheme for active components and a
single color scheme for inactive components. Multiple,
client-specific color schemes for active and inactive states
led to problems with identifying the client window that
was supposed to receive keyboard input. Also, interactive
performance is maintained by allocating all component
colors and graphics contexts (graphics state information
used in X drawing requests) at start-up time.
Client-Specific Appearance and Behavior Resources, Resources used by the window manager to customize components for particular client windows are client-specific resources. The image in the icon representation of a client
window can be specified. Client-specific colors can also
be specified to color the client icon image and the 3D matte
that fits within the window frame. Client-specific resources
are retrieved based on the resource name or class of a client
window. The resulting X resources and window manager
components are cached to avoid resource processing overhead when several clients of a particular name or class are
run. This enhances performance because client windows are
placed on the display frequently during user interaction.
Event Processing
Mwm event processing is designed to handle different
types of events and event contexts. The events that are
processed include button presses, pointer motion, window
destruction, and many more. Event contexts define the Iocations where the events occurred. These locations include
the root window, widgets, nonwidget window rranager
components, the window frame, an icon, and client windows. The window frame has subcontexts such as the system menu button, the resize border handle, the title, and
the minimize button.
Table I lists some events that are processed, the contexts
they occur in, and the actions taken when the event occurs.
Events with a root window context generally involve
newly displayed windows, destroyed client windows, or
the invocation of a window manager function that is not
client-specific (e.g., repaint the screenJ. Events for mwm
menus have a widget context. Events with a nonwidget
context are generally on the window frame and are often
related to user interaction with the direct manipulation
components such as the resize handles. Events with a client
window context are typically notifications about the actual
or desired state of a client window.
The event-processing loop for mwm has the following
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Table I
Events, Contexts, and Actaons

Event

Widget
Context

Root
Context

Map
Window

Decorate
thewindow
with a new
frame and
place it on
the display.

Window
Destroyed

Removethe
frame from
the display
and recovet
resources.

Nonwidget
Context

Button
Press

Post (show) Activate
frame commenu.
ponent
button or
resize
handle.

Pointer
Motion

Move
selection
cursor.

Button
Release

Commit
Unpost
(hide)menu.action.

CIient
Window
Context

Move or
resizeframe
outline.

Install
color map for
window.

Change
ColorMap

flow of control.
I Use the Xt Intrinsic function XtNextEventto retrieve the
next event sent by the X server.
r Identify the event context. Events are always reported
relative to some window. The X context manager, which
is accessible through X library functions, is used to associate mwm contexts and data with the window identifiers provided in events.
r Dispatch nonwidget events to the appropriate event
handler and dispatch widget events using the Xt Intrinsic
function XtDispatchEvent.
r Go back to the start of the event loop to get the next event.
Mouse Event Processing. Much of the behavior of the window manager interface is based on how mouse events are
processed. Mwm divides mouse event processing into two
categories: mutable behavior event processing and immutable behavior event processing.
Immutable behavior is built into mwm and is associated
with the direct manipulation features (title bar, resize handles, etc.l of window frames and icons. Each direct manipulation feature has its behavior encapsulated in mwm event
processing. Button press-and-release events and mouse motion events that occur with a context corresponding to a
direct manipulation feature are processed by the event
handler for that feature.
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Mutable behavior event processing is based on user
specification of mouse event associations with window
managerfunctions. For example, button three of the mouse
can be associated with the minimize function such that
whenever button three is pressed with the mouse pointer
over any part of the client window or window frame, the
window will be minimized.
Mwmmaintains a table that associatesmouse events with
window managerfunctions, and it usesthis table for deciding which window manager function to invoke'
Keyboard Input Focus Event Processing.The window with
the keyboard input focus is known as the active window'
What this means is that when a key is pressed,the input
is applied to the window with the keyboard input focus.
Moving the keyboard input focus between windows is an
important window manager function.
Two behaviors are supported by mwmfor setting the
keyboard input focus: explicit selection and pointer-relative selection.*Explicit selectionmeansthat a specificwindow is designatedto be the keyboardinput focus window.
Explicit selection of the input focus is PresentationManager behavior. For pointer-relativeselection,the window
under the mouse pointer automatically becomes the
keyboardinput focus window. This behavior is favoredby
many technical users.
Very different event processingis neededto handle the
two different keyboard input focus behaviors. Setting the
keyboardinput focusin pointer-relativemode is done using
enter and leave window events. When the pointer enters
a window frame, mwmreceives an enter window event.
Mwmrespondsby making a requestto the X serverto cause
delivery of keyboard input to the client window. As long
as the pointer remainsover the window frame (or the client
window), keyboard input will be delivered to the client
window. This maintains the illusion that the window frame
is just anotherpart of the client window. When the pointer
leavesthe window frame,a leavewindow eventis received.
This is usually followed by an enter window event as the
pointer entersthe root window or another window frame.
Mwmresponds by resetting the keyboard input focus appropriately.
Event processingfor explicit selection of the keyboard
input focus primarily involves button pressand key press
eventsas opposedto enterand leavewindow events.When
a button press event is receivedby mwmand the context is
a client window that does not have the keyboard input
focus, mwm calls the X server to cause the delivery of
keyboard input to the client window.
Mwmhas to take care when it is processingbutton press
events. Usually button events go to the window that is
under the mouse pointer at the time the button is pressed
or released.This meansthat if the pointer is over a client
window and the button is pressed, the client window
would normally get the button pressevent and mwmwould
not seean event.Mwmhandlesthis by establishinga passive
grab of the button event when it is generatedin the client
window context. A passivegrab of the button causesthe
event to be delivered to mwmand not to the client window
(seeFig. 10a). Mwmhas effectively stolen a button event
that would normally belong to the client window.
'Also known as tracked listenerand real-estatedriven

This is not very friendly becausethe stolen event is often
a mouse button 1 press event which, according to Presentation Manager, is also used to do selections of user
interface componentsin the client window. Mwmredeems
itself by making the button event available to the client.
After mwmsets the keyboard input focus, it replays the
button press,causingthe event to be deliveredto the client
window (see Fig. 10b). Mouse event processingby the
serveris then allowed to continue, and mouse eventsthat
occur after the button press are delivered to the client window (if the client window is interestedin the events).While
a client window has the keyboard input focus, mwmturns
off its passivegrab requestfor a button press.
Interactive Pointer Tracking. A direct manipulation interfacehas to work hard to provide good feedbackto the user.
An example of this occurs during interactive moving or
sizing of windows in mwm.Mwmdraws a frame outline that
tracks the new position or size of the window as the user
moves the mouse around. Making this operate smoothly
and efficiently requiressomeinterestingeventprocessing.
All X window managersprovide a feedbackmechanism
like the one described above.Many do so by polling the
position of the pointer (mousecursor) and drawing a new
outline (erasingthe old) when the position changes.This
has the advantageof keepingthe window managerand the
server synchronized,providing smooth behavior.The disadvantageis that the polling continues when the pointer
is not moving, using up network bandwidth if the window

(b)

Time
Fig, 10. (a) Mouse input stolen by mwmusing a passive
grab. The short arrow indicates that the button event nevel
makes it to the client. (b) Mouse input intercepted by mwm
and replayed.

manager is running remotely.
The first implementation of hpwm,forerunner of mwm,
departed from polling by requestingthe server to report
pointer motion eventsonly when the pointer moved. Thus
the drawback of polling was avoided. However, when the
pointer moves,a largenumber of eventsmust be processed.
This was not a problem on medium-to-high-performance
workstations that could keep up with the flood of events,
but a problem did occur on low-performancemachines,
particularly X terminals. The time to processeach motion
event was longer than the time to generatea new one,
causing the user to observea window outline that would
fall behind the motion of the pointer.
The solution to the problem, implemented in mwm(and
a later hpwm),is to request the X server to send pointer
motion hints, which are a special type of pointer motion
event. In this mode of operation, the X server only sends
pointer motion hints in conjunction with certain other
events,such as window exit and entry. The X serveralso
sendsa pointer motion hint when the pointer movesfrom
the last position queried by mwm.Each time a pointer motion hint is received,mwmacknowledgesit by querying the
position of the pointer. It then moves the pointer outline
based on the values returned by the query. Tracking the
pointer position with pointer motion hints is more expensive than polling when the pointer is moving, but it avoids
the polling burden when the pointer is not moving.
Adopting a Client Window
Adopting a window refers to the processthat mwmgoes
through when it initially encountersa window that it does
not yet manage.This happens with the set of client windows that are on the display beforemwmis started,as well
as with clients that are started after mwmis already running.
For each window that it adopts, mwmcollects information
from the client and the resourcedata basethat affectsthe
appearanceof the window border, the placement of the
window on the screen,and the window's behavior in responseto user actions.
Communication between an X client and an X window
manageroccursthrough eventsand properties (specialinformation associatedwith a window). Among the events
that are processedby mwmare those that begin or terminate
managementof X clients. The properties allow the client
to indicate placement, decoration,and behavior information.
Mwmbecomesaware of a new client when it receivesthe
client's redirectedrequestto display (or map) its top-level
window. Mwmrespondsto this event by:
r Examining severalclient window properties
I Constructinga window frameand icon for the window
r Reparentingthe client window to the mwmwindow frame
r Placing the client window on the display.
Severalproperties are used in this client-window manager communication. Some are listed in Table II.
The initial position and size of a window can be set
either programmaticallyor interactively by the user. This
information is passed to mwmin the WM_NORMALHINTS
property of the client window. The value of this property
is what determineshow mwmplacesthe window. Mwmwill
let the userplacethe window interactivelyif mwm'sinterac-
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window menu that is posted using the window menu button on the window frame. The window menu is like a
pull-down menu. It appearsbelow the window menu butwhen the pointer is moved over the window menu
ton
Use
Property
button and the selectionbutton (on the mouse)is pressed.
Frame decoration and function
-MOTIF_WM-HINTS
A selection is made by draggingthe pointer to a menu item
preferences
and releasingthe selectionbutton. A client-specificwinModifywindowmenu
_MOTIF-WM_MENU
dow menu can also be posted by a button or key event in
client icon context.
the
for
fetching
resources
Client class
WM-CLASS
To the user it may seemthat mwmsupports a large number
Icon image
WM_HINTS
of menus. This is becauseeach client window has a menu
that is posted from the window menu button, and each
Iconname
WM.ICON_NAME
client icon has a menu that can be postedwith a key press
Icon sizes preferred by window
WM_ICON-SIZE
(typically Shifl Esc). There are also menus that are commanager
monly used to start clients and to perform various window
Client window name
WM-NAME
managementfunctions (e.g.,changethe stacking order of
client windowsl. The heavy use of menus, combined with
Window position and size
WM_NORMALHINTS
the relatively high performancecost of making menus, led
Client-window manager
WM-PROTOCOLS
to the design of a menu cache for mwm.A menu cache is
communication
possiblebecausemany menus have the samemenu items.
Window manager state for client
WM_STATE
Also, the flexibility of the OSF,tlvlotifmenu widget allowed
mwmto use a pop-up menu type for all the menus' Mwm
WM-TRANSIENT_FOR Secondary window indicator
uses the OSF/\4otif pop-up menu type to implement window menus and simulatespull-down menu behaviorwhen
a menu is posted using the window menu button.
tive placement is enabled and if the initial position has
Mwm keeps a list of menu specifications.When mwm
been set programmatically. However, if the initial position
makes a menu it starts with a particular menu pane specifihas been set by the user (e.g., via a command-line option),
cation. The workspacemenu entries given in Fig. B illusinteractive placement will not be done even if it is enabled.
uses
sevIf
a
client
not
clients.
trate a menu specification.Other menus can be specified
Mwm manages windows,
to cascadefrom the starting menu (seeFig. 11). When a
eral top-level windows, mwm will treat them all equally
menu is made. an associationis made betweenthe menu
even though they may have different purposes. However,
and the initial menu specification. Subsequentcalls to
a client may indicate a secondary top-level window, such
property
WM-TRANSIENT-FOR
placing
the
make the same menu will return the menu that is already
as a dialog box, by
built. The key to making this work is the capability of mwm
on it. Mwm will decorate a window with this property difto adjust the characteristicsof the menu dynamically so
ferently, using a separate decoration resource for secondary
that the menu is set up correctly for the context in which
windows. Mwm will not place a secondary window interit is posted.
actively.
Mwmadjusts the following menu characteristics:
is
properties
when
the
window
to
reading
In addition
r The active and inactive appearanceand behavior of
adopted, mwm tracks changes to some of the properties
menu items are matched to the context in which the
while the client is running. The client may change the
menu is posted. Menu items that are not applicable in
name displayed in the title bar by changing the WM-NAME
a particular contextaregrayedout and arenot selectable.
property. Similarly, the client may change the name disFor example,a menu item that minimizes a client winplayed in the icon by changing the WM-lcoN-NAMEproperty.

Tablell
Window Properties

Window geometry (i.e., size, position, and resize increment) changes are also tracked in WM-NORMALHINTSto
make sure that resize units are properly reported. For example, a terminal emulator may resize its window to display
function keys, but the number of text rows reported as the
window size should not change.
Menu Handling
Mwm supports both client-specific and general-application menus. The contents of client-specific window menus
and general-application menus can be specified by the user.
The user can also specify the button or key event that
causes a menu to be posted and the context for the event
(e.g., post a utility menu when mouse button 1 is pressed
with the pointer in the title area of the window frame).
Everything that can be done with menus using a mouse
can also be done using a keyboard.
Presentation Manager behavior includes a client-specific
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(continuedon Page24)
Menu Workspace

(

"WorkspaceMenu"
a

Retresh
Restart
a
a

"Systems"

Menu Systems

(

"Systems"
A
B
a
a

E

Fig. 11. fhe Systemsmenu is cascaded from the workspace
menu because of the entry ln workspacethat calls lhe Systems
menu.

Interclient Communication Conventions
The X Window SystemVersion11 (X) was designed to be a
platformon whichwindowedapplicationenvironmenls
could be
built.lt providesa basic set of mechanismsfor buildingthese
environments
and does not imposeany particularuserinterface
behavior.With a minimalset of constraintson behavioran X(Xclient)maybe usablein isolation
basedapplication
but unable
to coexistwithotherX clients.Coexistence
entailscivilizedsharing of limitedresources(e.9.,the physicalcolor map) and the
use of standardmechanismsfor exchangrnginformation
(e.g.,
cuttingand pastingtext).A windowmanagercan enforcecoexistenceof X clientsin areassuch as the use of screensoaceand
keyboardinput, but even a window managerdoes not have
absolutepowerto maintainorder.An unfriendlyX clientcould
grab the X serverand preventotherX clientsfromgettinginput
or doing output

part of the windowoff the edge of the screen.The WM_NoRMAL
HINTSproperty provides the window manager with a starting
pointfrom which it then appliesthe screenlayoutpolicies An
ICCCMcompliantwindowmanagercan ignoresome or all of
the informationcontainedin the WM_NoRMALH|NTS
property.An
X client should be designedto be robustenoughto work in
environments
wherethis is the case.This demandon X clients
is basedon an ICCCMprinciplethat the user is in controlof the
user interface,not the X clients.
The WM_NORMALHTNTS
propertycontainsthe followingpieces
of information:
r Minimumand maximumwrndowsizes.Theseare reasonable
minimumand maximumsizesfor the window.Mwmusesthe
maximumsizewhen a windowis maximized.
I Baseand incrementwindowsizes.Theoverallwindowsizeis
the base size plus some numberof increments.
Mwmadjusts
lnter-Client Communications Conventions Manual
a window size to meet this constraintwhen the window is
Earlyin the developmentof X, representatjves
from the different
initiallyplacedon the screenor followingresizingby the user.
companiesworkingon or with X startedmeetingto addressthe
This is especiallyusefulwhen the windowis associatedwith
problemof X clientcoexistence.
This group has been officially
a terminalemulatorX client.The base windowsize usually
sanctionedby the X Consortium
to developinterclient
communiincludesthe heightof the softkeys.The incrementsare set to
cationconvenlions.
The conventions
that have beendeveloped
be equivalentto the heightand width of one of the characters
are documentedin the lnter-ClientCommunicatron
Conventions
displayedin the terminalemulatorwindow(terminalemulator
Manual(ICCCM).ICCCMcompliancehas becomea key design
X clientsuse fixed-sizefonts in which all charactersare the
criterionfor X clients.The development
of the ICCCMis ongoing
samesize).
and the generalgoalsthat shapethis developmentinclude:
r Minimumand maximumwindow aspect ratios.The aspect
I lmprovingclientcoexistence
in areasof potential
contention.
ratiosindicateallowablevaluesfor the ratio of the window
r Trackingthe evolutionof the X WindowSystemand X clients
widthto the windowheight.Forexample,an X clientcan indiand providingnewconventions
thataregenerally
applicable.
cate that it would always like to be displayedin a square
r Adding X WlndowSystemsupportfor new conventions.
window(theaspectratiois 1:1).
I Ensuringthatall ICCCMchangesare backwardscompatible.
I Anchorpointfor windowplacement.
Theanchorpointfor placThis meansthat all previouslydefinedconventions
are maining a windowallowsan X clientto specifyhow the window
tained, and old conventionsare changed only when they
positionshouldbe interpreted.
Thisis usefulin the casewnere
clearlycause incorrectbehavior.
a windowmanageradds a framearoundthe X clientwindow
and adjuststhe positionof the X clientwindowon the screen.
Client-To-Window-ManagerCommunication
The X clientcan specifyan anchorpointsuch that a corner
Many conventionsare documentedin the ICCCM.However,
or side of the X clientwindow,includingthe windowmanager
the conventions
thathavereceivedthe mostattention
by X client
f rame,is placedat a particular
absolutelocationon thescreen.
developershavebeenthosedealingwithclienfto-window-manIn general,mwmuses the WM_NORMALHTNTS
informationwith
ager communication.
A key goal of the mwmdesignwas ICCCM
littleor no changeto placean X clientwindow.Ad.iustments
are
compliance.X clientsthat are ICCCMcompliantcan coexistin
only made if the user requestssome refinementof the mwm
a predictablemannerwith mwmand with each other.Window
windowplacementpolicy(e.9.,the user requeststhatwindows
propertiesare one of the X mechanisms1orclienfto-window- be interactively
placedwhentheyare firstdisplayed).In placing
managercommunication.
A windowpropertyis a collectionof
an X clientwindowon the display,mwmfirstdetermines
a desirinformationof a particulartype that is associatedwith a window.
able windowsize,whichis usuallythe windowsizespecifiedby
Clientsassociate,by convention,severalpropertieswith their
the X client,Mwmthenretrievesthe WM_NORMALHTNTS
property.
windowsto communicate
withthe windowmanager.Noteworthy
The processing of the WM_NoRMALH|NTS
property varies
examplesof propertiesthat are used for client-to-window-man- based on the versionof the ICCCMthat the associatedclient
ager communicationare WM_NoRMALH|NTS
and wM_pRoTo- implements.Mwmuses the size of the propertyin figuringout
COLS.The WM_NORMALHTNTS
propertydeals with window size
which versionol the ICCCMto use. This allowsmwmto be backand positioning,
and WM_PROTOCOLS
dealswithpublicor private
wards compatiblein complyingwith the ICCCM.
wrndowmanagercommunication
protocols.
Client and Window Manager Protocols
Client Window Size And Position
The wM_pRoTocolspropertyis used by an X clientto indicate
The wM_NoRMALHTNTS
propertyis used by a clientto give a
interestin publicor privatewindow-manager-to-client
communihintto the windowmanageron howthe clientwindowshouldbe
cationprotocols.In general,theseprotocolsare usedto inform
positioned
on thescreenand whatitssizeshouldbe.Thewindow
an X clientof some windowmanageractionthat has occurred
managerenforceshow a client is positionedand sized on the
or is about to occur (e.9.,the window systemis about to be
screen.Somewindowmanagersmay enforcea policywhereall
terminated).
Publicprotocolsare registered
by the X Consortium,
clientwindowsare tiledon the screen(displayedwithoutoverlapspecifiedin the ICCCM,and supportedby most,if notall,ICCCM
ping),or where windowsare not allowedto be displayedwith
compliantwindowmanagers.Privateprotocolsare specificto a
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particular
thathavehighutility
windowmanager.Privateprotocols
and widespreadacceptanceby X clientdevelopersusuallybecome publicprotocols.
The wM_pRorocoLspropertyis formattedas a list of protocol
Manywindowmanagers,includingmwm,keep track
identifiers.
of X client changesto the property.This allowsan X clientto
participateonly in thoseprotocolsthat it requiresat a particular
time. The wM-PRoTocoLSlist can accommodateany number
and mix of publicand privateprotocols.
protocolis a commonlyused public
The wM DELETE-wlNDow
protocol.This protocolis used to informX clientsthat a request
has been made (probablyby the user)to get rid of an X client
window.Thisprotocolis usedby windowmanagersto implement
a clearand consistentuser interfacefor gettingrid of windows.
Typically,deletinga windowalso includesdeletingthe X client
that is associatedwith the window. Mwmuses the WM-DELETE-

wtNDowprotocolto close a window.The mwmclose functioncan
be accessed from the standardwindow menu that is posted by
pressingthe windowmenubuttonin the clientwindowframe.lf
the closefunctionis invokedon a clientthatdoesnot participate
protocol,mwmuses the X request
in the wM-DELETE-wlNDow
to get rid of the windowand terminatethe client.In this
xKillclient
case the clientfindsout that it has beenterminatedbut cannot
torclients
preventor delaythetermination.
Thisis notappropriate
or clients
that would liketo interactwiththe useron termination,
terminated.
thathavemultiplewindowsthatcan be independently
protocol,
lf a client does participatein the wM-DELETE-wlNDow
requestmessageto theclientindicating
mwmsendsa termination
lt is then up to the clientto
that the windowis to be terminated.
determinehow to deal withthe window,becausemwmtakesno
furtheraction.Well-behaved
removethewinclientsimmediately
dow from the screenor promptthe userlor confirmation.

(contnued irom page 22)

dow is grayed out if the menu is posted in the icon
context.
A menu is placed in keyboard traversal mode to allow
keyboard manipulation of the menu. However, if a menu
is not posted using a key press, the menu is not placed
in traversal mode.
A menu is configured to have particular key and button
events select a menu item and unpost the menu.
A menu is posted at a particular screen position [e.g.'
below the window menu button in a window frame).
Mwm keeps track of the currently configured characteristics of a menu and does the minimal amount of adiustment that is necessary before posting the menu.
Component Graphics
The window frame provided by mwmfor decorating client
windows consists of a number of components representing
different window management functions. The functionality and layout of the components are the same as in Presentation Manager. However, mwm enhances the appearance
of the frame by adding the 3D appearance.
It is important for mwmto be as fast as possible to implement a good direct manipulation interface. The two principal things that were done to speed up the graphics rendering were to minimize the number of X protocol requests
to draw the frame, and to do all the drawing to one window.
A fully configured mwm window frame consists of a border and a title bar. The border is divided into eight resize
handles. The title bar is divided into boxes (or gadgets)for
the system menu, the title text, and the minimize and
maximize functions. The height of the title bar and the
drawings inside the gadgetsare scaled to match the height
of the font used for the text in the title bar'
A frame with the 3D look may have as many as four
colors displayed at once. These are the background' the
foreground (title text), and the top shadow and bottom
shadow colors (see Fig. 12). The background color makes
up the majority of the color visible in a frame. Mwm sets
the background color of a frame by setting the background
attribute of the frame window. The background of all the
frame components is set in one X graphics call' Once this
attribute is set, the X server takes care of painting the background of the window in response to exposure events.
Graphic contexts are used to store much of the informa-
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tion required by the X graphics routines. This includes
items such as colors, Iine styles, and clip regions. Mwm
creates several graphic contexts for use in drawing the
frame. These graphic contexts may differ in foreground
color and fill tile. They are created when the window manager starts up and are used for all the window frames. When
mwm draws a differently colored part of the frame, it passes
a different graphic context to the graphics drawing routine.
The title text is usually drawn in one XDrawStringcall
using the graphic context containing the foreground color.
If the text is too long for the available space, then the text
is truncated by setting a clip rectangle into the graphic
context before calling XDrawString.
The remainder of the frame is made of the top and bottom
shadow colors. This includes the outer 3D shadowing, the
separations between the resize handles, the edges of the
title bar buttons, and the images inside the system
minimize and maximize buttons. This drawing is done
with only two calls to XFillRectangles.
takes, among its arguments, a list of rectanXFillRectangles
gles and a graphics context. Mwm generates two lists of
rectangles for top and bottom shadows when a frame is
built. This occurs whenever a frame is needed for a new
window, or when a window has been resized. To make
this task simpler to code, two helper routines were constructed to add data to an existing pair of lists. One routine
adds the top and bottom shadows to construct rectangular
features. The other routine adds the top and bottom
shadows to construct the corner resize handles. The
shadowing for the entire frame is constructed out of multiple calls to these two routines.
Mwm always redraws the entire frame in response to an
exposure event. In the best case,this takes three X graphics
calls for drawing the text and the top and bottom shadows.
If the text is clipped, then two more X calls are required
for setting and clearing the clip rectangles. If the background color of the frame changes, then two additional
calls are needed to set the frame window background attribute and clear the window to the new background. The
common case of setting or clearing the focus indication on
a window frame takes five X graphic calls.
The performance of this frame redrawing algorithm has
been adequate. A possible optimization would make the
exposure event handling smarter by only drawing those

Foreground

Background

Top
Shadow

Bottom
Shadow

Fig. 12. The four colorcinvolved
in achieving the 3D look for a
frame.
areas that need to be drawn. This would require either
generating a new list of rectangles for the exposed region,
or picking out the affected rectangles from the list of rectangles for the whole frame. Since X drawing calls map into
X protocol requests (which can be computationally expensive), the optimization would have to avoid generating
more X protocol requests than the approach taken above.
Testing a Window Manager
Mwmhas a programmatic interface that is used by clients
and an interactive interface for users. The testing of mwm
needed to cover both of these interfaces. The approach to
testing the programmatic interface involved writing a
number of special-purpose clients that systematically generated all of the events that the mwmprogrammatic interface
handles. These programs were run for each regression test
as mwm progressed through its various development releases.
The testing of the interactive mwm interface required a
much different approach. The interactive nature of the interface precluded the use of test programs. Testing could
have been accomplished by developing test scripts that
testers would follow for each regression cycle and each
tested hardware configuration. However, this is an extremely tedious and expensive approach to testing.
Fortunately the Xtm (X test monitor) testing tool was de-

veloped for testing interactive X clients. Xtm is based on
the record-replay software testing technique.a'5'6 In this
technique human interactions with the system are recorded
in a file and replayed later for regression testing. Xtmrecords
all mouse and keyboard interactions and saves them in an
interactive test script file. The tester can at any time save
snapshots of all or part of the screen. For regression testing
the Xtm interactive test scripts can be replayed. Xtm compares the saved screen images with the replay screen images
and flags any differences. A tester only has to spend time
recording the interactive test script and checking the results
of the automated regression tests. Use of Xtm also allowed
repeatable testing. A user could not be expected to move
a pointer in exactly the same way or remember what a
screen looked like down to a single pixel each time a test
script is followed.
Mwm testing also benefited from the wide distribution it
received through OSF. Mwmwas made available to a sizable
number of people at OSF member companies including
HP. These users had a variety of software and hardware
environments as well as different patterns of use and expectations from a user interface. Their input provided a useful
adjunct to the testing done using Xtm.
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Programmingwith HP OSF/MotifWidgets
The HP OSFlMotifwidget library makesit easy for a
developer to create applications with a graphical user
interfacethat has a consistentappearanceand behavior.
J. Ellsworth
andBeniamin
by DonaldL. McMinds
HE X WINDOW SYSTEM(usually referredto simply
as X) is widely recognizedas the industry standard
window systemf or UNlX-system-basedworkstations
X's greatest attribute is the fact that applications written
for one vendor's platform will run on almost any other
platform without modification. X provides a root window
within which smaller windows can be displayed' A number
of applications can be run simultaneously and each application can have any number of windows. A workstation
screen with a typical assortment of windows is shown in
Fig. 2 on page 7.
The X Window System is composed of a set of library
functions known as Xlib. Xlib is the heart of X and it can
be compared to an assembly language. Like assembly language programming, creating a user interface using only
Xlib can be tedious and cumbersome (an example of Xlib
programming is provided later in the article). To overcome
this problem, the X designers created a second set of functions called the Xt Intrinsics or the X toolkit. The Xt Intrinsics use the Xlib functions to provide a higher-level set of
functions that make user interface programming easier. The
next library in the hierarchy, widgets, was designed to use
both Xlib and the Xt Intrinsics to relieve the programmer
of much of the extra work required to use these functions'
The relationship between the two sets of X functions (Xlib
and Xt Intrinsics) and widgets is much the same as the
relationship between a computer's assembly language and
a high-level Ianguage such as C.
The user communicates with X through the window
manager. Depending on the request, the window manager
communicates directly with one of the lower-level components in the hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 or with the X client.
The window manager is really just another X client (al-
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though admittedly a very special one).
The box on page 27 provides more information about
the evolution and development of widgets. This article
describes some characteristics of the HP OSF/Motif widget
library and shows how to write a program using this library.

Widgets
Widgets provide a base upon which the programmer can
build an application user interface that has a consistent
behavior and appearance. Widgets have a hierarchical class
structure. Each widget has some resources of its own and
(continuedon Page 29)

Fig. 1. Ihe X Window Systernand other components in the
OSF|Motifenvironment. The dashed line indicates that othel
X c/lents can either be managed by the window manager ol
run independently of the window manager.

The Evolution of Widgets
The developmentand acceptanceof any new technologyin
the softwareindustryas a standard is an evolutionaryprocess
that is drivenby such thingsas competition,
new technologies,
and the desirefor interoperability
over a wide varietyof hardware
platforms.This is the case with HP's OSF/Motifwidget toolkit.
This toolkit and the Xt Intrinsicswere developed to provide a
standardset of tools for implementinguser interfacesfor UNIXsystem-basedsystemsrunningin the X WindowSystemenvironment.
Fig, 1showsthefamilytreeforwidgets
in relationtothedifferent
versionsof the Xt Intrinsicsused to implementthem. The Xt
Intrinsicsare the foundationupon which many user interface
toolkitsthat run in the X WindowSystemhave been developed.
The Xt Intrinsicsbegan as the resultof a collaborationbetween
HP and DigitalEquipmentCorporationin late 1986 and early
1987.At the end of thisperiod,the Xt Intrinsics
werecontributed
to the X Consortium.'TheX Consortiumacceptedthe Xt Intrinsics
as a nonexclusivestandard for the creation of user interface
toolkitsfor the X WindowSystemenvironment.
Thef irstfreelyavailablesetof softwareobjects(widgets)based
on these early intrinsicswas done by ProjectAthena at N4assachusettsInstituteof Technology.TheAthenawidgets,because
theywerethe f irstwidgetsand theirdevelopmentwas not particularly profitmotivated,had a few bugs and did not offer much in
termsof functionality.
The Athenaobjectsprovidedonly buttons,
scroll bars, editableand noneditabletext, and boxes to contain
them. Perhapsmore importantthan the functionality,
the Athena
wadgetspresenteda basic model of interactionsupported bv
the Xt Intrinsics.

HP's First Wldgets
HP's first X Window Systemuser interfacetoolsetwas called
x-ray. Xray was writtenin the C languageand tailoredto run in
version10 of the X WindowSystem.Althoughthis was a good
toolsetby everyone'sestimation,it was realizedthat tools built
on a standardbase such as the Xt Intrinsicswould havea better
chance of long-termsuccess.Therefore,x-ray was abandoned
and workbeganon the HP X widgets,or as theywereevenlually
called,CXI (commonX interface)widgets.
HP'sexperience
withx-rayhelpedto determrne
thefeatureset
necessaryfor a successlul user interfacetoolkit.Althoughwe
knew what we wantedto providethe customer,we were novices
in using Xt Intrinsics.To accelerateour code production,the
Athenawidgetcodewasusedas thebasisforthefirstwidgets.
Simplewidgetswerecreatedusinga combination
of the functionalityinheritedfrom methods in the core class widgets and
the featuresprovidedin existingwidgets.Forthis reason,many
HP widgetsstartedas a copy of an existingsimplewidget(the
Athena label widget and the CXI button widget were the most
commonly used). The core class methods were then modified
untilthe desiredchangein functionality
was achieved.
For more complicatedwidgets, two approacheswere used.
Eithera simplewidgetwas repeatedly
modifieduntilthe complex
functionalitywas achieved(the title bar widget is an exampleof
this),or a closelyparallelAthenawidgetwas reworkedand debugged as necessary(text and paned widgets are examplesof
this).
The New Generation
The key featuresthat differentiatedthe CXI widgets from the

Fig. 1. Ihe widget family tree. Different improved yerslonsof the Xt
lntrinsicswere used to implement
different yerslons of the widget
family,
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Athena widgets were keyboardtraversal,a configurablemenu
Managerbehavior.Keyboardtraversal
system,and Presentation
is keyboard-onlyoperationof the user interfacewithouttouching
the mouse.As an example,considera propertysheet or a data
fields.In the
entryform that containsnumerousfill-in-the-blank
model presentedby the Athenawidgets,the user had to move
the mouse every time there was a need to move to a different
field.Touchtypistscomplainedthatreachingfor the mouseinterrupted them to such a degree that they felt the interfacewas
unusable.By offeringkeyboardtraversal,the CXI widgets provided a way to navigatethroughthe interfacewithoutever having
to leave the keyboard.
The most significantevolutionaryieature of the CXI widgets,
Manager
certainlyin termsof productstrategy,is the Presentation
behavior.PresentationManageris itselfa user interfacethat has
evolvedfrom MicrosoftWindowsand is characterizedby a base
set of graphical controlswith consistentbehavior.While the X
WindowSystemis primarilyfor the technicalworkstationmarket,
much of the technicalworkstationmarketcomesfrom usersmoving from personalcomputersto workstations.OftenPC usersare
hesitantto move to technicalworkstationsbecausethe software
environmentappearsforeignand thereforeis presumedhostile.
To make the move from oersonal computers to workstations
easier,programswrittenusingthe CXIwidgetspresentthe user
with an interfacethat behavesverv much like PresentationManager.
A New Dimension in Widgets
ln 1988we discoveredthat we neededto have a uniouevisual
appearancefor our widgets.This resultedin the development
of widgetswith a 3D appearance(see Fig. 2). This look was
At this pointwe
differentenoughto be consideredproprietary.
had two widgetlibraries:
a 2D widgetslibrary,whichwascontributed to the publicdomain,and a 3D widget library,whichwas
proprletary.The 2D versionof widgets,which became knownas
Xhp widgets, provided the basis for the XT+ toolkitfrom AT&T
Bell Laboratories.
Soon after the releaseof the CXI 3D widget library,revision3
of the Xt Intrinsicsbecameavailable.Sincethere is alwaysthe
urge to use the latesttechnology,a versionof the CXI widgets
was implementedusing the latestXt Intrinsics.One of the problemswith the earlierversionof CXI widgetswas that it imposed
the overheadof one window for every widget. Revision3 of the
. The X Consortiumis a group of companiesthat have joined togetherto promote
lor the X WindowSystemtechnology
standardsand enhancements

Xt Intrinsicsremoved this problem by providing the ability to
supportwindowlessobjects.
Open Standards
With the formationof the Open SoftwareFoundation(see box
on page B),the roleof CXIwidgetstookon a wholenew meanlng
In mid-1988 the newly formed Open SoftwareFoundationrequested membersfrom the entire computer industryto submit
proposalsfor a technologyfor creating an OSF user interface
environment.After this industry-widesolicitationand reviewprocess, the OSF chose a hybrid of two proposals,both based on
widget technology.HP was contractedto do the engineering
work requiredto create this hybrid,the OSF/Motilwidget set.
The OSF/Motitwidgetset is a combinationof widgettechnology
XUl. This
from HP's CXI and DigitalEquipmentCorporation's
hybrid provides the look and feel of CXI and the application
programmer's
interiaceof XUl, In latesummerof 1989,version
1.0 of the OSF/Motifwidget librarywas made available.All of
the externalfeaturesof the CXI widgets were improved upon
and incorporatedinto the OSF/Motifwidgets.The three-dimensional visual interactionclues were extended and made more
consistent.Keyboardtraversalwas extendeduniformlythroughout the widget set and made almostentirelyconsistentwith PresentationManager.All other graphicalcontrolssuch as menus
and scroll bars were also made consistentwith Presentation
Managerbehavior.
One of the mostsignificantcontributionsXUI madeto the OSF/
Motif widget set was the addition of a rlch dialog layer. XUI
presentsa largenumberof standarddialogboxeswitha number
of standard behaviors.These dialog boxes have been made
withPreswithCXIand behaviorally
consistent
visuallyconsistent
entationManager.
A Process, Not a Result
chainfor
OSF/Motif1.0 is currentlythe top of the evolutionary
OSF/Motifwidgets.However,the evolutionof technologyis much
more a processthan a result.Changesto the OSF/Motifwidget
set are already underuay with the developmentof even better
user interfacecomponents.More important,changes in the industry customer base and advances in such technologiesas
graphics hardware,objecforiented programming,cooperative
work, and distributed networkingwill continue to change the
environmentof the softwareindustryand to providea fertilesoil
for widgetevolution.
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Fig. 2. The evolution of the appearance of widgets from 2D to
3D with the beveled look.
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Fig.2. Exploded view of widgets
in a program.

can inherit resourcesfrom higher-classwidgets. Resource
simply meansa data name or variable whose value affects
some attribute of the widget. For example, there are resourcesthat control the size,color, and behaviorof widgets.
Most widgetsarevisible in the form of a window. Examples
of widgets include various types of buttons, scroll bars,
menus, and dialog boxes through which information is
exchanged.Some widgets cannot be made visible and are
used as supporting superclasses.These widgets supply
common resourcesfor the other widgets.
Fig. 2 shows how widgets are combined to produce a
window. The program output consistsof a bulletin board
widget and a pushbutton widget. The program that produces this output is described later. The top-level shell
widget is an invisible widget that provides resourcesand
communicateswith the X server.t The frame around the
visible output is provided by the OSF/lvlotifwindow manager and is not a part of the widget system.
A widget is composedof proceduresand data structures
that make use of the Xlib and Xt Intrinsics functions. The
functionality provided by the few lines of code neededto

Fig. 3. Baslc widget hierarchy

createa widget on the screencan only be duplicated with
many lines of code using Xlib and Xt Intrinsics functions.
While widgets savecoding time and make a program much
easierto read and comprehend,the trade-offis that a widget
program uses a lot more memory than an Xlib program.
The program presented in this article uses nearly 6B0K
bytes for the executablewidget version and 140K bytes for
the executableXlib version.
Widget Hierarchy
The X toolkit defineswidgets.To do so, it usesan objectbasedarchitecturethat groupswidgets into different classes. Each widget class has data structures and procedures
(methods) that operate on the data. Widgets also define
what data can be imported and exportedto the application
and what actions the widget supports. This set of data is
referred to as the resourcesof the widget class.A widget
is always an instanceof someclass.A pushbutton is a good
example of a widget classthat definesresourcescommon
to all pushbuttons. This class (XmPushButton)
defines the
methods for manipulating pushbuttons(e.g.,resizing),and
the set of data that can be imported and exported from any
instance of the class. For example, the pushbutton class
defines a resourcecalled armColor.
This resourcecontrols
the backgroundcolor of the pushbutton when it is armed.
This color can be modified in an instanceof the pushbutton
widget class by manipulating the state of the background
resourceof the affectedwidget instance.
The pushbuttonwidget classalso definesthe actionsthat
pushbuttons support. Instances of the pushbutton class
have three distinct states:armed, activated,and disarmed.
By default a pushbuttonis armed when the pointer is within the pushbutton area and mouse button 1 is pressed.A
pushbutton is activatedby first arming the pushbutton and
then releasingthe mouse button while the pointer is within
the armed pushbutton area. After the mouse button is released,the pushbutton is disarmed.All of thesebehaviors
are defined as part of the pushbutton widget class definition.
Any widget classcan inherit some or all of the resources
of another class. For example, the pushbutton class con-
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tains resources belonging to the XmLabel,XmPrimitive,and
Core classes, as well as its own resources. Fig. 3 shows the
relationships among the basic widget classes. Label and
pushbutton are primitive widgets. There are other primitive
widgets besides label and pushbutton but they are omitted
from Fig, 3 for clarity.
The basic widget class is the Core class. It contains resources that are inherited by all other classes. Each lower
class can inherit some or all of the resources belonging to
a higher class. The resources belonging to a given widget
class can be determined by examining its man page in the
HP OSF/Motif Progrommer's Reference Monuol.

Widget
Widget
Arg
register
/"

/'
l*

A WidgetProgram
The followingprogramillustratesthe useof widgetsin

/*

a program. The program consists of a pushbutton widget
that is contained in a bulletin board widget. Selecting the
pushbutton causes a message to be displayed on the terminal window and then the program terminates. The program
is called xmbutton.cand the output from the program is
shown in Fig. 4.

/.

file:

xmbutton.c

project:

MotitWidgetsexampleprograms

bboard;
button;
argsl|0];
intn;

/-BulletinBoardwidget
/tPushButtonwidget
/-arglist
/.argcount

initializethe Xt Intrinsics 'l
toolevel: Xtlnitialize
("main","XMbutton",NULL,NULL,&argc,argv);
Createa bulletinboardwidget in which the pushbuttonwidget ./
can be placed-/
n:0;
(toplevel,"bboard",
bboard : XmcreateBulletinBoard

args,n);
Managethe bulletinboardwidget'/
(bboard);
XtManagechild
/* Createa compoundstringfor the buttontext ./
btn-text : XmStringCreateltoR
(..PUshHeTe'',XmSTRING.DEFAULT-CHARSET);

:::
::.
widget.
description:This programcreatesa PushButton
:::
o Copyright1989by OpenSoftwareFoundation,
Inc.All RightsReserved.
:::
Company.
o Copyrisht1989by Hewlett-Packard
:::

set up arglist-/
n:0;
XmSTRING)
XtSetArg(argslnl,XmNlabelType,
; n+ + ;
XtSetArg(args[n],XmNlabelstring,btn-text); n+ + ;
create button 'l
button : XtcreateManagedwidget
("button",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,bboard,
args,n);
add callback -l
activatecB,
XtAddCallback(button,XmNactivatecallback,
NULL);
realizewidgets*/
(toplevel)
XtRealizewidget
;
orocessevents'/
XtMainloop0;

-----------------------------Y ]
l"----------

activateCB- callbackfor button

/' includeheaderfiles*/

void activatecB (w, clienLdata,call-data)
widget id
Widgetw;
/.

#include<X11/lntrinsic.h>
#include<Xmixm.h>
#include<Xm/BulletinB.h>
#include<Xm/PushB.h>

caddrj clienLdata;

/- data lrom application

caddrj call-data;

/. data from widget class

1

/'

functionsdefinedin this program 'l

/.

voidmain0;
'/
void activateCB0; /- Callbackfor the PushButton
/.

l

globalvariables -l

-/
char -btn-text; i. buttonlabelpointerfor compoundstring

**

main- mainlogicfor xmbutton.cprogram

void main (argc,argv)
unsignedinl argc;
char'.argv;

{
Widget

toplevel;

printmessage,free compoundstringmemory,and terminate
program"i
printf("PushButton
selected.n")
;
XtFree(btn-text);
exit (0);

/-
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Shellwidget

There are nine steps in writing widget programs. These
steps are used regardless of the complexity of the program.
The nine steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Include the required header files.
Initialize the Xt intrinsics.
Add additional top-level windows, if needed.
Create argument lists for the widget.
Create the widget.
Add callback procedures.
Realize the widgets and loop.
Compile and link the program.
Create the defaults files.

widget that will serve as the parent (or top level) widget
for the application widgets. The call to Xttnitiatize
in xmbutton.c
is:
toplevel: Xtinitialize
("main","XMbutton",NULL,NULL,&argc,argv);

Fig.4. Output from the program xmbutlon.
Steps 4 through 6 are done for each widget included in
the program. The next nine sections relate these steps to
the program xmbutton.c.
Include Required Header Files
Some common variables and types of variables used by
the widgets are defined in header files. The necessary
header files are included at the beginning of the program.
These header files are:
#include<stdio.h>
#include&<X11/lntrinsic.h>
#include&<Xm/Xm.h>
#include&<Xm/widget>
Replace widgetwith the name of the corresponding widget
header file for each widget class used in the program. The
include files for all widgets are found in the directory /usr/includeiXm.The header file name for each widget can be found
in the synopsis section of each widget's man page. The
order in which header files are placed is very important.
This order must be:
I General header files, such <stdio.h>
I Xt Intrinsics header files, such as <X11/lntrinsic.h>
r Widget header files, beginning with <Xm.h> and including a header file for each widget class used in the program. The order within the widget header files is not
critical.
For xmbutton.c,
the include files are:
#include<X l 1/lntrinsic.h>
#include<Xm/Xm.h>
#include<Xm/BulletinB.h>
#include<Xm/PushB.h>
Note that there is an include file for the bulletin board
widget and one for the pushbutton widget.

Initializethe Xt Intrinsics
The Xt Intrinsicsmust be initializedbeforeany other
calls are made to Xt Intrinsics functions. The most convenient method of accomplishing this is to use the function
Xtlnitialize.This function establishes the connection to the
X server, parses the command line that invoked the application, loads the resource data base, and creates a shell

The first two parameters, "main" and "XMbutton",are used
to reference defaults files, which are ASCII files used by
the system to set the values of widget resources. Defaults
files are explained in more detail later in this article. The
next two parameters are set to NULLsince they are not used
in this example. The last two parameters, &argc and argv,
are the number of command-line parameters and the array
in which they are stored.
The syntax for Xtlnitializeis:
(shell_name,
Xtlnitialize
app_class,
options,num_options,
argc,argv)
Type

Parameter

Slring
String
XrmOptionDescRec
Cardinal
Cardinal
String

shell_name;
app-class;
options[];
num_options;
.argc;
argvl];

where:
I shell-namespecifies the name of the application shell
widget instance.
r app-classspecifies the class name of this application.
r optionsspecifies how to parse the command line for any
application-specific resources.
I num-optionsspecifies the number of entries in the options
list.
I argc specifies a pointer to the number of command line
parameters.
r argv specifies the address of the command line parameters.
Adding Additional Top-Level Windows
Xtlnitializecan be executed only once in any program, so
to create additional top-level widgets the functions
XtOreateApplicationShellor XtAppcreateshell must be used.
XtAppCreateshell
allows the creation of a user-defined display
while XtCreateApplicationShell
uses the default display.
XtCreateApplicationShell
is from an earlier version of X, so it
is probably better to use XtAppCreateShell.
Xmbutton.cdoes not
use a second top-level shell so neither of these functions
appears in the program.

CreatingArgumentLists and Widgets
The next step in the program is to create widgets. In most
cases this involves setting widget resource name-value
pairs into an argument list and then calling a create function
for the widget. A name-value pair is a resource name and
the value assigned to that resource. For example, the resource name labelstringmight have a string value "ABCD"
assigned to it.
There are two methods to create widgets. The first
method involves using convenience functions, and the second method involves using generic Xt Intrinsics. Conve-
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nience functions, which are part of the widget library, are
used to create a specific type of widget. For example,
creates an instance of a bulletin board
XmcreateBulletinBoard
widget and XmCreatePushButtoncreates an instance of a
pushbutton widget. Widgets created with Xt Intrinsics are
automatically managed when they are created. However,
widgets created with a convenience function must be manor XtManageChildren.
aged with the function XtManageOhild
Managing widgets this way provides some flexibility and
saves time because a number of widgets can be created and
managed all at once.
Using Convenience Functions. In the program xmbutton.c,the
is used in the
convenience function XmCreateBulletinBoard
following lines of code to create a bulletin board widget.

/-

Createa bulletinboardwidgetin whichthe pushbutton
widgetcan be placed
n:0:
bboard : XmCreateBulletinBoard(toplevel,
"bboard",args,n);
Managethebulletinboardwidget
XtManageChild(bboard)
;

'/

The variable n, which is used here to specify the number
of name-value pairs in the argument list, is zero, indicating
that there are no name-value pairs in the argument list.
is used to manage the bulletin
The function XtManageOhild
board widget bboard.
is:
The syntax for XmCreateBulletinBoard
(parent,name,args,num-args)
Widget: XmCreateBulletinBoard
Type

Parameters

Widget
String
Arglist
Cardinal

parenr;
name;
args;
num_args;

where:
r parent specifies the parent widget of the newly created
widget (toplevelin this example).
r namespecifies the resource name for the created widget
(bboardin this example). This name is used for retrieving
resources and should not be the same as any other widget
that is a child of the same parent.
r args specifies the argument list for resource values.
. num-argsspecifies the number of arguments in args.
is:
The syntax for XtManageChild
(child);
XtManagechild
Type

Parameter

widget

child

where the parameter child specifies the widget to be managed.
Using Xt Intrinsics. The pushbutton widget in xmbutton.cis
The
created using the Xt Intrinsic XtCreateManagedWidget.
Iines of code associated with creating the pushbutton
widget are as follows.
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/*

/-

f

'l
Createa compoundstringforthe buttontext
btn_text: XmstringcreateltoR
("PushHere",XmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET)
;
'/
set uparglist
n:0;
XSetArg(args[n],
XmNlabelType,
XmSTRING);
n+ + ;
XSetArg(args[n],
XmNlabelstring,btn_text);n+ + ;
'l
createbutton
button XtCreateManagedwidget
("button",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,
bboard,args,n);

The call to the widget library function XmstringCreatehas
nothing to do with creating a widget, but it does set up a
compound string for the pushbutton label. A compound
string is designed to allow any text to be displayed without
having to resort to hard coding certain language dependent
attributes. The variable btn-teld is a pointer for the compound string "Push Here."
The Xt Intrinsic function XtsetArg is used to set up the
argument list. It sets the the values for specified widget
resources into an array that is subsequently accessed by
the widget when it is created. The syntax for XtSetArgis:
XtSetArg(arg,name,value)
Type

Parameters

Arg
String
XtArgVal

arg;
name;
vatue;

where:
r arg specifies the name-value pair to be set.
I name specifies the name of the resource.
r valuespecifies whether the value of the resource will fit
in a long integer (xtArgvalis defined to be of type longint
in an Xt Intrinsics header file); otherwise, it specifies
the address.
creates a pushbutton
The intrinsic XtOreateManagedWidget
widget that has the name button and the bulletin board
widget bboard as its parent. Note that creating a widget
merely creates the data structures associated with that
widget. It does not make the widget visible on the screen.
is:
The syntax for XtCreateManagedWidget
(name,widgelclass,parent,args,
Widget: XtCreateManagedWidget
num-args)
Type

Parameters

String
Widgetclass
Widget
ArgList
Cardinal

name;
widget-class;
parent;
args;
num_args;

The parameters name, parent, args, and num-argsspecify
the same values as their counterparts in the convenience
The parameter widgelclass,
function XmCreateBulletinBoard.
which is of type WidgetClass,specifies the widget class
pointer for the created widget.

AddingCallbackProcedures
whencertain
areprocedures
that areexecuted
Callbacks
events occur within a widget. Events such as pressing a
mouse button, pressing a certain key on the keyboard, or
moving the cursor into or out of a window can trigger a
callback procedure. Every widget has a callback list for
each type of callback it supports. This list contains the
callback procedures to be executed when a particular event
occurs. For example, every widget supports an XtNdestroyCallbacklist. Each callback procedure in this list is executed
before the widget is destroyed. Information on the callbacks
supported by a given widget can be found in the man page
for that widget and any supporting superclass widget that
supplies resources to it. There are two steps involved in
adding a callback procedure: writing the callback procedure and adding the callback procedure to the callback list.
Writing a Callback Procedure. A callback procedure returns no value and has three arguments:
r The widget for which the callback is applicable.
I Data passed to the callback procedure by the application.
I Data passed to the callback procedure by the widget.
In xmbutton.c,the callback procedure activateOBprints a
message to the standard output (this is normally the terminal window from which the application was executed),
frees the memory used by the compound string stored in
the variable btn-text,and ends the program by executing the
system exit procedure. The callback procedure is just like
any routine or procedure except that it is called only when
the event to which it is tied occurs. In xmbutton.c,
the activateCB callback procedure is executed when mouse button 1
is pressed and released and the mouse pointer is located
within the pushbutton window. It is the release of the
button (an event known as Btnl Up) that causes the pushbutton to be activated and the callback procedure to be executed.
Adding the Callback Procedure to the Callback List. The
callback procedure is added to a specific callback list that
is owned by the widget. This is done by using the Xt Intrinsics function XtAddCallback.
In xmbutton.cthe callback Drocedure is added with the code segment:
/' add callback-/
(button,XmNactivateCallback,
XtAddCallback
activateCB,
NULL);
The syntax for XtAddOallback
is:
XtAddCallback(w, callback-list,callback,clienLdata)
Type

Parameters

widget
String
XtCallbackProc
caddr-t

w;
callback_list;
callback;
clienldata;

where:
r w specifies the name of the widget to which the callback
procedure is to be added.
r callbaclclistspecifies the callback list within the widget
to which the callback procedure is to be added.
r callbackspecifies the name of the callback procedure to
be added.

r clienLdataspecifies the client data to be passed to the
callback when it is executed.
Note that the callback is added after the widget has been
created with XtCreateManagedwidget.This is necessary because one of the parameters for XtAddCallback
is the pushbutton widget known as button. An error would occur if a
callback is added to a widget that does not exist.
Making the Widget Visible
Even though we have created a widget and added a
callback procedure to one of its callback lists, if we were
to compile and execute the program at this point, nothing
would be visible on the screen. This is because we have
not passed the essential information about our widgets to
the Xt Intrinsics functions that actually display the widgets
on the screen. This is accomplished by using the function
XtRealizeWidget.
The final step in the program is the call to the Xt Intrinsics
XtMainloop. XtMainLoopis really an event loop. As events
occur, this function dispatches them and then searches or
waits for the next event to occur. In our simple example,
only the one event BtnlUp has any meaning. The window
shown in Fig. 4 will remain displayed indefinitely until
the pushbutton is pressed by moving the mouse pointer
into the button window and pressing and releasing mouse
button 1.
In the program xmbutton.c,
displaying the widget and looping are performed in the code segment:
/'
/'

realizewidgets-/
XtRealizeWidget(toplevel);
processevents*i
XtMainloop0;

Notice that there is no exit in the main part of the program. Program termination is taken care of in the callback
procedure activateOB.
Compiling and Linking
For compiling and linking the program xmbutton,one of
the following command lines is used.
r For HP 9000 Series 300 computers use:
cc -O -Wc, -Nd4000-Wc, -Ns4000-Wc, -Nt5000-DSYSV-o\
xmbuttonxmbutton.c-lXm-lXt -lXl1
r For HP 9000 Series 800 computers use:
cc -0 -DSYSV-o xmbuttonxmbutton.c-lXm -lXt -lXl1
The libraries Xm, Xt, and X1t, which are linked into the
program, must appear in the order shown. Xm is the widget
library, Xt is the intrinsics library, and Xt t is the Xlib functions.

CreatingDefaultsFiles
In the example above, the values of certain widget resources have been set by means of argument lists within
the program. Another method of setting resource values is
by means of ASCII files called defaults files. These files
are automatically read by the system before executing a
program. There are two types of defaults files: an app-defautr
file and a user-specific file called .Xdetautts.
ApfDefault File. This file is located in the directory /usr/tib/
X11/app-defaults
and supplies defaults for an entire class of
applications. The class is specified in the call to Xttnitiatize.
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in xmbutton.cspecifies the
For example, the call to Xtlnitialize
application class XMbutton(by convention, application class
names are the program name with the first two letters
capitalized). The app-defaultsfile XMbuttoncontains resource
values for certain widgets that are used in the program
xmbutton.c.An example of such a file is shown below.
! XMbuttonapp-defaultsfile for Motil demo programxmbutton.c
! generalappearanceand behaviordefaults
!
!
'lontList:
hp8.8x 16b
*shadowThickness
3
!
!
BulletinBoardresources
!
'bboard.resizePolicy:
-bboard.height:
-bboard.width:
*bboard.background:
!
!

RESIZE_NONE
150
250
skyblue

The order of precedence for setting values in widget resources is:
I The app-defaultsfiles
I The .Xdefaultsfile
r The values that are set in the program.
This means that values set in an app-defaultfile can be
overridden by an .Xdefaultsfile and values set in an .Xdefaults
file can be overridden by values set in the program.

An Equivalent Xlib Program
A program using Xlib and Xt Intrinsics functions rather
than widgets to produce our pushbutton and bulletin board
combination would take nearly four pagesof code.For this
reason, only a portion of the equivalent Xlib program is
presentedhere.
The previous section discusseddefaultsfiles as a means
of setting the value of a widget's resources.If widgets are
not used then defaults files cannot be used. For example,
file to set
in xmbutton.c
we used a single line in an .Xdefaults
the background color of the pushbutton widget:
goldenrod
Button.background:

PushButtonresources

I

*button.foreground:
'button.background:
'bufton.borderWidth:
-button.height:
.button.width:
'button.x:
'button.y:

midnightblue
goldenrod
0
30
100
75
60

!

Similar entries were made in the defaults files to set
values for other resources.Without widgets, setting up resourcevalues requiresseverallines of code in the application program. For example,to set the backgroundcolor in
an Xlib program,the color must first be allocatedand then
used as one of the arguments to the function XCreateThe following code segmentshows what this
Simplewindow.
involves:
<X11/Xlib.h>
#include
<X11/Xutil.h>
#include
<stdio.h>
#include

Xtlnitializeuses the data contained in XMbuftonto build a
resource data base before the widget is actually created.
.XdefaultsFile. This file can be created in each user's home
directory to set resource values for any number of programs.
Defaults found in this file override those in an app-default
file and allow different users to specify different values for
the same resources. For example, one user may prefer to
have different background and foreground colors from the
ones set in the app-defaultfile. Note that the values in the
.Xdefaultsfile only override the app-defaultvalues. They do
not change them. Suppose you want to override the default
background and foreground colors for both the bulletin
The
board widget and the pushbutton widget in xmbutton.c.
.Xdefaultsfile shown below changes the background of the
bulletin board to white, the background of the pushbutton
to red, and the foreground of the pushbutton to white. Note
that the colors are only changed for ihe program xmbutton.

Display'dpy;
Windowparent,child,root;
GC shadow_gc,texlgc;
wheat,dlcgrey,
unsignedlongsky-blue,lt-blue,goldenrod,
white,black;
intscreen;
XFontstruct.fptr;
Colormapcmap;

white
xmbutton*button.foreground:
xmbutton*button.background:red
white
xmbutton*bboard.background:

main(argc,
argv)
intargc;
chartargv[];

The colors can be changed so that the background and
foreground colors are the same for every widget in xmbutton
with this .Xdefaultsfile:
xmbutton.toreground:
xmbutton.background:

white
red

#defineOFF0
#defineON

'l

#defineFALSE0
1
#defineTRUE

{
XColorhard_def,exacldef ;
XSizeHints
xsh;
XEventevent;
pressed: FALSE;
intstate: OFF,tx,ty,status,
/" Openthedisplay'/
: : NULL) {
if ((dpy : XOpenDisplay(NULL))
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fprintf(stderr,,,%s:
CannotopenDlSplAyn,,, argv[oJ)
;
exit(1);

tt-blue = hard_flef.pixel;
/- Loadfont./
fptr : XloadeueryFont(dpy,,,hp8.Bxt
6b,,);
if (fptr : = NULL) {
,,7os:
fprintf(stderr,
Cannotloadthe neccessaryfontn,,,
argv[O]);
exit(t );
l
XSetFont(dpy,rext-gc,f
ptr_>fid);
/" Geometrycalculations./
ty = (30-fptr->ascen!fptr_>c,es
cent)/Z+ fptr_>ascent.
tx = (100- XTextWidth(fptr,,,push
Here,,,
9))/ 2;

I
/. Setparametervalues./
screen = DefaultScreen(dpy);
root = Rootwindow(dpy,screen);
cmap : Defaultoolormap(dpy,
screen):
white = Whitepixel(dpy,screen);
black : Blackpixel(dpy,screen);
/'Create graphicscontexts./
texLgc : XCreateGC(dpy,
root,0, 0);
shadow_gc= XCreateGC(dpy,
root,0, 0);
/'Allocatecolors-/
status: XAilocNamedCoto(dpy,cmap,,,SkyBlue,,,
&hard_def,&exacLdef);if(lstatus)
{
fprintf(stden,,,%s:Cannotallocatethe neccessary
colorsn,,,
argv[O]);exir(1);
,
etse
sky_blue: hard_def.pixel;
status: XAllocNamedColo(dpy,
cmap,,.LightBlue,,,
&hard_def,&exact-def);if ( status)
i
,,%s:
fprintf(stderr,
Cannotallocatetheneccessary
colorsn.,,
argv[0J);
exit(1);
I
else

xsh.x= 0;xsh.width: 250;
xsh.y= 9 r.6.neight= 150;
/- Createbulletinboardequivalent./
parent = XoreateSimpleWindow(dpy,
root,xsh.x,xsh.x,xsh.width,
xsh.height,
2, tt-btue,sky_btue)
;

I
Although there is mo:e.to this
code than just allocating
colors, it is obvious that there i,
loi;;;;'il*,otrr"d
trrur,
is required when using widgets. "
References
1. K.H. Bronstein et al, .,System
Design for Compatibility of a
Graphic_sLit.u.y unj tr,u-;( Wiffi
Itrh;":*.T"nce
_ system,,,
Hewlett-packardlournot,Vot. +0,no.
6, Dr;;;;
;;e, pp. 6_12.
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Architectural Support for Automated Testing
The importanceof softwaretestingdoes not haveto be argued
anymore.'Therealso existsa relativewealthof sourcesdescribing various aspects of soitwaretesting. Unfortunately,most of
the publishedliteratureconcentraleson elegantapproachesto
limited suboroblemsderived from traditionalsoftware (that is,
batch-orientedinput/output).Additionally,the publishedbody of
knowledgealmostcompletelyignoresthe issueof howthe testing
activityshouldfit modernprojectlifecycles (reference2 is a rare
exception).
This section is about testinga large softwaresystem:the HP
SoftBenchproductdescribedin the accompanyingarticle.The
goal is to describe both the process and the varioustools and
utilitiesdeveloped to exploit the architecturaladvances of the
HP SoftBenchproduct to support the testingprocess.
The problem of testing a system such as the HP SoftBench
environmentis difficult and thereforeinteresting.The problem
has the followingmajor attributes:
r Developmentof the HP SoftBenchsystemfollowedthe spiral
life cycle3which, because of its crucial aspect of rapid prototyping,presentsa real challengefor lormal testing.
r The formaltestingactivitystartedearly in the projectlife cycle
and closelytracked the project development.
r The systembeing tested consistsof severaltightlyintegrated
tools and is event-driverr.
I The systemhas a sophisticateduser interface(window-based
and mouse-driven).
r Black-boxtests had to be automated(which in the case of
the user interfacemeant developingan "automaticuser").
I Thetestingproceededalongan unorthodoxpath-from blackbox testing,through"grey-boxtesting"(drivenby branchflow
to white-boxtesting.
and complexityanalysis),
Automatic Regression Testing
Traditionaltesting methods focus on exercisingand testing
programsby stimulating
them using controlledinputsand observingtheiroutputs.lf the inputand outputsets are "well-behaved"(e.9.,numericvalues)then it may be possibleto prune
the test space usingthe techniquesof equivalencepartitioning
or boundaryanalysis.a
The HP SoftBenchproduct presentsa special challenge.lts
user interface is almost completelymouse-drivenand makes
heavy use of hierarchicallyarrangedwindows.The systemintegratesactionsof severaltoolsthrougha messageinterface.The
outpuiis mostlyvisual.Finally,
the systemcan runin a distributed
environment
on many processingunitsand varyingdisplays.
Automatictestingof such a systemimpliesthe need for a
"robottester,"blindfoldedand handcuffedbut capableof entering input and verifyingoutput. One possibilityis to operate at
the pixel level and generaterequiredactions(pushing buttons,
etc.) at specific points on a screen. The verificationof output
wouldthenrequiretakingscreensnapshots
and comparingthem
with the expected screens.The problemis that this approach is
tied directlyto the screen'sappearance.A mere change in fonts
or otherscreenattribute(e.9.,colorscheme)wouldcompletely
invalidatethis testing approach.A higher-levelapproach is
neeoeo.
An HP SoftBenchtool has two majorinterfaces:the user interface (mouse/keyboard/window)
and the messageinterface.We
used both interfacesto exerciseand verify HP SoftBenchbehavior.To deal with the user interfacechallenge,we used two
mechanisms
thatallowedus to stimulateinoutsand reoisterouf

puts independentlyof screen parameters.On the input side we
identifiedinputs (buttonsto be pushed or editing windows)not
by their screen coordinatesbut by symbolicnames associated
with these objects.Thus,the automatictestingtools are able to
no matterwhere that window is olaced on the
find some windowg
screen(or even if it is completelyobstructedby otherwindows).
To obtain higher-levelverificationof outputswithoutresortingto
pixel-levelscreendumps, we instrumentedthe code so that any
windowcould be probed and forcedto dump itscontents(strings
or a pointerpositionin the case oi the edit widget,or a labelin
the case of a button).This approach allowsselectiveprobingof
sofiware objects (very much like having testing probes in
hardware).
Testing Tools
Two companion testing tools were used to drive both HP
SoftBenchinterfaces-userand message.ToolA allowsthe tester
to send messagesto the messageserver.lt can interceptmessages and match them against a list of expected messages.
Tool A can also act on widgets.Tool A's companionutility,tool
B, is capable of automaticallyand interactivelycreating a test
file that mixesmessageand widgetoperations.Thisfile becomes
the input to tool A.
Tool A allows the user to send messages to the message
server.Tool A will then wait for the tools to respondto the messages.The order in which the messagesare sent and received
is restrictedby a partial order relationgiven by the user. This
or anystrictlysequential,
orderingcan be totallyunrestricted,
thing in between.
Tool A maintainsan active list of commandsas it runs a test.
As each commandis executedit is removedtrom the active|ist
and all of its successorsare checked to see if they should be
added to the actlve list. A command is not added to the active
list until all of its predecessorshave been executed.
Actions and Software Probes
Tool B can be used to log two types of events.lt can intercept
messagesand it can also log operationson widgets into a test
file. All of the widgefbased commandssearchX11's window
tree for the named widget at the time the commandis executed.
The searchis done at this time becausewindowsare constantly
being created,destroyed,and moved about withinthe tree.The
search algorithmdoes a breadth-firstsearchof the windowtree
for the first name of the widget. As each match is encountered
a second breadthjirst search is started on the subtree of the
matched window, looking for the second name of the widget.
These searchescontinueuntilthe tree is exhaustedor all of the
namesof the widgetare found.The searchalgorithmremembers
that it has touched a particularapplicatlon,and as a result all
the subsequentwidget searchesuse that shortcut(resultingin
abouta 90% speed-upin the searchtime).
When capturing tests with tool B, the tester can identify a
widget that needs to be probed at the test time.The information
dumpedfor a widgetincludesalltextseenon the display,whether
the text is sensitive(grayedout), and whetherit is set or marked
(onlyfor menu buttonsand toggles).This scheme allowsus not
only to describe the events to executethe actions,but also to
specifywhat needs to be checked to verifythat the actionshappened correctly.
(continuedon next page)
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Supporting Utilities
Our tests were stored in the HP-UX revisioncontrol system
(rcs)and ran in the proprietaryHP Scaffoldtestingharness.sWe
used branch flow analysis(BFA)to monitorthe coverageof the
code and to steer the testingactivities.6We combinedthe BFA
information(annotatedsourcecode) and the resultsof the complexityanalysis(McCabe'sACTT)to focus on tesling the areas
of the code that have high complexityand low BFA coverage
(grey-boxtesting).
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r Support integrated tool sets. The tools should cooperate
to present a task-oriented environment that lets users
concentrate on what they want to do, not how to do it.
r Support interchangeable tools. HP's CASE strategy is
based on the belief that there is no single solution appropriate for all users. The type of application being developed, the size of the team, the delivery constraints,
and the development methodology all impact the optimal tool set. The integration architecture should permit
any tool to be replaced such that no changes need to be
made to the other tools and the new tools cooperate with
the other tools in the environment at least as well as the
original tools do.
r Support a distributed computing environment. The architecture needs to support software development in a
distributed computing environment composed of combinations of X terminals, workstations, midrange computers, and servers, possibly in geographically dispersed
locations. Tool execution, data, and display should all
be designed for a network environment.
r Leverage existing tools. Users need to be able to integrate
tools they already use, which they have either purchased
or developed, into their software development environment. To do so, they should not have to modify the
source code of any tool or change the other tools in the
environment.
r Support software development teams. The tools and architecture should support team coordination and the
management of project files in a distributed development
environment.
I Support multiple work styles. The HP SoftBench product
should not dictate a single style of work. The style should
be based on the task. For example, if the user is primarily
doing maintenance the environment should be centered
around the maintenance task, and if the user is primarily
doing rapid prototyping, the environment should be centered around the program construction task.
I Support other life cycle tools. The HP SoftBench architecture should facilitate the integration of additional
life cycle tools such as project management, documentation, analysis, and design tools.
r Build on standards. The HP SoftBench architecture
should build on the UNIX* operating system, NFS and
trademark
UNIXrsa registered
of AT&Tin theU.S.A.
andothercountries.
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ARPA networking, the X Window System"u Version 11,
and the OSF/\4otif appearance and behavior.
Architecture Overview
We define a software engineering environment to be an
ensemble o/ tools thot colloborote to support the user's
softwore engineering process.t There are several types of
tool integration. The HP SoftBench tool integration architecture concentrates on providing mechanisms that support tool collaboration in a distributed computing environment. This type of integration is often called control integration or process integration.
The architectural facilities provided by the HP SoftBench
product are complementary to those in other integration
architectures that concentrate on providing services for
sharing data between tools and managing data relationships.2'3'a
Over the last several years, university and industrial research laboratories have been addressing the issues of improved software tool integration facilities.''t'u't The HP
SoftBench tool integration services are an implementation
of much of this research in a commercial product. There
are three primary components in the HP SoftBench tool
integration architecture:
r Tool communication
I Distributed support
I User interface management.

'I'ool

CornIn un icat itrn

HP SoftBench tools communicate in a networked environment via a broadcast communication facility designed
to support close communication of independent tools.
In the UNIX operating system, tool communication is
typically limited to single-direction, point-to-point data
streams (pipes). In the HP SoftBench environment, tool
communication is two-way, one-to-many or many-to-one,
and event-driven.

Message-Based
ApplicationProgramInterface
All HP SoftBenchtools,as well as nonSoftBench
tools
that havebeenproperlyintegratedusing the HP EncapX WindowSystemis a trademarkof the Massachusetts
lnstituteol Technology

Broadcast MessageServer MessageStructure
command-Class.
Thecommandclassis the type of operation(e.9.,
EDIT,DEBUG),
The commandnameis the nameof the operation
Command-Namo.
within the commandclass (e.9., SAVE-F|LE,
srEp, srop), The
combinationof the commandclass with the commandname
(e.9.,EDTTSAVE-F|LE
OriginatorRequest-idMessage-Type
Command-Class
definesa uniqueoperation,
or DEBUG
STEP),
Command-Name
Conlext [Arguments]
Context.The context is the triple (host,basedirectory,
file).This
indicatesthe locationof the data being operatedon. The context
originator.The originatoris the tool that sent the message.Howis used to distinguishbelweenmultipleinstancesof the same
this field is not used by the HP SoftBench tool. For example,if the user is workingon two projectsat once
ever,by convention,
tools themselvesbecausethey do not send messageslo a parand has two debuggersrunning,the contextensuresthat the
ticulartool, they send them to the BMS so that other tools inrightmessagesget sent to the rightdebugger.
Arguments.Each message may have optronal,variableJormat
lerestedin the eventscan be notified.
Request-ld.
The requestlD is constructedfromthe triple(message- argumentlists,which provideadditionalinformation
regarding
process-id,
host).This network-wideunique lD is used so
number,
the operation-for example,the name of a functionor variable.
that responsescan be associatedwiththeiroriginalrequests.In
In the HP SoftBenchproduct,complex data is passed by referother words,a notificationsent as the resultof a requeslhas the
ence ratherthan by value. For example,if the messageis a
samerequestlD as theoriginalrequestto whichit is responding.
notificationfrom the static analysistool with the responseto a
Message-Type.
The defined messagetypes are:
requestfor a complexquery,the argumentscontaina pointerto
a file containinothe data.
R : Requestmessage
N : Successnotification
r : Failurenotification.
HPSoftBench
toolscommunicate
which
by sendingmessages,
are dispatched by the broadcast message server (BMS) to
appropriateothertools.HP SoftBenchmessageshavethe following structure:

sulator, provide accessto their functionality through a message-basedapplication program interface (API). Any action
that can be initiated through the tool's user interface can
also be initiated through the message interface.
When an HP SoftBench tool or an encapsulated tool
wants to cause another tool to perform an operation, it
sends a request message. The tool requesting the service
does not know the particulars of the tool that will service
the request. It only deals in terms of an abstract tool protocol. There are several predefined tool protocols in the
HP SoftBench environment, one for each class of tool (e.g.,
DEBUG,EDIT,BUILD).Each tool protocol is composed of a
set of operations (e.g., STEP,SET-BREAKPOINT,
CONTINUE).
As long as a new tool fully supports the appropriate tool
protocol, that new tool can be substituted for the original
tool, and the other tools in the environment continue to
operate with the new tool just as they did with the original
tool. With the HP Encapsulator, users can define new tool
protocols or develop new tools for existing protocols.
There are several important benefits of having a messagebased interface to all tools in the environment, but the
primary reason is for task automation. Tools can be controlled by other tools instead of a person.
Other benefits of a message-basedinterface include programmatic application testing (see "Architectural Support
for Automated Testing," page 37), computer-based training,
and on-line help (see"Integrated Help," page 57). The value
of a message-basedAPI has been demonstrated in several
systems. Most influential in the HP SoftBench design were
the FIELD system done at Brown University,s the FSD system done at USC-ISI,z and the HP NewWave environment.3'B

EventTriggers
An importantextensionto themessage-based
API model
is that all HP SoftBench tools and all external tools that
have been integrated using the HP Encapsulator announce
the action they just took after each operation they perform.
This notification message is sent whether the operation
was initiated from the user interface or from the message
interface. The notification message also indicates whether
the operation was successful (see "Broadcast Message
Server Message Structure," above).
These notifications are the key to a powerful HP
SoftBench concept known as event triggers. A trigger is a
set of operations to be executed when an event occurs
somewhere in the user's software engineering environment. As a simple example, when an HP SoftBench tool
modifies a file, it announces this fact, so that other tools
that are operating on the file can be updated appropriately.
The notion of a tool announcing its operations comes from
the research on FIELD at Brown University.s
In the HP SoftBench environment, certain triggers are
predefined in the tools. More important, users can define
their own triggers with the HP Encapsulator, keying off
any notification in the user's environment. For example,
the user might define an event trigger that automatically
notifies the team whenever a successful build occurs. or
metrics might be collected whenever a file is checked into
version control.

BroadcastCommunication
The HP SoftBench environment uses a broadcast model
of tool communication provided by the facility known as
the broodcost messoge server (BMS). The BMS is the dispatcher of messagesbetween the various tools in the user's
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Distributed Execution, Data, and Display
The distributedcomputingsupport capabilitiesof the HP
SoftBenchenvironmentcan supporta varietyof machineconfigurations.Fig. 1 shows an example of a configuration.Assume
that an engineerhas a small,inexpensiveX displaymachine
(possibly a diskless HP 9000 Model 340 workstationor an X
terminal).Also assumethat the HP SoftBenchenvironmentis
installedon an HP 9000 Model370 servermachine,and that the
engineer is developing software for an HP 9000 Serles 800
machine,which is usedas a centraldata storagefacility.A typical
HP SoftBench configurationwill probably have one or two
machinesinsteadof the three in this example.However,it is
possibleto comeup withconfigurations
thatusemoremachines.
In thisexample,Jirsttheengineerwouldstartthe HPSoftBench
environmenton the Model 370 HP SoftBenchserver,with the
DTSPLAY
environmentvariable pointingto the X display server.
One of the featuresof the HP SoftBenchdistributedexecution
facility is that the current environmentof a process is always
maintained
whenexecutinga childprocess,evenovera network
Thus,if any X clientsare spawned,the childX client
connection.
willpointto the correctdisplaymachine.Next,theengineerstarts
the HP SoftBenchbuild tool, with the context set to the Series
800 machine.Finally,the engineerselectsthe buildtool'sbuild
button.The HP SoftBenchsubprocesscontrol(SPC)facilitywill
now do two things.lt will set the workingdirectoryto matchthe
context host and directory,and it will spawn a makeprocesson
the Series800 machinein this workingdirectory.Alternatively,
the build tool can be configuredto spawn the makeprocesson
a different,possiblylessloadedmachine,but the workingdirectory will still point to the same contextdirectory.
Whatif a bug is discoveredin this program?Theengineercan
start the program debugger on the Model 370 HP SoftBench
server.This can be accomplishedusingthe Actions:Debug
menu
pick of the developmentmanager or the Tool:Start...
menu pick
of the tool manager,or by startingthe HP SoftBenchprogram
debuggermanually.The debuggeragain uses the distributed
executiqnfeatureof the SPCto startan xdbprocesson the Series
800 machine,debuggingthe object files createdby the build
tool. Finally,the engineercan start the static analyzerto browse
generatedby the build
throughthe staticanalysisinformation
tool. The static analyzeris running on the Model 370 HP
SoftBenchserverand accessingdata on the Series800 data
server.

software engineering environment. Like a communications
satellite, the BMS receives messages from tools in the environment and rebroadcasts these messagesto all tools that
have expressed an interest in each type of signal.
When an HP SoftBench tool or a tool integrated using
the HP Encapsulator starts up, it establishes a connection
to the BMS and announces its command class (that is, the
tool protocol it supports) and the operations it will service
(its message-basedAPI). It also tells the BMS what events
it would like to be notified about if and when they happen
elsewhere in the environment (that is, the messages for
which it wants to define event triggersJ. See "Broadcast
Message Server Message Structure," page 39.
There are two types of messages in the HP SoftBench
environment: notificotions and requests. A notification is
an announcement of an action, and a request is a tool asking
the environment to perform an action.
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Fig. 1. An example of an HP SoftBench distilbuted development environment.
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When a notification message is received by the BMS, it
forwards the message to the tools that have informed the
BMS that they would like to receive those messages. For
example, in Fig. 2, the program builder tool has sent a
notification that a DIRECTORY-BUILD
was successfully completed. The BMS forwards the message to tools that have

Fig,2. HP SoftBench tools communicate through the broadcast messageserver,Toolsreceiveonly messageslhey want
to receive.

Schemes:Interface Consistencv
we wantedto distinguish
In the HP SoftBenchenvironment,
regionsaccordingto the followingfunctions:
I Unchangingsysteminformation'
e.9., promptstrings
'" Changingsysteminformation:
e.9., the functionbeing executed in the debugger
* Userarea:anywherethe user can entertext
' Read-onlyuser area:a view of a read-onlyfile
' Selectableregions.buttons.
The X11 windowtoolkitallowsa choiceol fonts,colors,and
shadowsfor each regionof an applicationmain window.With
the OSF/Motifappearance,regionscan also be distinguished
by 3D appearance.Areascan appearto be raised,lowered,or
flat on the windowpanel.Thesecollectionsof visualattributes
organizedby functionare calledschemes.
presentedby the system,such as the currentline
Information
numberin the HP SoftBenchprogramdebugger,appearsflat in
usesa bolderfont
the window.The labelfor systeminformation
than the value.In the mainwindowfor a tool,there is a single
backgroundcolor{or all systemareas.
appearrecessed
Areaswherethe usercan enterinformation
in thewindowand havea diflerentbackgroundcolorfromsystem
the useris preventedfromenteringinformation
areas.Sometimes
in a userarea-for example,whena file beingviewedhas readonly protection.In these read-onlyuser areasthe background
coloris the same as the systemareas.
Regionswherethe usercan selectusingthe mouse(buttons,
for instance)use a largebold font and appearraised.
Windowsthat pop up (both menus and dialog boxes) use
colorsthat associatethem withthe pull-downmenu bars.
in HP SoftBench
Muchof the humaninterfaceis implemented
calls
Thesehigh-level
libraryroutinessharedby all applications.
createwidgetso{ known names.As a result,human interface
consistencyis ensuredand the numberof resourcesneededto
Widgetclassesare used where
specifya schemeis minimized.

possibleto distinguish
but wherea single
schemecomponents,
widgetclass is used{or morethan one purpose,widgetnames
must be used.
or widgetclass hierarchies
Choosing a Scheme
Schemesfor monochromeand color are providedin three
differentfont sizes. lf the user does not specify a particular
resource,
a schemewillbe chosen
schemeby settingthe Scheme
visualclass,and screendepth.Font
basedon screenresolution,
A colorscheme
size is chosenbasedon the screenresolution.
will be used only if the screenhas at leastfourcolorplanesand
the desiredcolorsare available.
lmplementation
Schemefilesare ordinaryXl1 resourcefiles.X11 resources
are used to configuretools.Each applicationconstructsa resourcedata basefor itself.Someresourcesapplyto all instantiof windowsin an
ationsof a tool-for example,the arrangement
Others,the schemeresources,may dependon the
application.
particulardisplaybeing used.Userscan overrideresourcevalues.
HP SoftBench
toolshaveresourcefilesnot used by otherX.l1
This was done to permitthe sharingof resources
applications.
between applications.Resourcesfor code implementedin
shared librariesare stored in the Libxeresourcefile. Scheme
resourcesare placedin theirown file.Thisapproachallowseasy
isolatedand
with all font and color specifications
configuration
snareo.
John R. Diamant
Colin Gerety
Engineers
SoftwareDevelopment
SystemsDivision
SoftwareEngineering

expressedan interest in this event. In this case,the development manager will use the message to trigger a directory
update and the static analyzer will use it to trigger a
reanalysis of its program data base.
Often, no tools have expressed interest in a given message.When this is the case,the messageis discarded. Tools
get only messages they have requested. This serves to
simplify a tool's message processing and substantially reduce the message traffic on the network.*

tomizable data base that contains the name of the appropriate tool to start and instructions for starting it. The HP
SoftBench environment then starts the tool and waits for
confirmation from the tool that it will indeed handle the
request. Once this confirmation is received, the HP
SoftBench environment forwards the queued request message to the tool just started. The HP SoftBench module that
monitors the tools that are currently executing and invokes
tools when necessary is referred to as the execution mon-

Tool Execution
is receivedby the BMS,the HP
Whena requestmessage

ln the HP SoftBench environment, as in the HP NewWave
environment, but unlike the UNIX operating system, users
do not have to start tools explicitly. They request actions
on objects, and if a tool needs to be started, the execution
manager starts it for them correctly and automatically.

SoftBench environment first checks to determine whether
an already running tool has indicated through its API that
it will service this type of request. If there is such a tool
running, the HP SoftBench environment forwards the request message to that tool.*" If there is no such tool running, the HP SoftBench environment checks a user-cus-
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It is a fundamental goal of the HP SoftBench environment
to support development in a distributed computing environment. This is defined to include configurations of several hundred computers, composed of arbitrary combina" T h i s e x p l a n a t r o n h a s b e e n s o m e w h a t s i m p l l l im
e dp.oArnt a n t f a c t o r i n m e s s a g e d s p a t c h tions of X terminals, workstations, servers, and larger comng rs the contexlof the message.All messagescontan a trlplethat indicatesthe ocatlon
of the data the messageis refetringto. The HP SottBenchenv ronmentuses this to dls
puters. The goal of HP SoftBench distributed computing

- Strictlyspeaking,"broadcast"messageseryeris somewhatof a misnomer since only
toolsthat haveexplicitlyrequestedcertainmessagesare loearded thosemessages.The
term "multicast'would be more accurate.

t nouishbetweenmultioleinstancesof tools.
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Pervasive Editing in the HP SoftBench Environment
All HP SoftBenchtools have common editing needs.All must
prompt the user for input, and many provideviews into source
f iles.Forconsistencyof the humaninterface,it is an HPSoftBench
requirementthat a common set of editing commands be used
in all editable areas. The editing functionalityexists in the HP
SoftBenchlibrary and is shared by all the tools. Becausethe
code is shared by all applications,consistencyof appearance
and behavioris ensured.
The Edit Widget
All of the underlyingfunctionalityneeded by the editor was
put into the edlt widget. This includesinsertionand deletionof
text, cut, copy and paste, languagedependentselectionsuch
as tokensor statements,and undo history.The edit widget supports .16-bitcharactersand has language-sensitive
editingcapabilities.The availabilityof the widget makes it inexpensiveto
have this exact functionalityin numerousplaces throughoutan
application.In fact,thissinglecopy of code is sharedamongall
the HP SoftBench
applications.
An editwidgetis usedin allareas
where a user can type information.
A variantof the edit widget is used to provideselectionfrom
a listof alternatives,
such as a listof filenamesin the development
managerdirectorylist,functionnames resultinglrom a query in
the static analyzer,or a listof mailmessagesin the HP SoftBench
mail subsystem.
One.Line Editables
The humaninterfaceneededto includemanyareasfor displaying smalluserinputwindowsthat could be labeledwithconcise
prompts,such as for a filename,an executionhostname,or a
searchstring.Theseare implementedwitha packagedcombination of a static text widget for the prompt and an edit widget for
the userdata.Calleda one-lineeditable,this type of entityprovides the applicationwriter with a single widget to specify
geometry placement.The individualconstituentwidgets allow
specificationof differentfonts and backgroundcolors to inform
the user which areas are constantand which are modifiable.
Usingsuch an editablegivesthe applicationall the powerprovided by the editorin each inputfield,with no additionalcode.
One-lineeditablesare used in dialog boxes as well as in the
application's
mainwindow.
View Space
Applicationsolten need one or more windowsto displaya
view into a possiblylarge piece of text, such as the contentsof

supportis to facilitatethe useof the networkand to hide
from the userany complexitiesthe networkintroduces.
RemoteExecution
In the HP SoftBench environment, any tool can execute
on any host in the network. * To support this remote execution, HP SoftBench includes a distributed execution mechanism designed to make the remote execution transparent
to the HP SoftBench tools.
To communicate with processes running on a local or
remote computer, a high-level protocol is used. When communicating with a remote computer, a small daemon program known as the HP SoftBench subprocess control (SPC)
' Oneachcomputer
whereanyHPSoftBench
toolor encapsulated
toolwlllexecute,
the
productmustbe installed.
HPSoftBench

a file or a set of debugger output messages.Each sucn screen
area is associatedwith a view space. A view space providesa
scrollableareator an edit widget, a place for a tiile, a filename,
and a collectionof indicatorsor buttons.
The size of the view space is driven by the size of the edit
widget, which can be specifiedin characterrows and columns
insteadof pixels.The modifiabilityof the region is indicatedby
the backgroundcolor. The applicationcan choose to hide the
indicatorsselectively.Buttonsnot prohibitedby the application
automaticallyappear as needed.
lf severalfiles or bufferssharethe same view space, an index
button appears.This allowsthe user to select from a list which
of the viewsin that space shouldbe displayed.
Viewing Files
To inserta file intoa view space,the applicationmakesa call
such as:
DisplayFile(Viewspace,
DataHost,
DataDirectory,
DataFile,
LineNumber);
Access to a host other than the executionhost is provided
transparently
to the application.
A similarinterfaceallowsthe applicationwriterto add annotationsto a given line of a file. Theseannotations
are displayed
as smallpicturesin a windowadjacentto the edit widget.These
picturesride with their associatedline as the lile is edited or
scrolled.Annotations
areused,for example,to denotedebugger
breakpoints
or the programcounterposition.
File Synchronization
Sinceseveralapplicationsmay be viewingthe samefile,the
file-viewinglibraryroutinesprovidefor keepingtheseviewssynchronizedwith the file system,using the broadcastmessage
server(BMS).Whenthe edit widgetsuccessfully
savesa file,a
FILE-MODTFTED
messageis sent, alertingother applicationsinterestedin thefile.By default,theotherapplications
automatically
load the new frlefrom disk. lf thereis riskof destroyinga user's
modifications,
or if the user has so requested,a prompt box
appearsaskingwhetheror not to reloadthe tile.

William A- Kwinn
SoftwareDevelopmentEngineer
SoftwareEngineering
SystemsDivision

daemon is used. This remote daemon is automatically invoked through the HP-UX inetdfacility. Process control between the initiating tool and the remote process is then
conducted through the SPC daemon.
HP SoftBench tools communicate in a distributed environment via the BMS, as described earlier. This communication mechanism is network-based so that tool communication works identically whether all tools are local or each
is on a different computer in the network.
One of the most powerful applications of distributed
execution is for special-purpose execution servers. For
example, a project of ten software developers might wish
to designate a dedicated (or otherwise lightly loaded) computer on the network to be used for all program builds
(compiling and linking). With the HP SoftBench distributed
(continuedon page 44)
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Native Language Support
Localizabilityhas been one of the goals for the HP SoftBench
productfromthe beginning.
To thisend,allof the code hasbeen
writtento handlebothB-bitand 16-bitdata (seeFig.1).Theonly
limitations
are imposedby someof the underlyingHP-UXtools,
such as rcsand mkmf.The HP SoftBenchedit widget can receive
16-bit input from the native languagel/O lacilities(see below).
The ionts designed for the HP SoftBenchenvironmentinclude
all of the HP Roman8characters.
The HP SoftBenchenvironmentusesthe configurabilityof X1 l
applicationsto full advantage. Instead oi putting localizable
.1
stringsin messagecatalogs,we have opted to put them in X1
resources.Localizerscan redefinethe valuesof X11 resources
to translate HP SoftBench pull-down menus, button labels,
prompts,and errormessages.Becausewe have made maximal
use of widgetsthat autoscalein size,thereshouldbe few places
where localizersneed to adjust screen layout parameters,By
settinga singleresourcevalue,localizerscan change editing
commandsfrom chorded combinationswith the Extendcharkey
to sequencecombinationswith the Esc key. They can also use
X11 resourcesto specifyappropriatefont schemes,and even
to refer to alternateicon bit maps.
In responseto a request{rom the HP SoftBenchdevelopers,
the X.l1 team added support for an environmentvariablethat
defaultsin a specified
causesthesystemto searchforapplication
This allowsthe undirectory,ratherthan in /usr/lib/X11/app-defaults.
localizedversionand one or more localizedversionsof the HP
SoftBenchenvironmentto reside on the same system.
By setting a few environmentvariablesand adding at most
several lines to .xdefaults,
the user can use a localized HP
SoftBenchenvironmentwith virtuallyno speed penalty
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Edlt Wldget
The HP SoftBenchedit widget is the core of all 8-bit and 16-bit
The user'stextual
data handlingin HP SoftBenchapplications.
data, eitherin the form of files loadedfrom the file systemor text
entered into editablefields,is stored and presentedto the user
through the edit widget. This use of the edit widget makes it
much easierfor each tool to providedata integrity.
Native language l/O support is part oJ the consistentediting
facilitiesdescribedin "PervasiveEditingin the HP SoftBench
Environment"
on page42. Whereverthe usercan entertextwithin
HP SoftBenchtools, native language l/O is available.Because
it is providedby the edit widget,it is transparentto individual
tool implementors.
The edit widget is builton the R2 versionof the Xtlntrinsics.
At applicationstart-up,it determinesfromthe HP-UXenvironment
variable.LANG.whetherit needsto handleB-bitor'16-bitdata
and makes appropriatelyconfigured buffer structures.lt also
checks whetheran Asian languagekeyboardis attachedto the
X server.lf the keyboardis Asian or if an environmentvariable,
is set to an Asian language,the widget will activate
KBD-LANG,
a nativelanguagel/O serverprocess.In the finalproductversion
libraryprovides
theHPXextension
builton the HP-UX7.0release,
much of the support necessaryto handleall of HP's supported
keyboardscorrectly.
The design of the edit widget is based on object-oriented
principles.Sincea supportedobjecforientedlanguagewas not
availableon the HP-UXoperatingsystemat the startof development,we used a set of C macrosto code in a simplebut effective
are proobjecforientedstyle.The B-bitand 16-bitcapabilities
vided by specializedsubclassesof base objects,which provide
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Fig. 1. Ihe HP SoftBenchenvironment with Japanese localizations.
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most of the drawing and data storagefunctionality.At creation
time the edit widget decides whether to create B-bit or 16-bit
pseudo-objects.This allowedsignificantcode sharing.The language-sensitiveactionsof the HP SoftBenchenvironmentwere
added in a similarmanner.In this case one of the primarybenefits
was to allow two differentengineersto work on tightly coupled
code with minimalinterference.
Warren J. Greving
Kathryn Y. Kwinn
SoftwareDevelopmentEngineers
SoftwareEngineeringSystemsDivision
(continuedfrom page 42)

execution capability, the team's environment can be customized to execute every user's builds on the dedicated
compile server.This allows the team membersto maintain
full performance on their personal workstations while their
compiles are performed on the server, which is not burdened with other tasksthat might slow down the compilations. The samenotion can be applied to any of the tools.
Remote Data
In the HP SoftBench environment, data can reside on
any host in the network. Regardlessof where a tool is
running, it can accessthe data. The user provides an HP
SoftBench file specification, which may contain an optional host field (e.g.,machinel:/usr/src/project1fiite1.c).
If a remote host is specified, the distributed data facilities are
automatically employed to establish the path to the remote
file.
With large teams, it is often easier to manageand administer data centrally than to have the data duplicated on
each workstation in the network. For example, configuration management,tape backup and archiving, and project
management are typically easier when the project files are
centralized. This was and remains one of the benefits of
timesharing systems.
The most common application of the remotedatafeature
is the use of a dataserver.For projectsthat preferor require
dedicatedcomputing power for each engineer,yet wish to
have a common location for project data,the HP SoftBench
distributed datacapability facilitatesthis. Prolectmembers
can run their tools locally but designateand use a common
computer and file system location for project files (e.g.,
fileserver:/usr/src/projectl
).
Remote Display
HP SoftBenchtools are built on the X Window System
Version 11, which is a network-transparentwindow system. One of the benefits of the X Window System is that
X programs can run on one system and display visually
on another.In fact, to run the HP SoftBenchenvironment.
the only process that must actually be observableto the
user is the X display server,which requires a bit-mapped
display and adequateRAM.
The extremeexample of this is the X terminal products
that are now appearing.These act as smart terminals that
run the X display server and connect to the network. The
HP SoftBenchtools the user runs actually executeon other
computers in the network. Moreover, the computers that
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actually run the HP SoftBench tools do not need to be
running X11. They must simply support the X11 client
library interface and be connected to the network.
The HP SoftBenchremote execution, data, and display
capabilities described above enable diverse configurations
of workstations, servers, and larger computers to be employed, basedon the needs of the user's team, to increase
software development throughput and decrease per-seat
cost (see"Distributed Data,Execution,and Display," page
40).

IIser Interf"ace Management
To provide a consistent appearance and behavior among
the many HP SoftBench tools, and to facilitate the use oi
the OSF/]vlotif user interface style, the HP SoftBench integration services contain user interface management software. This software provides support for schemes (see
"Schemes: Interface Consistency," page 41), pervasive code
editing and viewing (see "Pervasive Editing in the HP
SoftBench Environment," page 42), native languages (see
"Native Language Support," page 43), and interactive help
(see "Integrated Help," page 57).

UserModel
The HP SoftBenchtools have been designedso that they
can support many different styles of work. A programmer
doing rapid prototyping may use the same set of HP
SoftBenchtools as one doing maintenance,but they may
be used quite differently, since the task is different.
The programmer doing rapid prototyping may keep a
"home base" in the program editor, while one doing
maintenancemay have a home basein the static analyzer.
However, both have easy,integratedaccessto the other HP
SoftBenchfunctions such as file version managementand
program builds.
In the HP SoftBenchsystem model, each tool provides
the actions that are appropriate basedon the type of data
managedby the tool. For example, in the program editor,
source files are viewed and manipulated. However, the
programmercan also check in and out the currently edited
file, causethe file to be compiled, and ask static analysis
queries, such as where a given function is defined. The
static analyzerprovides cross-reference
and codebrowsing
information, yet the programmer can edit the files being
viewed, check them in and out of version control, and
cause the files to be rebuilt. This remote accessto other
tools' functionality is provided by the HP SoftBenchtool
communication architecture.It lets the programmerconcentrate on the task at hand, while the tools cooperate
among themselvesto perform requestedoperations.
Human Interface
The HP SoftBenchenvironment provides an object-action user interface model. The user first selectsthe object
that will be operated on, and then selects one or more
actions to be performed on that object. The environment
works to provide a task-oriented,ratherthan a tool-oriented
view of the environment to the user. The HP SoftBench
user interfacestyle was significantly influenced by the HP
NewWave user interface work.e

Mechanisms for Efficient Deliverv
The HP SoftBenchenvironmentis comoosedof severalcommunicatingprocesses,all runningunder the HP-UXoperating
systemand the X WindowSystemVersion11. EachHP SoftBench
tool is built on the X Version11 C libraryinterface,the X toolkit,
the HP widgets, and the HP SoftBenchcommon code library.
Most X toolkitapplicationsare very large because of the sizes
of the required libraries.Each of the dozen HP SoftBenchprocesses would be well over a megabytein size if it were linked
in the standard fashion,having its own private copy of all the
librarycode.
To deliver the HP SoftBenchenvironmenteffectively,we developed a deliverytechnologythat significantlyreducesthe size
of the tools and improvesthe performance.To the user, these
Jacilitiesare completelytransparent.The user runsHP SoftBench
tools just like any HP-UXprogramor shell script.Thesefacilities
are not availableto the end user.They are used only to ensure
effectivedeliveryof the HP SoftBenchtools.
The large executablesize is a problem,but not only because
of the disk storage space required.With severalof these programs all runningat once (as they typicallyare in the HP
SoftBenchenvironment),the physicalRAM in the computercan
be exceededby a largefactor.Thevirtualmemorysystemallows
the system to continue to run, but per{ormancedegrades as
more pages of memoryare moved to the swap device.
The solutionwas to have just one copy of the library code,
ratherthan many. The common libraryfor all the HP SoftBench
applications
is aboutone megabytein size.All of the SoftBench
tools (exceptthe HP Encapsulator)are less than 200K bytes in
sizewhen strippedof theirprivatecopiesof the library.
lmplementation
The ideaof sharedlibrariesis not new.ManyUNIXimplementationssupportthem. However,no shared libraryfacilityexisted
on the HP-UXoperatingsystemat the time we neededit for our
product,so we implemented
ourown.Thereweresometechnical
choicesto be made:
I Whereshouldthe sharedcode physicallyresideso that it can
be accessed simultaneouslyby all of the tool processes?
! How can the individualtoolsbe linkedto the sharedcode so
that the addressesof entry pointsand globalsare properly
resolved?
r How can the varioustoolsbe invokedsuch that the attachment
to the sharedlibraryis transparent
to the user?
Storing the Code
Our f irstapproachwas to usesharedmemorysegments.These
are regionsof memorythat can be created by one processand
then accessed by many others.We loadedthe librarycode into
one or more of these segments.Any tool could then attach to
thesesegmentsand executecode directlyout of them.Thiswas

The HP SoftBench environment follows the OSF/\4otif
appearance and behavior. This interface technology is
largely mouse- and menu-driven, with human-computer
interaction occurring primarily through dialog boxes (see
Fig. 3).
Several benefits are provided by the OSF,Motif technology:
A rich set of primitives on which to build sophisticated
user interfaces.

conceptuallyvery simple. We could put each separate library
(libc.a,
libxl1.a,libxt.a,etc.) into its own segment,and each application only had to attach to as many segmentsas it needed.
However,there were problemswith this approach.Firstof all, it
requiredan explicit step in the initializationof the environment
to create these segmentsand load them. lt also requiredsome
user action to deallocatethem when taking down the environment.Also,on HP PA-RISCcomputers,therewas a performance
degradationif an applicationneeded more than two of these
segments.
The solutionwas to put allthe librarycode intoa demand-loadable executable program. The HP-UX system automatically
sharesthe code of such an executableif it is being executed
simultaneously
by multipleprocesses.
Linking the Code
At first we tried to link each of the tools staticallyto the library
code. The HP-UXlinkertd has a specialoptionto do this.This
way of deapproachwould have been the most straightforward
liveringthe productto users,but we foundthatit wastoo inflexible.
Once the tools had been staticallylinkedto a particularlibrary,
any changesto the libraryrequiredrelinkingall the tools.We
needed rapid prototyping:as we changed or added featuresto
the library,we wantedto test the changesquicklywithouthaving
to rebuildeverything.
The solutionwas to delay linkingthe tools until run time. A
dynamicloaderresolvesexternalsymbolsand relocatesthe code
whenthe applicationis loaded.Thislinkstep is veryfast (1 to 2
seconds)becauseit allhappensin memory.Thetoolsthemselves
resideon disk as standardunlinked.o files.
Invoking the Tools
As a resultof the decisionsjust described,all HP SoftBench
toolsare invokedby runninga single,large,demand-loadable
programthat containsa dynamic loader and all of the common
librarycode for the product.This program is called runprog
until
it becomes part of the HP SoftBenchproduct. lt is possibleto
run any of the HP SoftBenchtoolsby executingrunprog
explicitly,
but thereis a quicktrickthat hideswhat'sgoingon. We use the
HP-UXIn command to give runprog
severalaliases.There is still
but each of the HP SoftBenchtools is actually
only one runprog,
just anothername for it. Runprog
figuresout which tool to run by
looking at its own invocationname, argv[o],
then appends .o to
that name and invokesthe dynamic linker,Now HP SoftBench
tools can be executedtransparentlyas in any other HP-UXpro^12m
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r Keyboardtraversalfor userswho preferto perform some
or all operations from the keyboard rather than with a
pointing device.
I Native-languageinput and output for acceptingand displaying languagesrequiring 8-bit and 16-bit character
sets.
r User-definablekeyboardacceleratorsfor common menu
actions.
r Consistencywith PC-basedapplications to facilitate in-
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Application of a Reliability Model to the HP SoftBench Environment
The HP SoftBenchteam decided to incorporatea statistical
modelintothe data gatheringprocessduringthe sysreliability
tem test phaseto help us betterunderstandthe currentquality
level of the code and predrcthow long it might take to attaina
givenqualitylevel.Themodelis basedon theworkof Kohoutek,l
Similar
withadditionalresultsfrom Musa,Okumoto,and Goel.2'3
We tearneo
modelshave been used in otherHP Divisions.a56
of it from Doug Howell.T
The basic idea is to fit a logarithmicPoissonexecutiontime
modelto theplotof delectsfoundversustime.At timet (inhours),
the numberof defectsfound,u(t),is given by.
u ( t ): d ( 1- e ^ v d )

on the plot of raw unweighteddefectsversustest hours,we used
what we call filtered weighted defects. Duplicatereports and
enhancementrequestswere removedfrom the count, and defectswereweightedaccordingto the severityassignedto them
by the proiectteam (on a scalefrom 0 to 1).
Thisof coursegave us an MTBDthatmeantsomethingdifferent
than before. lt was now the instantaneousmean time between
virtualdefectsofweight1 insteadof thetimebelweenanydefects
found,regardlessof severityWe decidedthat this new MTBD
numberactuallymeanlmore,giventhat the SoftBenchproduct
lowis user-interface-intensive
and manypeopleweresubmitting
weightdefectsthat were stylistic,personalpreferenceissues.
Whenwe switchedto computing0 basedon thef ilteredweighted defect plot, it became quite stable. Severalmonths ahead,
we predictedthatwe wouldreachour MTBDgoalon a particular
of the goal, and
date. The actual MTBDon that date was 95.7olo
we reachedthe goal and did our finalbuildfive days later.
We feelthat the use of this simplemodelwas very successful
in achievingthe objectivesof understandingwherewe were and
providinga rational(as opposedto emotionalor scheduleimposed)predictionof when we would be finished.

whered is a scale parameterand I is-thedefectfindingrate.
Each week,when we had a new data pointon the graph of
leastsquares
defectsfoundversustesthours,we usednonlinear
iterationto find the 0 and tr that produced a best fit of the u(t)
curveto our data. Fromthe very beginning,the {it of the curve
to our data pointswas remarkable.
The scale parameterd is the limit of the functionu(t) as t
Relerences
approachesinfinity-thatis,it is the numberof defectsthe model
'A
Proceed
l\y'anagement."
1 H. Kohoutek, PracticalApproachto SoftwareReliabilily
predictsare in the product.We foundthe stabilityof d overtime
pp.211'22O.
on Qualityand Development,1985.
ingsof the29thEOQCConterence
to be an interestingsubject;we willsay moreaboutthis below.
2. JD. Musa and K Okumoto,"A LogarithmicPoissonExecutronTme Mode for
Vol R-33 1984,
IEEETrcnsactions
on Rellability.
SotlwareRelabililvMeasurement,"
The firstderivatlveol u(t) is the rateat which defectsare being
found. The reciprocalof the finding rate is the instantaneous oo 230-381 K. Okumoto,'TimeDependentEtrorDetecton RateN.4odel
ior Soft
3 A.L. Goel and
meantime betweendefects(MTBD)at time t:
an Reliability.
l'/easures,"IEEETransactions
ware Relabilityand OtherPertormance
MTBD : 1/u'(t): (1/L)ervo
This equationwas extremelyuseful,since it allowedus each
week to predict when a given MTBD would be achieved We
solvedthis equationfor t for variousvaluesof MTBD,giventhe
currentvaluesof 0 and tr. We then convertedt from hoursinto
calendartime by dividingby the averagenumberof test hours
we were loggingper week.
This gave us a weeklypredictionof the calendardate when
MTBDequalto our goal.We
we wouldachievean instantaneous
noticedthat 0 (hencethe prediction)was fairlyunstableat first.
Thenwe fittedu(t)to differentdata.Insteadof computingd based

teroperability across computing platforms.

Conclusion
We have described the various mechanisms provided by
the HP SoftBench tool integration architecture for tool communication, distributed data, execution, and display, and
user interface management. The communication facilities
are exploited by the HP SoftBench software development
tools to collaborate in presenting a task-oriented environment to the programmer. The distributed execution, data
and display services are used by the tools to allow the user
to make effective use of the computational, file storage,
and presentation capabilities available on the network.
This can improve performance, reduce per-seat workstation cost, and facilitate development for large software
teams in a distributed environment. The user interface
management facilities allow the tools to present a consis-
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Vol. R-28,1979,PP 206-211
'
4. H.D Drake and D.E Woltlng, ReliablltyTheoryApplled to SoftwareTestng
'1987,pp. 35 39
HewlettPackardJaurnal,Vol 38, no. 4, April
'
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5. G.A Kruger, Projectl'4anagement
Iett-Packard
Joumal,Vol 39, no 3, June 1988,pp 30-35.
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Hewietf-Packard
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the Duraton ot SoltwafeQA, lntefnal
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tent, localizable, customizable environment that is easy to
learn and use.
The HP Encapsulator provides these integration services
to existing nonSoftBench tools, without requiring access
to the tools' source code.
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A NewGenerationof Software
DevelopmentTools
manager,
development
TheHP So/lBenchenvironment's
program
programeditor,programbuilder,slaficanalyzer,
debugger,and mail collaborateto supporttask-oriented
programconstruction,
test,and maintenance.
by Colin Gerety
HE HP SOFTBENCHPRODUCT,as explained in the
article on page 36, provides an integratedsoftware
development environment designed to facilitate
rapid interactive program construction, test, and maintenance in a distributed computing environment. This article
presents examples of computer-aided software engineering
(CASE) tools that use the services of the HP SoftBench tool
integration architecture.
The HP SoftBench environment is designbd for software
development teams that have the following characteristics:
r They need strong program construction, test, and maintenance supporr.
I They want to automate tasks in their development process.
I They want a task-oriented system that is easy to learn
and use.
I They want to integrate their existing tools into their development environment and processes.
The HP SoftBench environment is designed so that users
can focus on software development tasks rather than on
the specific tools needed to accomplish the tasks. Instead
of having to specify tools, arguments, and data for each
step required to perform a task, HP SoftBench users select
an object to operate on (for example, an executable file)
and then specify what they want to do (for example, debug).
The environment determines what tools to run, what
machine to run them on, how to start them, what arguments
are required, and where the data resides that they will
operate on. On the other hand, HP SoftBench users who
prefer the conventional tool-oriented mode of operation
can work in that mode at their option.
The HP SoftBench tools collaborate to support five
targeted software development tasks. Two of these-team
pervasive.
file management and team communication-are
The other three-program construction, program testing,
specific software life
and program maintenance-support
cycle phases. A set of HP SoftBench tools assists the user
with each of these five tasks. The current HP SoftBench
release supports software development in C, Fortran, and
Pascal.
Team File Management
Teams of software developers working together need
ways to manage access to and revisions of the files that
compose the software project. Team members need a stable
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and controlled areato developand testthe projectsoftware.
They also need an easyway to retrieve changesand additions to the project files made by other team members,so
that they can test their own changeswith the latestversion.
Once they are satisfiedthat their modifications work with
the latest version, they need to submit or promote their
modifications or additions into the master set of project
files. The HP SoftBench development managerprovides
theseservices(seebox, page49).
The notions of reserving,locking, or checking out a file
and then replacing or checking in the modified file are
centralto all development,test,and maintenanceactivities.
Therefore,all HP SoftBenchtools that allow modification
of project source files communicate directly with the development managerto retrieve the current file from the
version managementsystemor to return it.
For example,if you are a developerwho wants to modify
a file, you requestaccessto the file through the development manager.If another developer is already in the process of modifying that file, the development managerdenies the request and tells you which team member is already working on the file. In this case,you can either ask
the development managerto create a branch, which will
need to be merged with other changeslater, or you can
contactthe named team member,either directly or through
HP SoftBenchmail, to negotiateaccessto the file.
In addition to this team support, standard versioning
operationsare provided, such as storing changeinformation for files so that previous revisions can be retrieved.
Also included is the ability to tag specific file versions
1.0,or with specific
with symbolic names,such as Release
states,such asExperimental.
Setsof files that makeup particular configurationsof the project can be storedand retrieved
on demand.You may want to retrieve,for example,all the
files that make up Release2.0 or all the files for a certain
HP-UX version that have been tested.You might also ask
to retrieve the project files as they were on January9.
Team Communication
HP SoftBenchteam communication support is designed
to facilitate communication amongmembersof the project
team so that sharedresourcesare efficiently used, developers are notified of key systemevents,and work and meetings can be arrangedand coordinated.Like team file management,team communication is a pervasivetask, neces-

Development Manager
The HP SoftBenchdevelopmentmanager managesthe versions of files on which the other tools operate.Fig. 1 showsthe
developmentmanageruser interface.The user can check files
in and out, examinechange histories,and compare revisions.
In the developmentmodelsupportedby the developmentmanager, each person has a private,local work area, which is associated with a team or master work area. The development
manager presentsa view of the files in the user's work area,
along with the state of each file (file type, whether it is under
versioncontrol,whetherit is locked or writable).

sary in all phases of software development.
The HP SoftBench product includes an electronic mail
facility, HP SoftBench mail (see Fig. 1). Besides the standard electronic mail capabilities of viewing, replying to,
and filing messages from others and composing and forwarding messagesto others, HP SoftBench mail is designed
to link into the rest of the software development environment. As an example of such a link, HP SoftBench mail
can be instructed to watch for the completion of a system
build and send out an announcement to members of the
team if the build fails. If the build is successful. HP
SoftBench mail can announce the success, letting the team
know that a new release of the software is available (see
Fig. 2).
More information on the HP SoftBench mail tool can be
found in the article on page 59.

ProgramConstruction
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Fag.1. Developmentmanager user intertace.
The versionmanagementJunctionsprovided by the development manager can be accessed directlythrough the development manager user interfaceor indirectlyfrom the other tools
via the developmentmanager'smessageinterface.Forexample,
all HP SoftBench
toolsthat providethe abilityto edit sourcefiles
programbuilder,programeditor)allowthe
(e.9,,staticanalyzer,
user to check files in or out from versioncontrol.The tools do
managerto perform
thisby communicating
withthe development
manager's
version
the requestedservices.
Thusthedevelopment
controlis pervasivethroughoutthe environment.
The developmentmanager also serves as an application
launcher.Actionsare presentedbasedon the filetype.Forexample, the user can run, rebuild,or debug an executablefile and
edit,compile,and showlunctionsof a C sourcefile.Someactions
manager,whileothers
are serviceddirectlyby the development
are forwarded via the broadcast message server to other HP
SoftBenchtoolsor user encaosulations.
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Program construction is the transformation of a design
into an executable program. The HP SoftBench environment supports either writing new source code or assembling software from existing components, or a combination
of the two.
Large projects often contain one or more common code
libraries, designed to be reused throughout the application.
Software reuse of this sort has been shown to be a major
factor in improving both software quality and productivity.
The HP SoftBench environment facilitates software reuse
by addressing one of the common obstacles to reuse: locating appropriate functions and procedures. The HP
SoftBench static analyzer (see box, page 54) assists in this
task by making it easy to search the project libraries, looking
at parameters, return values, and function definitions.
Programs are created, modified, or synthesized from
existing pieces in a program editor. The HP SoftBench program editor (see box, page 51) assists with this task, and
provides quick access to the other program construction
tools. For example, the user can select a function name in
a program and ask the HP SoftBench environment to show
the definition of the function or other references to the
function within the application. The user can also check
the syntax of the program file under construction. The program editor is targeted at programmers who are new to the
HP-UX operating system or who have worked in PC environments and want a mouse- and menu-based editor. If the
user already has a favorite UNIX program editor, such as
emacsor vi, the HP SoftBench environment allows the use
of that editor instead.
Once the program source files have been created, the HP
SoftBench system analyzes module dependencies and constructs a recipe, or mokefile, for building executable programs or libraries. The HP SoftBench system then builds
the program, compiling and linking only modules that are
out of date. If compile or link errors are encountered, the
user can correct them interactively. The HP SoftBench program builder fsee box, page 52) assists with this task.
The result of the program editor, program builder, and
static analyzer working together is a rapid edit-compile
cycle allowing quick exploration of alternative implementations or construction of new functionality.
(textcontrnuedon page 54)
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Program Editor
Editors are controversial.Despite considerable reluctance,
based on our convictionthat there are alreadytoo many editors
for HP-UX programs,we found ourselveswriting a new editor
for the HP SoftBenchenvironment.The reouirementsthat forced
this decisionwere:
I Language sensitivity.The primary iob of the HP SoftBench
editor is program editing. To be effective,the editor should
widget in the
be languagesensitive.This ruledout the Te)dEdit
X toolkit.
r Ease of learningand use. We wanted an easy{o-usemouse/
menu interfaceconsistentwith the other HP SoftBenchtools.
r Embeddededit capabilities.The HP SoftBenchtools must
prompt the user for information.These prompts may be embedded in the tool window.Withouta difficultencapsulation,
stand-aloneeditorslikeemacs
or vicannotbe usedin thisway.
I ConsistentinterJace.lt was an HP SoftBenchrequirementthat
editing commands be consistentin all editable areas of all
tools.
r Broadcastmessagesupport.To be a good citizenof the HP
SoftBenchenvironment,an editorshouldmake its functionality
availablethroughmessagesand make othertools(e.9.,the
HP SoftBenchprogramdebugger)availablefrom the editor.
To satisiythese requirements,
we createdthe edit widget(see
page 42).Giventhe editwidget,the editoris justa sophisticated
wrapperon the existingfunctionality.
A usercan configurethe systemto haveedit requestsserviced
by anothereditor, but one or more o1 the goals of the system
editorwillbe sacrificed.lf viischosen,consistency
and broadcast
messagesupportare sacrificed.lf emacsis chosen,the consistent
mouse/menuhuman interfaceis sacrificed.
SoftBench -

In the HP SoftBenchprogrameditor,each file is given its own
window and menus are used to give easy access to the editing
functionality(see Fig. 1). Messagesare used to communicate
with the HP SoftBenchprogrambuilder,staticanalyzer,and developmentmanagertools.
The HP SoftBencheditoris designedfor editingprograms,as
opposed to general prose. lt has knowledgeof program structures like procedures,blocks,and tokensand can use this informationto controlindentationand balance delimiters.
The easy{o-usemenu/mouseinterfaceis particularlyefiective
for writing code. In the HP SoftBenchenvironmentthere are
mouse functionsfor selectingtokens, blocks, and procedures
and there are mouse functionsfor cut, copy, and paste operations. Because program code involvesrepeatingsimilarstructures,code can be writtenvery quickly in the programeditor by
copyinga structurethat is similarto the neededcode and changing it to the desiredform.
For example,once code similarto what is neededis pasted
into place, a typical change is in the names of variables.The
edit widget replacesselectedtext with whateveris typed next.
To make a change in the name of a variablethat occurs several
times, the first instanceof the old variablename is selectedby
double-clickingthe left mouse button.The new name is typed,
replacingthe old name.The new name is then selectedand
copied into the paste buffer.Additionalinstancesare changed
by selectingthe old tokenand pastingthe newtokenin its place.
Colin Gerety
SoftwareDevelopmentEngineer
SoftwareEngineeringSystemsDivision
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Program Builder
The HP SoftBenchprogrambuilderis a tool that simplifiesthe
compileand link phasesof the typicaledivcompile/linudebug
(seeFig. 1). lt shortens
loop usedduringsoftwaredevelopment
this part of the cycle by compilingonly the partsof a program
that requirerecompilationbecauseof director indirectchanges.
In addition,the programbuilderprovidesan errorbrowsingfeature that facilitatesdirectaccessto identifiedsourcecode errors,
therebyspeedingup the edit phaseof this cycle.
In an effortto simplifyfurtherthe task of buildingand maintaining a softwareproject,the programbuilderprovidesfacilitiesfor
the dependencycontrolfilesrequired
creatingand maintaining
builds.Thisfreesthe userfrom havingto dealwith
for intelligent
the formatand contentof such files.
Rebuild Only What ls Necessary
The programbuildercompilesonlythe partsof a programthat
havechangedsincethe last build.lf an includelile commonto
severalsourcefiles has changed,the programbuilder is smart
enoughto compileall filesthatdependon (i.e.,include)thatfile.
This ensuresthat any change will be correctlypropagated
throughthe entiresoftwareproject.
In reality,it is not the programbuilderthat performsthese
dependencycontroltasks.lt is the build programinvokedby
The programbuilder
the programbuilderthathastheseabilities.
providesa f riendlyand consistent
to thisunderlying
userinterface
program.TheUNIXautomaticdependencycontrolprogrammake
is the default program used to provide this lunctionality.Make
does its job by usingtime stampsmaintainedby the file system
to delermineif sourcefileshavechangedsincethe lasttimethey
were compiled.lf any files (or dependentfiles)havechanged,
compilerto recompileonlythose
makewillinvokethe appropriate
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filesand relinkthem.
Althoughthe delault build program is make,almostany build
programcan be substituted.The programbuilderdoes not care
what build programis run.Thismakesit very simpleto adaptto
The only thing that reallyneedsto be
new build technologies.
known about the bulld program is how to pass compiler flag
information
throughit to the compilers.
The programbuildermust
be able to controlcertaincompilerbehavior,includingthe generationof informationrequiredto debug a program,the generation of inlormation
requiredlor staticanalysis,and the optimization of code for speed. This is necessarybecausethe program
buildermessageinterfaceallowsspecificationof parametersthat
requestthese behaviors.For example,the static analyzertool
will always requeststatic informationwhen it sends a build requestto the programbuilder.
By default,the programbuilderpassescompilerflagsthrough
well-defined
varlablesthat all HP comoilersknow
environment
to look at, effectivelybypassingthe build program.Therefore,
almostany buildprogramand relatedmakefileshouldbe usable
withoutany changesto the program builderconfiguration
or
makefile.
For some build programs,such as the AT&T ToolChestprogram nmake,which keeps track of the compile options used to
do a build,this schemeis not acceptable.Nmake
will force all
filesto be recompiledif compileoptionschange.Therefore,
the
programbuilder can be configuredto pass compileoptions
throughthe build programon the commandline using almost
forthe buildprogramor makefile.
anysyntaxthatisappropriate
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Fig.2. Creating a makefile in the program builder
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Static Analyzer
The Hp SoftBenchstaticanalyzeraids
the user in understandcode. Fig. 1 shows its user interface.
tt supports
llg^::ir_"9
tanguage independentqueries about
File Edit Buffer
code structureand pro_
videscross-reference
information
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planning code changes,.or
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thieO"u"tpr"nt manager,
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p1?9r"r editor,and program
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d, nudio_to8gI.,
vide window-based,interactiveanalysis.
sta.
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The static analyzerreceivesits information
from the complter,
tihEonrd(toplcv.l,
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is parsed once and tne resuiis""re
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ll^.::lt:^"^9.de
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and programexecutton.
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iniorri"tioniol.rhestatic
analyzeron all identifierswithina program
occurrence by how it is used. An
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return the
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built-inlanguage-sensjtive
editing,the Hp SoftBenchenvrron_
However,if the user identifiesstime
"iir"
by selectingit withlna source
mentprovidesthe userwitha productive
code view, then there is enough location
environment
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informationto indicate
understandingand softwarechanoe.
which field is wanted, and only the
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Program Test
The program construction task results
in an executable
program. However, this does
not mean that the prog.u_
implementation perfectly meets
its a"rig" ,"qrirements.

or analyzing
thl programl.rJ"?irrvand

correct
T* l:rfin implementation
detects
and design is known as the pro_
gram test task. On large projects,
this is often a very difficult
process.
The Hp SoftBench environment provides
strong support

for.understandingboth the ,t.uiirrr"-i"iir.
the static
analyzer)and the behavior(with the p."gi"*'a"lugger)
of

large,complex applications.
The program debugger(see,box,page
5s) provides pro_
gram
executionin a controlled
stepthrough the program,watching
".,rri.onmerri.'Theuser can
fo*p".ri" conditions,
pausingat any time to examine
the stateof data structures,
and monitoring the controf flow thrffi
tfrJi,".iorrc p"tfr
of the program. If a variable ir ro*"tioil"i.rg ,"t to u.,

illegal value, the user can trace
the variable to locate the
conditions and location o{ the improp".
function is being called when tr;h;;l;;iil, "rrig"_"nt. If a
the user can
monitorthe execution,watching for
the
which
causedthis call.
"o.r-ji,ro.r,
analyzing the behavior of complex
-In
applications,it is
often useful to view the execution
at iowu, i".rul, of abstrac_
tion' The program debuggercan
simultaneouslyshow the
program'ssourcecode,the assembly
u.ra the proces_
sor's register contents. The program"oa",
d;-b"g;;. can walk
through the program,s execution
either at ihe assembly
statementlevel or at the source
statementlevel.
The static analyzer is often ,rJ
h;;;-i;"t u.ra _ur, ,n"
program debugger.For example,
it u ,r".i"li" is being set
to-anillegal varue,the staticanalyze.
ia".rtifi", uil locations
where the specificvariable.isset,
and4;;;;;
debugger
can be used to set tracepointsat
each of these rocations.
When a problem has beenlo""t"J
u;J;';;;r"
has been
ruedon page 56)
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Program Debugger
The HP SoftBenchprogramdebugger providesa powerfulyet
simpleuser interfaceto the HP-UXsymbolicdebuggerxdb,making users effectivein their debugging tasks with a minimumof
effort.We were surprisedto learn how many users avoid using
some HP-UXdebuggersbecauseof the difficultyof learningtheir
command languages.These users would ratherresortto some
of the most tedious and time-consumingmethods of tracking
down simple bugs than mastersome esoterictool.
Other goals for the program debugger were integrationwith
the other HP SoftBenchtools,provisionof added value over the
standardHP-UXsymbolicdebugger,and explorationof the potentialfor automateduse of tools in the future.

Execution

FinIl].location
pin[2].rocation
!in[3].Iocarion
ruLcount

User Interface
Usingthe HPSoftBenchprogramdebugger,softwaredevelopers can become proficientat common debugging tasks in very
shortorder,even if they are not familiarwith the standardHP-UX
debuggers.Pull-downmenusand acceleratorbuttons,alongwith
pointand selectoperationswiththe mouse,provtdea verysimple
meansJorenteringpowerfuldebuggingcommands(seeFig.1).
Almost all of the functionalityof the standard HP-UXdebugger
is availablevia mouse-orientedcommands.Many sophisticated
sequencesof commandsare also made availablewith a single
menu selection.Whenthe user must use a more esotericcommand,it is possibleto typeit in directlyto theHP-UXdebugger.
The programdebuggerextendsthe user'sviewof the program
viewsthan stanbeing debugged by allowingmoresimultaneous
darddebuggers(seeFig.2).Theusercanseeprograminpuuoutput,debuggerinput/output,
sourcecode,assemblyinstructions,
registersets,and even the stateof signalsbeing handledby the
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Fig. 1, Enteringprogram debugger commands.
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Fig,2. Multiple views of program
execution in the program debugger.
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debugger-all at the sametime if desired.Becausetheseviews
are in separatewindows,they are not constrainedby the same
space resourcesas in conventional,
terminal-oriented
Hp-UX
oeDuggers.
One of the mostusefulfeaturesis separationof the l/O streams
for the HP-UXdebuggerand the programbeingdebuggedinto
separatewindow panes.This allowsthe user to see (and remember)what the programis doing withoutsortingthroughconfusing debuggercommands,prompts,and printouts.Each of
theseviewsis scrollable
and editable,allowingthe userto review
and repeat Dreviousentries.
Added Value
Since the programdebugger is implementedusing the Hp
SoftBenchdistributedsupportmechanisms,userscan debug
programson other machinesand with distributedsourcefiles
withoutdoingany extrawork.Theprogramdebuggertakescare
of startingthe HP-UXdebuggeron the correctmachine(theone
hostingthe executablefile) and establishesall the necessary
interprocess
communication.
Whilethis is not a substitutefor
nonintrusive
distributed
debugging,it doessatisfythedistributed
debuggingneedsof many users.
Forapplications
with signalhandlersthatmustbe debugged,
the programdebuggerhas a specialwindowto help rne user
monitorsignalsthat are received,handleeach signalspecially,
and send specificsignalsto the application.
All of this can be
done withoutgoingto a terminalwindowand withoutlookingup
processlD numbersand signalnumbers.
Programdebugger users rarelyneed to know about process
lD numbers,evenwhen sendingsignalsto theirapplications
or
when adoptingalready runningprocesses.The task of remem-

made, it is important to be able to assessthe impact of the
change. For example, if a function needs an additional
argument, all calls to the function must be located and
modified. If a function's return value must be changed, all
locations in the project that use this function's return value
must be identified and changed. The static analyzer facilitates these activities.
Program Maintenance
Program maintenance is similar to program test. Software
requirements change over time, and modifications may be
needed to the program for reasons other than defects in
the program. The programmers who maintain applications
are often not the original developers and may need assistance to understand the design and implementation of the
program so that they can make the necessary modifications
effectively. These factors make the ability to understand
the application crucial. In fact, much of what software
maintenance programmers do is work on understanding
the applications they maintain and assess the impact of
proposed changes. While the changes themselves are often
small, identifying the source of the problem, designing an
appropriate change, and assessing the impact of the proposed change is often very difficult and time-consuming.
The static analyzer and the program debugger are the
primary tools for helping the maintainer understand the
application, identify the problem, and assess the impact
of proposed changes. The program editor and the program
builder are used to reconstruct the modified application
and the static analyzer and the program debugger are used

bering the lD numberswhen a process is forked or of looking
up the processlD number(with/bin/ps)
usingthe program'sname
is handled automatically.
The standardHP-UXsymbolicdebuggersgive minimalsupport for monitoring
the valueof programvariables.lt is possible
to set up assertionsthat show the value after each instruction
executed(slowingexecutionincredibly),
or to set up breakpoints
to show the value at spectfic points in the program, but great
imagination
(andtedium)are requiredto do muchmore.The Hp
SoftBenchprogramdebuggerallowsthe userto specifya variable to be traced and then uses a ralher involvedset of breakpoints and assertionsto implementa primitivebut often useful
variabletracinglacility.
Automated Tool Use
The HP SoftBenchtool integrationarchitectureallowstools to
communicatewith each other by meansof requestand notification messages.Whilethe currentHP SoftBench
toolsonlydocumenta limitedset of requests,it is possiblefor toolssuchas the
programdebuggerto be controlledentirelyby a programrather
thana person.Forexample,toolbuilderscan usethe Hp Encapsulator(see article,page 59) to constructhigher-level
toolsthat
issuerequeststo the staticanalyzerand the programdebugger.
These higher-leveltools can monitorprogramdata strucrurereferencesor modifications,performbranchflow analysis,monitor
performance,or handledozens of other usefuloperations.
Robert A. Morain
Robeft B. Heckendorn
SoftwareDevelopmentEngineers
SoftwareEngineering
SystemsDivision

to test the changes. If the modifications to the application
caused a change in the module dependencies (for example,
if a new module was added), then the program builder will
update its data base of dependencies (the makefile).
In addition to locating specific conditions in the program,
the static analyzer and the program debugger help the program maintainer work backwards from the symptom to the
cause. For example, if the user of an application reports a
problem when a specific error message is displayed, the
program maintainer can ask the static analyzer to show the
locations in the program where the message is displayed.
The program debugger can then be instructed to monitor
those points as the maintainer reconstructs the scenario
that led to the error message. Once the problem situation
is duplicated, the maintainer uses the program debugger
to examine the state of the application and determine the
function call sequence and data structure state that caused
the defect situation.

Conclusion
We have described how the HP SoftBench environment
is used to support team file management, team communication, program construction, program test, and program
maintenance. The goal was to illustrate not only the features of each of the HP SoftBench software development
tools, but to demonstrate the synergy that can be achieved
by letting the tools collaborate to provide a task-oriented
software development environment.
With the HP Encapsulator product described in the article on page 59, common development activities involving
lued on page 58)
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Integrated Help
The HP SoftBenchhelp facility(see Fig. 1)is independentof
the toolsfor which it provideshelp. For efficiency,the help application is combined with the tool manager.
Each tool containsa help pull-downmenucontainingltemHelp
Helpentries. When a user asks for nemHelp,the
and Application
mouse sprite changes into a questionmark.The user can then
point at a regionof any HP SoftBenchapplicationand help text
describingthat part of the tool will appear in the help window.
Each piece of text is displayed with a list of related topics.
Selectingthe relatedtopic causesthe textfor thattopic to appear.
The cross referencescan point to topics inside anothertool,
The normal HP SoftBenchintertoolcommunicationmechanisms are used to drive the help system.When a user selects
Help,a request is sent to the help system to display
Application
the informatlon.The tool is not awareof its own or any othertool's
helo text.
The help data base and communicationbetweenthe otherHP
SoftBenchtools and the help tool (the ftemHelplookup mechanism) requireno cooperationfrom any applicationas long as it
is implementedwith the HP widgets and the X toolkit (which
storesthe needed propertieson the widget windows).The help
menu itemsdo requireminimalcooperationfrom the application,
of course. ldeally, dependence on the HP widgets would not
have been needed,but the informationprovidedby applications
complying with the lnter-Client Communication Conventions
Manual (see box, page 23) or by the X toolkit(Xt Intrinsics)is
not sufficientfor this levelol detail.
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Intorlace between Tools and the Help System
HP SoftBenchtools communicatewith the help systemvia the
X protocol and the HP SoftBenchbroadcast message server'
Helpare sent as request
Requestsfor ltemHelpand Application
Helpincludes
messagesto the help tool. A requesttor Application
the applicationclass of the application,and a requestfor ltem
Hetpcausesthe help toolto grab the pointer(changingthe pointer
to a questionmark temporarily).For ltemHelp,the help tool has
to tigureout which widget was selected.This is done withoutthe
assistanceof the specificapplicatlonas long as the application
is built using HP widgets.Eachwidget windowstoresa property
which contalnsthe widget name and the class of the
XW-CLASS,
widget window.The top-levelwindow also storesthe WM-GLASS
property containingthe name and class of the application(as
defined by the /nter-CllentCommunicationConventionsManual).
When the user selects a window, the help tool determinesthe
smallest enclosing window containing the pointer and then
traversesthe window hierarchyoutwardto determinethe widget
namelistand classlistused in a resourcespecificationin the X
resourcemanager. lt looks these up in the help data base to
locatethe help text associatedwith the help window.This same
mechanismis used by the automatedtest facilitiesdescribedin
"ArchitecturalSupportfor AutomatedTesting"on page 37.
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the HP SoftBench tools can be automated.
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Bridgingthe Generation
HPEncapsulator:
Gap
descriptionlanguage,a user
By meansof theEncapsulator
can integratefoolsinto the HP SoftBenchenvironment
withoutmodifyingtheirsourcecode,andcantailortheHP
to supporta particularsoftware
environment
SoftBench
developmenlprocess.
by Brian D. Fromme
HE HP ENCAPSULATOR is the tool integration and
process specification facility of the HP SoftBench
environment.It allows an HP SoftBenchuser to promote existing tools to be fully consistent, integrated HP
SoftBench tools and to tailor the HP SoftBench environment to support a specific software development process.
The HP Encapsulator provides customization and extension capabilities for automating organization, team, and
personal software development processes using event triggers.

Integrating Existing Tools
The HP Encapsulator can handle a range of existing applications. It is designed to handle programs written in the
style of programs for the UNIX* operating system, that is,
programs that have a command-line interface to their functionality. Examples of this sort of program are nearly all
UNIX tools (tar, prof, adb), customer-developed scripts and
utility programs, and many third-party tools (e.g.,McCabe's

ACT, Verilog's Logiscope, Softool's CCC, and SMDS's Aidede-Camp).
From the user's point of view, an encapsulated tool looks
and behaves iust as the core HP SoftBench tools do. In fact,
one of the core HP SoftBench tools is actually an encapsulation-the HP SoftBench mail tool is an encapsulation of
the HP-UX tool mailx.This encapsulation will be described
in more detail later in this article.
The HP Encapsulator can be used either to add a new
tool to the HP SoftBench environment or to replace an
existing HP SoftBench tool or another encapsulated tool.
The HP SoftBench architecture is designed to facilitate this
substitution of tools.

Tool EncapsulationOverview
Encapsulatinga tool meansintegratingthe tool into the
HP SoftBenchtool integrationarchitecture.The HP Encapsulator is the liaison betweenthe existing tool and the rest
of the HP SoftBenchenvironment.It plays the role of translator of commands,actions, and presentation.

.UNIXis a registeredtrademarkof AT&Tin the U.S.A.and othercountries.
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Integrating a tool using the HP Encapsulatorprovides
the following benefits:
r Providesa link to the HP SoftBencheventtriggerfacility.
r Provides an HP SoftBench-compatible,OSF/lvlotif-style
user interface (seearticle, page 6).
r UsesHP SoftBenchdistributed execution to support remote subprocessexecution.
r Uses the HP SoftBench network-wide communication
facility.
An important aspect of the HP Encapsulatoris that no
source code modifications are necessaryto the tool being
encapsulated. This allows customers to integrate purchasedtools for which no source code is available.
There are also some limitations of encapsulationthat
should be understoodbeforean encapsulationprogram is
attempted.The HP Encapsulatoronly supportsencapsulation of tools written in the UNIX command-line interface
model. Tools that have highly interactiveor graphicaluser
interfacesare often not good candidatesfor encapsulation
becausethe HP Encapsulatorcannot understandwhat the
tool is doing or has done. User interface potential is also
limited by output from the encapsulatedtool. If the tool
does not provide error messagesor some sort of output
stream (typically stdoutor stden),the HP Encapsulatoris
constrained in its ability to interpret what the tool has
done. Another limitation is that event granularity for triggersand notifications-that is, the level of detail at which
eventscan be specified-is only as fine as can be initiated
and recognizedfrom the encapsulatedtool. To achievethe
samelevel of event granularity as the other HP SoftBench
tools, eachatomic operationneedsa unique command-line

interface.

The HP SoftBenchMail Encapsulation
Beforethe designdetailsof the HP Encapsulator
aredescribed, a sophisticated encapsulation will be presented to
illustrate the concepts that have been presented so far.
The encapsulation to be described is the Hp SoftBench
mail tool. This tool is provided with the Hp SoftBench tool
set, and most users are not aware that it is an encapsulation
rather than a native tool like the other Hp SoftBench tools.
The HP SoftBench mail tool is actually an encapsulation
of the HP-UX mailx program. The mailx program was not
modified in any way.
Fig. 1 shows the original terminal-based interface to maitx,
and Fig. 2 shows the encapsulation. Before encapsulating,
mailx was not related or linked to the other Hp SoftBench
tools in any way. The encapsulated version, on the other
hand, has useful links to the other HP SoftBench tools. For
example, the user can configure HP SoftBench mail to send
a mail messageto the proiect team whenever a project build
has completed successfully. With the HP Encapsulator,
customers can customize the specific conditions and actions to meet their particular needs.

OtherEncapsulations
Many other tools have also been encapsulated.Fig. 3
shows the encapsulationof the HP-UX performanceprofiling tool prof(1).
Fig. 4 shows an experimentalencapsulation
of the Analysis of Complexity Tool for metrics collection
and structured testing support from McCabe and Associates.Fig. 5 shows a trigger panel with which the user
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Fag.3. Encapsulation of the HP-UX pertormance profiling
tool prol.
can configure the relationship between the McCabe testing
tools and the rest of the development environment.
Prototype encapsulations have been written for configuration management, documentation, testing tools, and
language-based environments such as Lisp and Ada.

EncapsulatorDescriptionLanguage
The Encopsulotor description .longuoge (EDL) is a
specification Ianguage designed to simplify the task of describing an encapsulation. The primary reason for encapsulating a tool into the HP SoftBench environment is to
allow that tool to make use of the HP SoftBench architecture, primarily the broadcast message server and aspects
of the distributed environment. Therefore, these architectural features have been made accessible in EDL.
From the perspective of the encapsulation system, there
are two main components in an encapsulation: interfaces
and actions. Interfaces are connectors to the outside world,
such as the window system or the HP SoftBench message
system. Actions are the steps to be taken when certain

Flle

Program

Context:

Tests

Structure

hpf cmrc : /usc rs/ca

Seftlngs

conditions are met on an interface. EDL defines a set of
interfacesand datatypesthat link conditions in an interface
to actions that the user provides to respond to that condition. The actions are EDL code to be executed.
EDL has conventional programming languageconstructs
such as data types, variables, operators,flow-of-control
clauses.and user-definedfunctions. EDL also contains a
rich set of built-in functions, which provide a programmatic interface into the HP SoftBencharchitectureas well as
the underlying window system. The EDL data types are
string, integer,Boolean,attribute, event, and object.There
are C-like operatorsthat can be used to form expressions.
There are two flow-of-control clauses:if and while.User-defined functions can be used to group and define parameters
for EDL statements.but are most useful as actions for responding to conditions.
A programmer developsEDL code much as one would
envidevelop code in other specification-language-based
ronments,that is, by first enteringthe EDL sourcetext into
a file, then invoking the HP Encapsulatorover that file.
Seepage 67 for a description of how the HP Encapsulator
executesthe EDL code.
lnterfaces
Four interfacesare defined in the Encapsulatordescription language.They are the user,message,application,and
systeminterfaces.The user interfaceis the window system,
the messageinterface is the HP SoftBenchbroadcastmessageserver,the application interface is the encapsulated
program or subprocess,and the system interface is the
operating system. Conditions on an interface are called
events.
An event is a data type in EDL. Events have three components,a type, a pottern, and an oction. The type defines
the interface to which an event corresponds.The type
specifieris the identifier or the name of the interface.Thus
the user interface has events of type user. The pattern is
the condition to be met on an interface.A pattern is a string
that identifies either the name or the form of a condition.
For example, application events use the HP-UX regular
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expression pattern matching facility, so the pattern is a
string that describes a regular expression to that pattern
matcher.
An example should help clarify how an event is declared.
This event will occur when the encapsulated program mailx
finds that there is no new mail available.
First, we declare an event variable.
eventmail)Levent;
Now we assign that variable a newly created application
event. The event corresponds to the condition that mailx
has written the text "No mail for Fromme" to stdout (its
standard output file).
mail)Levent : make_event(Application,
"^No mailfor (.')gOtn",
no_mait(90));
Finally, we add this event into the Iist of active events.
add_event(mai
lx_event);
Events can be activated and deactivated via built-in functions in EDL. This allows the user to control which conditions can be met at a given time. When an event is defined
in the user interface, that event must correspond to a particular object in the window system. EDL objects will be
explained in more detail later.

Actions
Actions are the steps to be taken when certain conditions
are met on an interface. In the example above, the action
to be taken when the regular expression is matched is a
call to the function no_maitQ.
Actions can be arbitrary statements of EDL code. In use, however, actions are typically
calls to functions that are defined by the user. This makes
the declaration of an event more readable and more easily
changed or configured.
For example, we will define the function no_maitfl,which
is to be called when the HP Encapsulator sees the no-mail
pattern from mailx. Note that the argument passed to the
no-mail$ function from the event is $0. This is the EDL
syntax for the special string variables that retrieve portions
of a regular expression. In this case, $0 will be the name
of the user running the SoftBench mail tool.
/.Thisfunctionis calledwhen mailxtellsus thereis no new mail-/
functionno_mail(user)
stringuser;

{
/' Let the user knowthat thereis no new mail in the mailbox"/
clea(headers);
/- Clearmail headerslist ./
'/
freeze_buttons0;
/" Makethe buttonsinsensitive
/'This is a localstringvariablethat holdsthe dialogprompt-/
stringinfo : prinlto_string("User
%s has no new mail",user);
/' Now pop up the dialogbox to informthe user */
error(lnformation,
info);
/" No needto returndatafrom this function*/
I
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Notice that the action function calls other functions,
some of which are built-in EDL functions and some of
which are user-defined functions. This example shows how
we have taken a condition from the terminal based mailx
application and turned it into an information dialog box
via a call to the built-in EDL function error0.
User Interface
The user interface is the window environment in which
a user can interact with the encapsulation. Components of
the user interface are referred to as objects. An object is
any visual device that conveys information between the
user and the program---examples are labels, buttons,
menus, and editable fields. An object is also a data type in
EDL. Objects are EDL representations of physical entities
on the screen. There are two types of EDL objects: monoger
and primitive. Manager objects can control other objects
while primitive objects cannot. The set of EDL manager
objects includes Toplevel,Transient,Pulldown,and Pane,while
the set of EDL primitive oblects includes MenuButton,
Menuseparator,
Command,Label,Edit, List,Toggle,and lmage.
To define a user interface in EDL, one specifies the hierarchy of manager and primitive objects that compose each
window as EDL statements. The following example will
create a window with two objects, a Labetobject and an Edit
object.
First, we declare the window and its first pane, both of
which are manager objects.
= make_manage(NULl,
objectmail_window
Toplevel,
"MailWindow");
objectpane : make_manager(mail_window,
Pane,"tirstpane");
Now we declare the components of the pane, both of which
are primitive oblects.
"target",Laber,
objecttargellabel : make_obiect(pane,
"Target:");
"value", Edit,
objecttargeLvalue : make_object(pane,
geLcontext-file0);
In this example, the elements of a Toplevelwindow have
been described. Manager objects are declared with the
built-in EDL function make-managerQ,
while primitive objects are declared with the built-in EDL function make_objectQ.The parameters of these built-in functions describe
information about how to create such an object when the
time comes, such as the parent (or manager) of this oblect,
the name, the type, and the label (or initial value to be
displayed within the object). Objects described in this way
are not created until their entire window is needed. This
is achieved via a call to the built-in EDL function disptayQ.
To take an action in the user interface, the user often
presses the left mouse key (mapped to the Setectaction)
while the mouse cursor is over the object that describes
the action. To define the action in EDL, the programmer
must associate a user event with a user interface obiect.
Thus, each user interface object is associated with distinct
events or actions. Several objects can be associated with a
single event. The following example creates three Toggle
buttons and two events. A Togglebutton is a user interface

obiect that represents either an on or an off state. The two
events are used to determine when the user turns the button
on and off.
First, we create two events that trigger actions for any of
the three Togglebuttons.
event toggle-on : make-event(User,"Select",toggle(True));
"Belease",toggle(False));
eventtoggle-off: make-event(User,

text as far left as possible.
attr : FONT : "hp8x16"I WIDTH: 100 | LEFTJUSTIFIED;
label : make-obiect(pane,"dirlabel", Label,"Directory:"'
attr);
The following attribute merges a font descriftion with a
specified width and also tells the Edit object to restrict its
view to a single line.

Then we declare three Toggle button objects'
object a, b, c;

attr : FONT: "hp8x16"I WIDTH:300 | SINGLELINE;
"dirValue",Edit,
edit : make-obiect(pane,
gelcontexldirectoryO, attr);

Notice that we pass both events to each of these obiects.
"a", Toggle,"Me", NULL'toggle-on,
a : make-obiect(pane,
toggle-off);
"b", Toggle,"Myself",NULL,toggle-on'
b : make-object(pane,
toggle-off);
"c", Toggle,"1",NULL'toggle-on'
c : make-object(pane,
toggle-otf);
This function handles both the on and the off states for
these Togglebuttons.
tunctiontoggle(on)
booleanon;
I

'/
/- Get the objectwith which this event is associated
objectthis-button : selfQ;
/" lf we selectedone of these buttons,then releasethe
" others.This makesthe buttonsexclusive(only one can
* be set at any giventime).'/
it (on){
'/
/- Sendthe "Belease"eventto all buttonsbut this one
if (this-button!= a) send-event(a,toggle-off);
toggle-off);
if (this-button!: b) send-event(b,
if (this-button!: c) send-event(c,toggle-ofi);

)
)
This example defines a window object and its action'
Another aspect of the user interface is the appearance of
an obiect, such as width, height, color, and character font.
In EDL, these characteristics of an object are referred to as
ottributes. An attribute is a data type in EDL. There are
two attribute operators: merge and associate.The merge
operator is used to combine a single attribute into a set of
attributes called an attribute list. The associateoperator is
used to combine a value with a named attribute. As can
be seen in the following example, the WIDTHattribute allows
an associated value, while the SINGLELINEattribute does
not. The example illustrates the creation of a single-line,
labeled, editable field of a certain width.
objectlabel,edit;
attributeattr;
The following attribute merges a font description with a
specified width and also tells the Label object to put the

Attributes are used to specify the appearance and behavior of user interface objects. The example above shows
their static use, that is, to specify the object's behavior
when first displayed. Attributes can be used dynamically
through the EDL built-in function add-attribute$.This allows
the appearance of an object to change during execution of
the encapsulation.

Messagelnterface
The message interface is the programmatic access to a
tool's functionality. This interface is the connection to the
broadcast message server and allows tools to communicate
with one another, iust as a user would interact with a tool
through the user interface. The messages that a tool can
emit and receive define the tool's message protocol. The
HP SoftBench tools have a predefined message protocol.
When a user encapsulates a tool, a new message protocol
is defined. This protocol is called the tool closs.
To define a new tool class, one must decide what functionality of the new tool should be accessible to other tools.
Most often this is the same functionality that is available
to the user via the user interface. Next, the developer must
decide how other tools are to be passed information specific
to each tool function. Typically, information that the user
interface receives by bringing up a dialog box can be received in the message interface as the data fields of a message.
There are several requirements that should be met for a
new tool class to become a "good citizen" HP SoftBench
tool. A notificotion message must be announced whenever
the tool successfully performs a function. Afoilure messoge
must be announced whenever the tool attempts to perform
a function, but does not successfully complete it. A request
message must be accepted for each function that the tool
is able to perform.
The message model allows tools to request other tools
to attempt to perform functions. Furthermore, because tools
send out notification or failure messages after attempting
to perform a function, a tool can determine the results of
such a request. Thus, tool interaction can be either synchronous or asynchronous. For example, a tool may request
that an edit of a particular file be started, but may not care
whether the editor can actually perform the task. On the
other hand, if a tool requests that a file be checked out of
the version control system, it will need to know whether
that function can be performed before continuing with the
cunent operation.
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To facilitate handling arbitrary requests, the broadcast
message server defines a simple pattern matching facility.
This facility is accessible through the EDL built-in function
make-message+attern0.
When message events are defined,
the message patterns will be passed to the broadcast message server. These describe the forms of messages to be
forwarded to the HP Encapsulator.
The following example describes the message interface
for the simple tool class EXAMPLE.
/" Definethe tool class '/
tooLclass("EXAMPLE")
;
These are variables used in the message interface.
stringpattern;
eventplan,estimate;
This describes the pLAN request message.
pattern: make_message_pattern(Request,
NULL,"pLAN,,);
plan = make_event(Message,
pattern,plan_request0);
This describes the ESTTMATE
request message.
pattern: make_message_pattern(Request,
NULL,,,ESTIMATE");
estimate: make_event(Message,
pattern,estimate_request0);

/* Performthe ESTIMATErequest'/
il (estimate0)
/" Succeeded'/
send-message(Notity,
NULL,"ESTIMATE");
etse
l- Failed'l
send_message(Failure,
NULL,"ESTIMATE");

In this example, we have declared a tool class EXAMPLE
and registered two patterns with the broadcast message
server, each of which has a function to handle the request
when the corresponding message is forwarded to the Hp
Encapsulator. The functions check that each message has
the appropriate data and call other functions to attempt
the requested action. If the actions succeed, then a notification message is sent to the broadcast message server.
Otherwise, a failure message is sent.
By knowing the message protocols of a tool, one can use
the HP Encapsulator to:
c' Create a tool that interacts with other HP SoftBench tools.
er Create a tool that drives other HP SoftBench tools.
,* Create a tool that replaces an existing tool (substitution).
q Create agents. Agents are tools that orchestrate
other
tools to perform tasks.

Tool Triggers
Now we activate these events.
add-event(plan);
add_event(estimate);
These are the functions for the pLAN and ESTTMATE
messages. The PLAN message takes two data parameters: the
name and the engineer-months. The ESTIMATEmessage
takes no data parameters.
functionplan_requestfl

{
stringname,months;
/* Extractand check the data parameters*/
name : message_data(1
);
months: message_data(2);
/- lf thesearen'tpassed,then its an error./
if (lnamejl lmonth)protocot_erroO;
etse
/- Performthe PLAN request"/
if (plan(name,
month))
/. Succeeded*i
send_message(Notify,
NULL,"pLAN", name,months);
else
l- Failed'l
send_message(Failure,
NULL,"PLAN",name,months);

A trigger is a cause-effect relationship between tools. In
the HP SoftBench environment, a trigger occuts when a
notification or failure message is sent from one tool and
one or more other tools respond to that notification by
taking some new action. For example, when a file is saved
from any tool, the HP SoftBench development manager
tool will update its directory listing, if needed. This is a
predefined trigger in the HP SoftBench environment.
The HP Encapsulator allows the user to define two types
of triggers; those that take action in a tool and those that
request some third tool to take an action. The HP SoftBench
development manager example above is a trigger that takes
action in a tool. The following code is an example of a
trigger that requests a third tool to take an action. It listens
for a notification message from the development manager
and asks the HP SoftBench program builder tool to attempt
a build.
When we see aVERSION-UPDATE-D|R
messagenotification,
send out a BUILD-TARGET
request.
eventtrigger;
stringpattern;
This pattern and event describe the messageto be seen.
pattern : make_message_pattern(Notify,
"DM",
..VEBSION-UPDATE-DI
R'');
trigger: make_event(Message,
pattern,requeslbuild0);
add-event(trigger);

)
functionestimate_request0

{
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This function requests that a build be started when an
update of the version directory is done in the development
manager.

HP Encapsulator CASECaseStudY
Frederick Brooks wrote: "Plan to throw one away; you will,
anyhow."The day before the U.S.A.announcementand demonstrationof the HP SoftBenchenvironment,we threw away the
mailtool.Workbegan immediatelyto rewriteit almostcompletely,
using ideas we had learnedfrom the previouseffort.This time,
instead of writing an entirelynew mail program,our approacn
the HP-UXmail
to encapsulate
was to use the HP Encapsulator
programmailx.
Why Anothel llailer?
There were several reasonsfor writing yet anothermail program:
r Providea bridge from HP SoftBenchmessagesto mail messages. When a particularHP SoftBenchmessage is sent, a
softwaredevelopermight want to send mailto notifythe team,
the developer,or others. This would be especiallytrue for
processesthat run unattendedor at night.
* lmprovethe user interface.Most mailersthat run under the X
Window System have a human interfacebest described as
nonideal.Someconfusenew userswith clutter,somerequire
a lot of customization,and some are hard to maintainin a
changing environment.HP SoftBenchmail tries to provide a
betteruser interface.
',. Teachthe HP Encapsulatorlanguageby a nontrivialexample.
We wanted future developersto learn advanced techniques
by studyingthe code and its comments.
r Fine{unethe HP Encapsulator.
The newtechnologyof the HP
Encapsulatorneededto be used to get it readyfor commercaal
use.
* lmorove the usefulnessof the HP SoftBenchenvironment
Studiesshow that technicalusers buy a computerto solve
importantor costly problems like softwaredevelopment,not

functionrequeslbuild0
1

-/
/* converta wildcardfor directoryto a nil
stringmfile : message-fileQ;
"-")) mfile : "-"i l* Message
if (string-compare(mfile,
* servernil -/
/' Get the currentcontext*/
fiest : gelcontexLhost0;
dir : geLcontexldirectoryO;
/' Now set the contextJromthe incomingmessage'/
selcontext(message-hostO,message-directory0,mfile);
./
/. Sendthe requestto the BUILDtool class
"-', -","-");
"BUlLD","BUILD-TARGET",
send-message(Request,

I
The ability to define triggers allows the user to customize
the HP SoftBench environment to meet process-specific
needs. The following section describes the benefits of userdefinable triggers.

they expect
for officeautomationtasks likemail.Nevertheless,
the manufacturerto provide a mail system.
Using the Encapsulatol
descriptionlanguage(EDL)is a new lanThe Encapsulator
guage.A new languageallowsone to sailthe seasof new higherlevel ideas. explore unchartedwaters of new constructs,and
breeze past the rocks of low-leveldetailsso prominentin such
librariesas theX toolkit.However,newlanguagesusuallyinclude
a new paradigm-a new way of thinkingaboutthe programming
problem.This is certainlytrue for EDL.
a complextool likethe HP-UXmaihapplication
Encapsulating
has its challenges,too. As we progressedon the rewrite,we
learnedmore about mailxthat caused us to modify our design.
For instance,the code to managefolderswas rewrittentwice as
we learnedsubtleinteractionsin the way that maitxhandlesfolders. Eventhoughwe did haveaccessto the sourcefilesfor mailx,
we lookedat them only once-to discoverthat we couldn'tfind
the answerin the code! lt turnedout to be much easiersimply
to set up conditions,run mailxin a terminalwindow,and observe
an existingproits behavior.On the otherhand,encapsulating
gram is code reuseat its best.Someoneelse had alreadysolved
aliascreahard problemsof maildelivery,foldermanagement,
tion, message presentation,and so forth. To paraphraselsaac
Newton,HP SoftBenchmail sees fartherthan its predecessors
becauseit is standingon the shouldersof the giantsthatalready
orovidedoart of the solution.
Bob Desinger
SoftwareDevelopmentEngineer
SystemsDivision
SoftwareEngineering

Processlntegration
One of the promising new areas in software engineering
environment research has to do with providing automated
support for the user's software development process. The
HP Encapsulator is one of the first products to provide a
language for describing local organizational, team, and personal processes. We refer to an EDL program that supports
a user's development process as a process specificotion,
and we refer to this type of environmental support as process integrotion.

ProcessSpecifications
While not all development processes are amenable to
being described with EDL process specifications, most can
have at least some aspects automated. In particular, activities and tasks that are essentially event-driven are prime
candidates for automated support.
The author of an EDL process specification tells the HP
SoftBench environment what to do when specific events
occur. There are two keys to the successful implementation
of EDL process specifications. First, the notification message events must be announced so that the proper actions
can be triggered by the EDL process specification. All HP
SoftBench tools and all properly encapsulated tools issue
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these notification messages. Second, when a trigger in an
EDL process specification occurs, the resulting action
needs to be able to control other tools in the environment.
All HP SoftBench tools and all properly encapsulated tools
provide this by means of the message-based interface to
their functionality.
As an example of an EDL process specification, the following team process could be automated:
r Whenever a team member checks a file into the master
source file repository (directly or indirectly through the
development manager or a substituted configuration
management system supporting the DM versioning com_
mand class), with a state having the value Release,cause
complexity metrics to be calculated.
I If the complexity metrics for the file are not acceptable
as defined by the team, create a metrics report detailing
the unacceptable functions, and mail it to the user. Also
notify the user of the problem via a Warningnotification
box.
r If the complexity metrics for that file are acceptable,
cause a tape archive to be created.
r When the tape archive has been successfully made, cause
a mail messageto be sent to the project team announcing
a new release.
It is important to realize that each team member may
have slightly different versions of the above specification.
for very legitimate reasons.For example, a software quality
assurance engineer team member might want to take action
when a metric is found to be unacceptable.
Linking Events and Actions
Linking HP SoftBench Tools. Every action of every Hp
SoftBench tool provides the hook needed for that action
to act as a trigger for other actions. By default, certain
actions are predefined, such as the view synchronization
that causes tools to know when the files they are displaying
become out-of-date so that the user can be informed. With
the HP Encapsulator, the user can define additional triggers
for situations where actions need to be automatic. For
example:
I When a file is checked out, cause the editor to display
it automatically for editing.
r Cause a file to be checked in whenever it has been saved
from the editor.
I Cause a build to be initiated whenever a file is checked
in.
I Cause the debugger to reload automatically whenever a
build is successful.
r Cause the static analyzer to update its data base
whenever a build is successful.
Linking HP-UX Tools. The HP Encapsulator can be used
to encapsulate and link UNIX tools. For example:
r Encapsulate the tape archiver (tar) and cause tape backups to be made whenever a release is built.
I Encapsulate the job scheduling commands (at or cron)
and cause builds to run at night.
r Encapsulate the source analysis program flintJand cause
it to analyze a file automatically when it has been
checked into version control or saved from the editor.
r Encapsulate the source file printing programs (pr, tpJand
cause listings to be printed whenever a project release
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is made.
r Encapsulate the performance display programs (prof,
gprof) and cause the performance data to be displayed
after the program has been executed.
I Encapsulate the symbol searching program (nm) to
identify libraries that must be added to the library list when
the linker finds symbols it cannot resolve.
I Encapsulate the control flow program (cflow)and
cause
the output to be displayed whenever a file is checked
into version control.
Linking Local Tools. After visiting several large customer
installations and presenting the ideas and capabilities of
the HP Encapsulator, it became clear that an important
source of tools to encapsulate and processes to automate
would be local tools developed on site. Examples of some
of the more common encapsulations and pro"as specifications are:
r Encapsulate local metrics collection tools and cause
them to process the files when they have been checked
into version control.
r Depending on the nature of the local project management
tools, cause them to do their processing whenever a release is made or when a file is checked in.
I Depending on the precise capabilities and structure of
the defect tracking mechanisms, cause the defect resolution component to prompt for its data whenever a new
local build is successful or whenever a file has been
checked out or in.
Linking Target Machines. When developing for a remote
target machine, there is typically a great deal of manual
intervention involved in transferring the application to the
target computer and building and testing it there. Assuming
there is some basic file transfer and remote job entry capability from the host to the target system, then using the
remote execution capability of the Hp SoftBench environment and the Encapsulator, the cross-development process
could be improved as follows:
I Whenever a file is checked into version control on the
development system, cause it to be copied automatically
to the remote target.
I When a build is requested, optionally cause it to execute
on the target computer (typically running make or any
local compile mechanisms, such as a batch job).
r Encapsulate the job control facility on the target system
and cause builds and tests to be run there, initiated from
the local system.
I Encapsulate any test scaffolding on the target system and
run tests of the application on the target system under
the control of the local development machine.
I Encapsulate any performance measurement facilities
available on the remote target and monitor performance
behavior remotely.
Linking Events with People. Perhaps the most important
form of link is the connection between people-individuals
and the team---and important events. The definition of an
important event likely varies as the development project
progresses. This is why the ability to change this definition
frequently and from user to user is an important capability
of the HP Encapsulator. Some typical triggers for coordinating teams are:
I Send mail to the project leader when files are checked

I
I
I
r
r

out.
Send mail to the project team when a new version of a
common include file is checked in.
Send mail to the project team when a successful system
build completes.
Send mail to the project team when a system build fails.
Send mail to the project team when a new release is
made.
Send mail to the project team when weekly static

analysis data is available.
r Use encapsulated write(1)or talk(1)to initiate interactive
discussion of changes when an include file is checked in.
! Initiate an announcement tool (e.g., news or notes) to
inform the team of a new release.

ProcessSpecificationsin the Future
The examples given above show the types of process
specifications that can be designed to assist with software
development tasks and to link tools, computers, and
people.
EDL process specifications are among the most interesting applications that exploit the HP SoftBench tool integration architecture. The technology is quite new. More
data needs to be gathered on the types of EDL process
specifications that users write and how much of their process they wish and are able to automate.
Languages in general are difficult to design. Special-purpose specification languages are often more difficult since
they are breaking new ground and trying to express new
ideas. EDL is a language used for specifying both tool encapsulations and process specifications. However, its design leans towards expressing those concepts necessary for
integrating a tool. In certain cases it feels awkward writing
a process specification with EDL. Language design for process specification languages is a current research topic
being pursued at several university and industrial research
labs and ongoing progress in this area is sure to be seen.

HP Encapsulator ImPlementation
The Encapsulator description language is a special-purpose specification language. It is implemented by means
of a compiler and an interpreter. The compiler is responsible for parsing an EDL input file and generating intermediate code. The interpreter is responsible for the execution of that intermediate code. The HP Encapsulator is the
development environment for producing EDL code. The
HP SoftBench environment contains a portion of the HP
Encapsulator, which is the run-time environment for
executing compiled EDL code. This allows HP SoftBench
and the HP Encapsulator to be two separate products. Users
wishing to develop EDL code can do so with the HP Encapsulator and can deliver the production EDL code in binary
form to any HP SoftBench system.

Compiler
The compiler is responsiblefor generatingintermediate
code from the user's sourcefile or files. It does this in two
passes.The first passis an invocation of the C preprocessor
over the EDL source file. This allows the programmerto
make use of C preprocessorconstructs such as macros,
include files,and conditionallycompiledcode'The second

pass invokes a parser over the preprocessed source code.
The parser scans the input source code into tokens, recognizes and stores symbols, and forms productions. Productions are groups of tokens that form an EDL statement.
When a production is formed, intermediate code can be
generated. The scanner and parser were produced from the
HP-UX tools lex and yacc, respectively' These tools accept
descriptions of tokens and grammars and generate the
source code for the scanner and parser components.
Symbols are identifiers such as variable names within
the source program, and are stored in the symbol toble.
The symbol table is used to record information about each
symbol, such as its type, value, printable name, and function address, and whether it represents a function. Because
there are often many symbols in an EDL program, a hashing
algorithm is used to make symbol lookup more efficient'
Intermediate code is generated by the compiler and
stored in the stotement toble. The statement table has three
components: the tog, the heod, and the toil. The tag identifies the current instruction or operator. The head and tail
refer to the left and right operands of the current instruction, respectively. The following is an example of the code
generated by the simple EDL statement, "assign the variable
X the value Y plus 10."
of the integervariables.These
/* Hereare the declarations
* twosymbolsarestoredin thesymboltable.
Nocodeisgenerated-/
integerX, Y;
/* Here'sthe assignmentstatementlor which code is generatecl
'(below)'i
X:Y+10:

Table I
lntermediate Code Stored in Statement Table
Tail

Head

Tag

(1) Symbol
SymbolIndex of x
(2)Symbol
SymbolIndexof Y
(3)IntegerConstant10
(a)Plus
Pointerto stmt 2
(5)Assignment
Pointerto stmt 1

NULLpointer
pointer
NULL
NUlLpointer
Pointerto stmt 3
Pointerto stmt 4

Table ll
ldentifier References Stored in Symbol Table
Name

Pointerto X
Pointerto Y

Type

Value

Function

Integer
Integer

0
0

None
None

Table I is the statement table representation of the intermediate code generated from the assignment example. The
intermediate code organization and symbol table were
modeled after interpreters for lambda calculus languages.t
The variables referenced in this example have their symbol
table indexes stored in the symbol table, as shown in Table
II. These indexes are returned from the hashing algorithm
during parsing and allow fast variable value Iookup and
assignment during evaluation.
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Interpreter
The interpreteris responsible
for the executionof intermediate code. The interpreter is refened to as a recursive
evaluator because it looks at the tag of a statement in the
statement table and then calls itself (recursively) to evaluate
both of its operands (the head and the tail). The result of
calling the evaluator is a typed value. That value can be
used as part of an expression or statement. Here is the
pseudocode for the evaluator:
/" Pseudocodefor the recursiveevaluator,called evalfl "/
procedureeval( statementpointer)
/- eval0 takesa singleargument,a pointerto a new statement*/

{
/* For eachoperatorthereis a particularsectionof
'evaluatorcode ./
switch (on tag of statement){
caseOPERATOBl:
/. Codespecificto handlingoperatorl... */
break;
caseOPERATOR2:
/. Codespecificto handlingoperator2...'l
break;

1-

"nO

.o on for all operators.i

| /' Endof operatorspecifichandlingcode-/
/" Now returnthe resultof the operation*i
returnresult;

)
Each case of the evaluator has code specific to executing
the specified operator. If that operator has operands, they
will be stored in the head and tail of the current statement.
In the example described above, the assignment operator
has two operands. The head is the left-hand side of the
assignment statement, which is the variable reference in
which to store the result of the assignment. The tail is the
right-hand side of the assignment statement, which is the
expression Y + 10, itself a separate operation in the statement table.

OtherComponents
Otheressentialcomponents
of the HP Encapsulator
implementation include the broadcast message server, event
handler, and pattern matcher interfaces, the EDL built-in
functions, the compile-time and run-time stacks, and the
dump/load facility.
Of these components, the dump/load facility has the most
significant product implications. This facility allows the
developer to compile an EDL program into a binary format.
This has two effects. It makes the subsequent loading of
the EDL code much faster and it allows the HP Encapsulator
to have a run-only version. This run-only version is bundled into the HP SoftBench product. Thus, an EDL developer can use the Encapsulator to implement an encapsulation program and can deliver that encapsulation to any
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HP SoftBenchinstallation. The run-only version of the Hp
Encapsulatoris implemented by removing the code modules that handle source code parsing, adding an intermediate code relocation module, and restoringcode from
a file into tables in memory that the HP Encapsulatorcan
interpret.The term relocationrefersto the task of relocating
an addressin the code file into an addressin memory.
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lntroductionto ParticleBeamLC/MS
I massspectrometry
Particlebeamliquidchromatography
-s
Iibrary earchabIe eIectron imp act
(LCIMS) yields c/assica/,
spectrafor compoundsthat are too thermallylabileor
nonvolatileto be analyzedby gas chromatographylmass
spectrometry(GCIMS).
by JamesA. Apffel,Jr. and RobertG. Nordman
MASS SPECTROMETER(MS) is an analytical instrument that is used to measurethe molecularweights
and chemical structures of molecules introduced
into it. Samples are first ionized, and then the charged
fragments are separated and analyzed according to their
mass-to-charge ratios. HP makes quadrupole mass spectrometers, which accomplish this separation using a quadrupolar electrostatic field.
The ionization method determines the nature of the fragmentation of the molecules. So-called soft ionization
causes less fragmentation and hard ionization causes more.
Electron impact (EI) ionization, a hard ionization technique,
has evolved as the most useful technique, especially for
getting information on the structure of the molecule. When
the electron energy is controlled, the resultant fragmentation is extensive, thus elucidating the structure of the
molecule. The process is also quite reproducible' The mass
spectra that result can be compared to spectra stored in a
library and thus used to identify the compound being
analyzed.
Chemical ionization (CIl is a softer ionization technique
than EL It is often used when EI fragments the molecule
to the point where little or no unfragmented molecules are
left and thus the analysis will not yield the molecular
weight of the compound. CI spectra do not contain sufficient fragmentation information to be library-searchable'
In addition to identification, mass spectrometers are also
used for quantitation down to very small concentrationsparts per million and sometimes parts per billion.
Many samples of interest are not single compounds but
are mixtures of compounds. Examples are metabolytes in
a biological sample or the seepagefrom a toxic waste dump.
Before the mass spectrometer can do its iob, the sample
must be separated into individual compounds. This separation is accomplished using a gas chromatograph (GC) or a
liquid chromatograph (LC). Both types of instruments are

produced by HP. In a gas chromatograph the sample is first
vaporized and then separated into its components as they
are carried by a gas stream. This gas stream can then be
introduced directly into the mass spectrometer and each
compound in the mixture analyzed as it enters. This combined technique is known as GC/MS.
Many compounds are not volatile enough to be readily
changed into the gaseous state without decomposing. With
mixtures containing these relatively involatile and thermally labile compounds an LC is usually the separation
instrument. In an LC the compound mixture is dissolved
in a suitable solvent such as water or methanol and then
separated into the individual compounds.
A problem is that this liquid stream cannot be introduced
at normal LC flow rates directly into the mass spectrometer
without overloading the vacuum system. Even if this were
not a problem, the liquid would have to be evaporated and
the solvent pumped away before the ionization would be
possible. Various techniques have been tried over the years
to solve this dilemma. With the moving belt interface,l the
liquid is deposited on a moving belt, which canies it
through a desolvation stage and finally into the mass spectrometer. With the direct liquid introduction interface,2 a
portion of the LC flow is nebulized directly into the mass
spectrometer. While the moving belt interface can be used
in a variety of ionization modes which generate a range of
analytical information, mechanical and thermal limitations
make operation difficult and problematic for compounds
of limited volatility or stability. Although direct liquid introduction shows improved capability with respect to thermally labile compounds, the technique generates only
chemical ionization spectra with the reagent gas limited
to HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography) mobile
phase components. HP has made a direct liquid introduction product in the past.
None of these earlier techniques has earned liquid chro-

HP 5988AMassSpectrometer

Fig. 1. For particle beam liquid chromatographylmassspectrometry (LCIMS),a special interface is mounted between the LC and MS systems. The data system can be either an HP
59970C ChemStationfor single-instrumentoperation or an HP 1000 computer systemfor multiinstrument,multitasking,multiuser operation.
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matography/mass spectrometry (LC/\4S) the relatively
broad and routine use now enjoyed by GC/\4S. More recently, thermospray LC/\4S3 has been introduced and is
gaining in use. This interface requires the use of an additional chemical in the liquid stream which, when the liquid
is nebulized in a thermal nebulizer, causes charged droplets
to be formed which eventually become ions. A portion of
this stream is then sampled by the mass spectrometer. HP
now offers thermospray LCA4S as an option on the HP
59BBA Mass Spectrometer. This technique significantly improves both ease of use and the ability to analyze thermally
unstable or nonvolatile compounds, but spectral information is still limited to CI spectra. Furthermore, thermospray
also suffers from problems with quantitative performance
and analytical predictability. The combination of thermospray LC/Ir4S and tandem mass spectrometry, or MS/MS,
offers improvements in the generation of structural information, but MSA,{S is costly and the spectra lack sufficient
reproducibility to be used in computer-based spectral libraries.
Particle Beam LC/MS
Particle beam LC/MS is a new approach to interfacing
high-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry. It yields classical, library-searchable electron impact (EI) spectra for compounds that are too thermally labile
or nonvolatile to be analyzed by GC,4r4S.Particle beam
LCA{S can also be used in chemical ionization (CI) mode

Lc Effluent tntet

with free choice of reagent gases. This versatility, in combination with ease of use and good quantitative performance, means that particle beam LC/MS is a viable alternative, or in some cases a complement, to existing LCA,{S
interfaces. Although particle beam LC/]vIS is a relatively
new technique, it has great potential because it satisfies
the two major trends in LC/lvIS development described
above: it is applicable to a wide range of compounds with
low volatility or thermal stability and it generates high-information-content EI spectra.
Hewlett-Packard's system for particle beam LCAvIS is
shown in Fig. 1. It uses existing HP LC, MS, and data
systems and a special particle beam interface mounted between the LC and the MS.
The HP particle beam interface is based on the initial
development of MAGIC LC/MS (Monodispersed Aerosol
Generation Interface Combining LC and MS) by Browner
and others.a Significant design improvements have been
made in performance, ease of use, and robustness.
Principle of Operation
A schematic of the particle beam LCA4S system is shown
in Fig. 2. A pneumatic nebulizer generates an aerosol from
the HPLC effluent. As the aerosol passes through a desolvation chamber, the volatile components (such as HPLC
mobile phase) are vaporized, leaving less volatile components (such as analytes) as submicrometer particles. This
mixture of vapor and particles enters a two-stage momen-
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Fig.2. Diagram of the HP particle beam interface for LCIMS.
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200 to 300'C

tum separator in which the relatively low-momentum
vapor molecules are pumped away while the highermomentum particles continue into the source of the mass
spectrometer, where they are vaporized, ionized, and finally mass analyzed.
The nebulizer, which is pictured in Fig' 3, consists of a
simple coaxial pneumatic nebulizer. The HPLC effluent
passes through the fused silica capillary running down the
center of the nebulizer while the helium nebulization gas
flows around the capillary and forms the aerosol at the
exit. The HPLC effluent can be any commonly used HPLC
mobile phase, such as water, methanol, acetonitrile,
hexane, or chloroform. The single restriction on the mobile
phase is that if a mobile phase buffer is necessary, the
buffer must be volatile. HPLC flow rates between 0.1 and
1.0 ml/min are acceptable. Typical helium flows are between 1 and 2 l/min. The nebulizer has a replaceable Z-pm
filter to prevent clogging of the fused silica capillary' However, since the capillary internal diameter is 100 pcm, the
in-line filter is merely a precaution.
The desolvation chamber is a hollow cylindrical section
between the nebulizer and the momentum separator. The
purpose of the desolvation chamber is to allow sufficient
time and travel space for effective thermal transfer-via
the carrier gas-from the desolvation chamber walls to the
aerosol droplets to evaporate the solvent. The desolvation
chamber is maintained at approximately 200 torr and 45'C.
Although earlier attempts in similar interfaces used lower
pressures at this stage, the relatively high pressure is necessary for the helium gas to maintain thermal transfer between the desolvation chamber wall and the solvent droplets. The desolvation chamber is thermostatically controlled to replace the heat that is absorbed as the solvent
droplets evaporate.
The momentum separator consists of three main parts:
a nozzle and two skimmers' The nozzle funnels the flow
of the vapor particle mixture, creating a supersonic jet expansion (and consequently the particle beam). In a supersonic jet expansion, the fluid flow exits from the nozzle at
supersonic velocity. At a specific distance from the nozzle
orifice, a region known as the mach disk exists, where the
flow makes a transition from supersonic to subsonic velocity. The first skimmer orifice is placed just inside the mach
disk so that the central particle beam is efficiently trans-

mitted while allowing the vapor moleculesto be pumped
away. Similarly, the secondskimmer removesmore of the
vapor while transferring a high proportion of the analyte
particles. The ultimate result of this two-stage process is a
pressure reduction from 200 torr in the desolvation
chamber to approximately 5 torr in the spacebetween the
nozzle and the first skimmer, then to 0.2 torr in the space
s
between the two skimmers, and finally to 2 x 10 torr in
the mass spectrometersourcemanifold.
After exiting the momentum separator,the particle beam
passesthrough a transfer tube into the mass spectrometer
ion source.The particlesstrike the inner walls of the source
body (which are held at approximately 250"C)and are vaporized. The vapor phasemoleculesthus generatedcan be
ionized by either electron impact or chemical ionization.
Performance Optimization
One of the most important features of the particle beam
LC/MS systemis its easeof use' In most cases,optimization
of performancecan be accomplishedby a single adjustment, the nebulizer. It is also possible to adjust several
other operating parameters,such as desolvation chamber
temperature,helium flow rate,and sourcetemperature,but
default values for theseparametersusually work well. All
of theseparametersare mobile phasedependentexceptfor
the MS source temperature,which is compound dependent.
A knob on the back of the nebulizer can be turned to
adjust the axial position of the fused silica capillary in the
nebulizerbody. Sincethe optimal position is mobile phase
dependent,the position must be adjusted when running
different mobile phases. For gradient elution, a compromise position is chosen.
Fig. 4 shows the signal intensity for 10-ng injections of
caffeine as a function of nebulizer position and mobile
phase.Although the exactshapeof this surfacewill change
for different fused silica capillary tips, the two-maxima
shape is typical, the minimum being at a point where the
fused silica capillary tip is almost flush with the nebulizer
orifice. Note that when higher proportions of water are
used in the mobile phase, there is a loss of signal. This
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trend is seen with other reversed-phase solvents as well,
such as water/acetonitrile and water/THF mixtures. If the
nebulizer is adjusted properly, the loss of signal is approximately 50%. In the case of normal-phase solvents, such
as hexane and chloroform, this signal loss is not seen.
Although the desolvation chamber temperature can have
a significant effect on sensitivity, it is generally unnecessary to adjust it, since a temperature of +S'C is near optimal
for most mobile phases. The effects on sensitivity of desolvation chamber temperature and mobile phase composition
are shown in Fig. 5. Again, higher proportions of water
show poorer sensitivity than pure organic solvents. In cases
where high proportions of water are used exclusively (isocraticl, it is sometimes advantageous to raise the desolvation chamber to 50"C.
The helium nebulization gas flow rate also has an effect
on sensitivity for high aqueous mobile phases. In most
cases,a flow of 2 l/min (approximately 40 psi inlet pressure)
is optimal, but when using high organic mobile phases, it
is possible to reduce the flow to 1.S l/min. The effects on
sensitivity of mobile phase characteristics and helium flow
rate are shown in Fig. 6.
Operation of the particle beam LCA4S system has been
optimized for liquid inlet flows of 0.S ml/min or less. Although flows as high as 1 ml/min can be used, there is a
Ioss of sensitivity at higher flows as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Below approximately 0.5 ml/min, the response plateaus at
a maximum level. This trend is true for both high aqueous

and high organic solvents. In practice, the need to use a
flow rate of approximately 0.5 ml/min or less for maximum
performance is not a limitation since this is the ideal flow
range for 2-mm i.d. columns. These columns can be used
with conventional HPLC equipment as a simple alternative
to more conventional 4.6-mm i.d. columns while offering
the additional advantagesof reduced solvent consumption
(approximately fivefold), reduced packing consumption for
exotic stationary phases, and increased mass sensitivity
when used with concentration dependent detectors such
as UV. Columns are commercially available with a wide
range of selectivities and efficiencies comparable to 4.6-mm
i.d. columns.
Finally, the mass spectrometer source temperature plays
an important role in particle beam LC,MS spectral quality.
If the source temperature is too high, significant thermal
degradation may occur. Actually, this effect is similar to
that seen for all MS operation modes. The effect of temperature depends upon the thermal stability of the analyte.
Caffeine, for example, shows very little change in either
signal intensity or spectral characteristics over a wide temperature range (150 to 350"C), while some corticosteroids
show a very strong effect. Typically, signal intensity and
thermal degradation increase with increasing source temperature. Thermal degradation is evidenced by a decrease
in the ratio of higher-mass ions to lower-mass ions.
Quantitative Performance
Because of its relatively recent introduction, particle
beam LC/MS has not been fully characterized. In particular,
the quantitative performance has been evaluated in depth
for only a small number of compounds. In addition to
studies already under way, however, user-generated results
will quickly help to clarify this area in the near future.
This section summarizes the performance to date.
Response factors for particle beam LC/MS are not totally
uniform. As a result, different compounds exhibit a range
of detection limits. This is illustrated by the histogram
shown in Fig. B. The data in this plot shows the minimum
detectable quantities (MDQs) for g2 pesticides in nanograms. The tests were run on an HP 5SBBA mass specuometer in flow injection analysis (plug injections) and calcuIated as the amount required to generate a signal to peak-topeak noise ratio (S/N) of 2 using total ion current (TIC) in
full-scan (scan width of 50 amu to the molecular weight
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+ 50 amu) data acquisition. It can be seen from this data
that 50% of the compounds tested show detection limits
below 25 ng. As a rule of thumb, 100 ng of most compounds
will generite useful mass spectra' There-are compounds
that ferform especially poorly in EI, such-as glyphosine
perform especially
MDa : oas ng) and compounds that
well. such as diuron (lvfDQ : 2 ng)' Although tests for the
MDQs of these pesticides had not been run on the newer
HP 59BgA mass spectrometerat the time this paper was
written, the results are expected to improve by about a
factor of five when using the newer instrument' It should
be noted that while the responsefactors do show some
variation, the range is less than that seen for thermospray
on similar comPounds,
The linearity of particle beam LC/MS is relatively independent of sample characteristics' Although the calibration
:
is tit welt with a standard linear function (r2
"rrrrr" there appearsto be a reproducible deviation from
0.9995),
lineariiy at lower levels. This can be seenin Fig' 9, which
is a calibration curve for caffeine' The data shown is from
selected ion monitoring for a mass-to-chargeratio (m/z) of
19a. (The molecular weight of caffeine is 194')
The reproducibility of particle beam LC/MS is excellent'
Typically, full-scan EI TIC data shows relative standard
deniations (RSD)of 10% or less,while extractedion currents or selectedion monitoring data shows RSDs of 5%
Io 7lo, depending on the concentrationlevel' This reproducibilityis partially the result of noise characteristicsthat
are relatively independentof HPLC flow pulsations,yielding smooth spike-freechromatograms'
Applications
Particle beam LC/\4S has potential utility in solving
varied analytical problems.From the confirmation of identity and quantitative analysis of environmental contaminanis to stiucture elucidation of pharmaceuticaland bioscience related samples,the capability of generatingEI or CI
spectrafrom previouslyunapproachablecompoundsopens
a number of exciting possibilities.
One of the application areasof greatestpotential for particle beamLCA{S is the analysisof samplesof environmen-

tal interest. Particle beam LC/lvIS solves two critical problems in this area. First, it allows samples to be analyzed
that cannot be analyzed by GCAvIS.In a recent study of a
California site,s it was determined that only 10% of the
total organic halogen (TOX) could be accounted for using
conventional analytical methods. This brings up the
frightening question, "What potential health hazards are
*J"*pot"d io but unable to monitor becauseof analytical
limitaiions?" Particle beam LCAvISmay allow us to expand
the range of compounds that we are able to examine' Second, becauseof the legal and economic ramifications of
environmental monitoring, it is critical that the identification of environmental contaminants be unequivocal' In
many cases,the CI spectra provided by thermospray or
other LCAvIStechniques simply lack sufficient information
content to make these identifications. The EI spectra provided by particle beam LCAvIS,on the other hand, are generally speiific enough to be a source of positive identification.
In 1987, approximately 150 compounds were removed
from the U.S.A.EnvironmentalProtectionagency'sAppendix VIII to form Appendix IX, for the most part becauseof
insufficient analytical methodology'Fig' 10 showsthe separation of some of those compounds. Note the excellent
chromatographic resolution and fidelity' Of the compounds shown, the spectraof all but one (amitrole) were
iound in the Wiley/NBS spectrallibrary and were, in fact,
the first choice identified by probability-basedmatching
(PBM) using a computer-basedlibrary search in spite of
the fact that none of them is amenableto GCnvISseparation'
Many of the spectrafound in the Wiley/NBS spectral library
were generatedby direct insertion probe (DIP)'*
A similar environmental application, the analysis of
triazine pesticides,is shown in Fig. 11' Although some of
the triazine pesticidescan be separatedusing GC, HPLC is
the separationmethod of choice becauseof its simplicity
tDirectinsertionprobe is a techniquewherebya smallamountof the malerialrs analyzed
ion
by placing it on a heated probe' which is inserted directly into the mass spectromeler
source'|lthemateria|canbeVaporizedwithoutdecomposlng,massspectracanbe
obtained.
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Fig.8, Minimum detectabte quantitiesfor 92 pesticides for
a signal-to-noiseratio of 2 in full-scan data acquisition'

Fig. g. Partictebeam LCIMS linearity. The solid line is the
linLar regressionline. The inner dashed lines are the 95%
confidence limitsand the outer dashed lines are the 98%
confidencelimits.
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and the on-line sample handling characteristics of automated HPLC. Using a very simple valving configuration,
it is possible to preconcentrate relatively large volumes of
environmental samples automatically. The spectra shown
on the left in Fig. lL are extracted from a peak in the total
ion chromatogram that appears to be a single homogeneous
peak but is, in fact, two nearly coeluting components.
Through selected ion profiles, it is possible to separate and
quantify these two compounds.
Fig. 1,2shows an example of a sample of pharmaceutical
interest, the separation of corticosteroids. As mentioned

above, corticosteroids show a strong temperature dependence. Although signal intensity can be enhanced by using
a higher source temperature, this results in increased thermal degradation. The chromatogram shown represents 100
ng per component at 2S0'C.
Another example of a life-science application is the separation of aflatoxins 81, BZ, G1, and G2, as shown in Fig.
13. Through the use of selected ion monitoring, it is possible to detect and confirm the presence of these compounds
at relatively low levels.
Finally, the analysis of monosaccharides and disac-
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Fig. 12. Separation of corticosteroidsbv particle beam LCIMS.
interfacing LC and MS. Its EI capability, excellent quantitative perfoimance, and ease of use promise to make it the
new standard for routine LC/MS operation' It should be
noted that, like any technique, particle beam LC/MS does
have its limitations, and there are samples that will be
better approached using other techniques such as thermospray tCltt'tS. Furthermore, particle beam LC/lr4S is a relative\ new technique and is not totally mature' There are
a number of areas that remain to be understood and characterized. Hewlett-Packard's goal in implementing particle
beam LC,MS is to provide a tool for solving analytical prob-

charides using ammonia chemical ionization particle beam
LCA4S is shown in Fig. 14. This application provides a
means of performing group-type separations since all pentose monosaccharides, hexose monosaccharides' and
homogeneous and mixed disaccharides yield group-specific s-pectra.Note that the detection limits are well below
those obtainable with conventional HPLC and refractive
index detection.

Conclusion

Particle beam LC,MS offers an exciting new approach to
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lems.As experienceaccumulates,strengthsand limitations
of the technique will becomemore clearlv defined.
Afterword
As this article was going to press,the Hp 59894 mass
spectrometerwas introduced, along with a new particle
beam interface.The data in this article was acquiredusing
the older HP 59BBAsystem.Datatakento dateon the newer
HP 59BgAsystemindicatesan improvement in sensitivity
on the order of five to one overthe Hp 59BBA.This improve_
ment is compound dependent.
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Fig. 14. Analysis of monosaccharides and disaccharides by
ammonia chemical ionizationDarticle beam LCIMS.
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Advancesin lC Testing:The Membrane
ProbeCard
Conventionalintegratedcircuitwafertest probeshave
especiallyfor
weaknesses,
and electrical
mechanical
or high-speeddevicesand chips
testinghigh-frequency
Membrane
thathavelargenumbersof inputsand outputs.
probe technologyovercomesmostof theselimitations.
by Farid Matta
AFER TEST TERMINOLOGY and practices vary
between IC manufacturers.However, most test
proceduresfall into one of two generalcategories:
parametric testing and die-sort testing'
Parametric testing is intended to check basic device data
such as threshold voltages and sheet resistances' It is performed on special patterns, known as test chips, included
on the wafers. For a given wafer or wafer lot, passing the
parametric test is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for yield.
Die-sort testing is performed on all individual chips to
sort out the good from the bad. It is normally designed as
a sequence of increasingly complex routines so that gross
failuies are detected early and test time is not wasted on
useless chips.Ideally, die sorting culminates in an at-speed
test that exercises the chips at a frequency at least as high
as the intended application. This way, the manufacturer
ascertains that the parts will perform to specifications before more resources are spent on their packaging'
The hardware involved in either of the above processes
typically consists of an electronic tester, which executes
tirl test program, a prober, which performs the mechanical
manipulation of the wafers, and a probe card, which provides the electromechanical interface between the tester
and the device under test (DUT)' Usually, the probe card
is connected to the tester via a printed circuit board known
as the probe-card motherboard or the performance board,
which is customized for individual ICs or IC families'
The test software is the multitude of programs that control the electronic tester, commanding it to apply to the
inputs of the DUT specific combinations of voltages and
currents (known as test vectors), and to measure certain
voltages, currents, and time intervals at the outputs of the
chip. The measured responses are then compared with predetlrmined allowed ranges, and accepted or rejected accordingly.

mance products and a smaller number of high-performance
o.r"r. Thu definition of what constitutes a high-performance IC may not always be clear' However, at least for
wafer testing, two categories of chips pose known challenges: devices with high input/output (I/O) counts and ICs
designed to operate at high frequencies or high switching
speeds.
Despite the fact that the probe card is the smallest and
least expensive component of the test setup, it is usually
the main cause of the difficulties experienced in testing
high-performance devices. Specifically, when the number
of"contact pads on the chip is greater than about 150, and/or
when the contact pads are spaced particularly closely' it
is difficult or impossible to procure conventional probe
cards that will work reliably in factory conditions' AIso'
when the operating frequency or switching speed is high'
the probe card's parasitic effects can distort the test conditions as well as the measurement results'
Distortions resulting from probe-card parasitic effects
can occur when either of the following conditions is present:
r The wavelength of the highest significant frequency is
of the same order as the linear dimensions of the probe'
When this is true, at any given instant the voltages and
currents at different points of the probe can be substantially different. In this case the probe represents a transmission line section, in which such phenomena as signal
reflections can become dominant.
I Parasitic reactances in the probes are sufficiently high
to redistribute the circuit voltages and currents' In digital

Ground Plane

TV

Devices
TestingHigh-Performance
vary with a numberof factors'
Wafertestrequirements
For example, certain specifics are dictated by the technology (bipolar, MOS, GaAs), by functionality (logic, memory,
linear), by the nature of the signal (digital, analog, mixedsignal), and by other factors. In any of these categories,
there are typically a majority of low-to-moderate-perfor-
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Fig. 1. Conventionalwafer Probe (a) Structure. (b) Equiva
lent circuit.
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situations the same criterion is formulated differentlv:
namely, one is faced with a high-speed testing situation
when the DUT su'itches faster than the time constant of
the circuit coniriining the parasitic reactance.
Chip makers sometimes circumvent the difficulty of ob_
taining high-pin-count probe cards by using self_test, so
that only a subset of the pads needs to be accessed. How_
ever, this approach imposes a penalty in wafer,,real estate,,
and results in incomplete test coverage. No way to circumvent the signal integrity problem has yet been found.
Failure to perform at-speed testing at the wafer level
leads to the wasteful packaging and retesting of a certain
volume of bad chips that could have been identified and
rejected earlier. Depending on the complexity of the part
and on the signal frequencies involved, that fraction ian
be as high as 10% of the total. The financial impact depends
on the incremental packaging and testing cost. To illustrate
the magnitude of the problem, consider the following con_
ditions, which are not unusual for a high-performance IC:
Annual production volume: 100,000 chips
Fraction of rejects at packaged test: 10%
Cost of packaging per chip: g100
Cost of final test per chip: g2
Total waste per year: 91,020,000.
Hence, the availability of at-speed testing capability at
the wafer level is of pressing importance to the IC industrv.
and the main element of that objective is the developme;t
of an IC probe card capable of addressing a large numbe.
of inputs and outputs and of maintaining signal integrity
for a wide range of frequencies and operating speeds. TL
develop such a technology, it is necessary to identify and
formulate the problems preventing conventional probe
cards from delivering the needed prformance.
Conventional Probe Card Technology
A conventional wafer probe card consists of a set of fine
styli, or probes, mounted on a carrier substrate, typically

a printed circuit board. The probes are arranged so that
their tips form a pattern identical to that of the DUT's
contact pads. The outward ends of the probes are soldered
to traces on the carrier printed circuit board, which extend
to a connector that interfaces the probe card with the per_
formance board.
The probe card is normally mounted face down on the
prober, which brings the wafer to be tested to a position
under the probe card, aligns it so that its contact pads are
against the tips of the probes, and raises the wafer until
contact is made. In practical conditions the tips of the
probes may not be precisely in the same plane, and the
probe card may not be exactly coplanar with the surface
of the DUT. To compensate for such variations, the prober
raises the wafer beyond first contact by a controlled
amount, called the overdrive.
The probes on the probe card are usually held at a low
angle to the plane of the DUT, so that when they are pushed
by the wafer, the tips slide along the surfaces of the pads.
This horizontal movement, called scrub, helps remove the
oxide films on the surface to ensure good electrical contact,
and is an important element in the art of wafer probing.
A number of variations on this basic technology exist,
which attempt to improve the mechanical and electrical
performance of the probe card. In some advanced versions,
the carrier printed circuit board is designed to provide a
controlled-impedance environment in which each trace
presents a section of transmission line of known charac_
teristic impedance. A schematic illustration of a line on a
conventional probe card is shown in Fig. 1a.
Conventional probe cards have a number of inherent
limitations. Some are related to their mechanical properties
and others to their electrical performance.
Mechanical Limitations. Because the contact element, the
probe, is a thin long structural member, it tends to change
its spatial location under the repeated stresses of normal
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(b)
Fig.2. Theconventionalprobe as a signal line. (a) Equivatent
circuit. (b) Equivalent low-pass filter.
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Fig, 3. The effect of parasitic ind u ctance in the time dontarn

operation. Consequently, the user needs to realign the
probes in the horizontal plane and along the vertical axis
after some number of touchdowns. This tedious operation
translates to a significant increase in the cost of ownership'
At higher probe densities the problem of maintaining
registration is further aggravated. High densities require
that the individual probes be made even thinner, longer,
and closer together. Such conditions are not only more
conducive to the loss of registration, but they also make
the realignment procedure too sensitive to be performed by
the user, and the probe cards need to be returned to the
factory for costly maintenance.
Electrical Limitations. The equivalent circuit of a single
Iine in a conventional probe card is shown in Fig. 1b. Here,
Lo is the inductance of the probe and Zo is the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line formed by the trace
and the ground plane on the printed circuit board carrier'
Typical values of these parameters are: Lo : 10 nH and
Zo: SoQ. Such a line may be used either to transmit a
signal from the tester to a DUT input (or from a DUT output
to the tester), or to supply a power or a ground connection
to the DUT. We will discuss its behavior in each of these
two situations.
Fig. 2a shows the equivalent circuit of a conventional
probe card in a simplified input-connection configuration'
(An output connection would not be much different in
principle.) In the frequency domain, the parasitic inductance Lo of the probe causes the circuit to behave like the
low-pass filter shown in Fig. 2b, and determines the
bandwidth of that filter. Assuming matched conditions,
the upper 3-dB limit of the band is the frequency f at which:
(zrf)(2Lr)

Generally, a circuit's bandwidth BW and its effect on the
rise time t" are related by the known expression:t
BW(3-dB) :

ICt",

where K is a constant that ranges between 0.35 and 0'45'
With this in mind, the bandwidth and the rise time can be
used interchangeablY.
Waveform deterioration is not the only problem caused
by the parasitic inductances of the probes. In Fig' 2a, the
chip ground node and the tester ground node are not always
at the same electrical potential. This can lead to erroneous
testing and/or to unwanted coupling between different signal lines served by a common ground probe. Another problem is that the discontinuity between the probe and the
transmission line causes multiple reflections of the signal,
which result in a long settling time. Also, the mutual inductance and the coupling capacitance between the long unshielded needles contribute to unacceptable levels of cross
talk between the signal lines.
In the case when a line of a conventional probe card is
used for power delivery, the high inductance of the probe
can cause significant variations in the voltage levels of both
the bias line and the associated ground connection' Consider, for example, the circuit of Fig. 4' in which the power
line is at a voltage V. If the DUT switches a current I in a
time interval dt, a voltage dV will develop across each of
the probes, temporarily reducing the voltage across the
DUTto V - zdv. This change in the voltage can be roughly
expressed as:
dV : Lpl/dt.

: Zs.

For Zo: 50O and Lo : 10 nH we find the bandwidth to
be about 400 MHz.
The effect of the needle inductance in a high-speed
switching situation is better illustrated in the time domain
(see Fig. 3). When the tester sends to the DUT a pulse
stimulus having a rise time 1,", the signal received at the
input of the DUT will have a longer rise time, 1,,, because
of the circuit's parasitic inductance 2Lo' The increase in
rise time is approximalely 2,2 times the time constant 2lol
Zn, or about 1 ns.

For example, when eight drivers are simultaneously
switching 10 mA each in 1.ns, and the probe inductance is
10 nH, the power supply disturbance 2dV will be in excess
of t.sV.
In addition to the iust-described phenomenon, the voltage drop developing across the parasitic inductance of the
giound connection again causes the chip's ground potential
to deviate temporarily from that of the tester. The difference, known as the ground bounce, is coupled into other
sienal lines as unwanted and unpredictable noise'
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Fig. 4. A power line in a conventionalprobe
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Requirementsfor High-Performanceprobe Cards
Basedon the analysisof the presentprobe-card
technology and its shortcomings on the one hand, and of the current and future needs of the industry on the other, one can
formulate the requirements for the more advanced probe
card that is needed. Since the shortcomings of existing
probes have been identified as pertaining to the areas of
contact density and signal fidelity, it is natural to define
the incremental requirements in the same terms.
Requirements related to contact density include:
r The technology should allow the creation of a large
number of contact points (more than 500).
r The minimum contact pitch, that is, the center-to-center
distance between the closest contact points, should be
as low as 0.004 inch.
r The contact points should have a fixed alignment in the
plane parallel to the wafer under test.
r The contact points should be able to move with respect
to each other in the verical direction to accommodate
normal variations in wafer topography.
Requirements related to electrical performance include:
r The bandwidth of a line should be at least 10 to 20 times
the clock rate of the targeted digital systems (i.e., 2 to 3
GHz).
r A controlled-impedance, reflectionless electrical environment should extend from the tester to within at most
1 mm from the I/O pads of the DUT.
r The uncompensated inductance of the contact must not
exceed 0.1 nH.
r The cross talk between adiacent lines should be at least
two orders of magnitude less than in a conventional
probe card of the same density.

The MembraneProbeConcept
The membrane probe is a proprietary wafer probing technology developed at Hewlett-Packard's Circuit Technology
R&D Laboratories as a solution to the high-performance
wafer-level test problems described above. The concept of
the membrane probe card is depicted in Fig. S. As shown
in the illustration, a thin and flexible dielectric film (a
membrane) supports a set of microstrip transmission lines
that connect the DUT to the test electronics. Each microstrip transmission line is formed by a conductor trace and
a common ground plane positioned on the opposite side of
the flexible membrane. The conductor traces and the
ground plane are patterned on the membrane using photo-

Translator
Ring

Force Delivery
Mechanism

lithographic techniques.
Given the thickness and the material of the membrane,
the width of a signal trace is chosen to obtain the desired
characteristic impedance Zo of the microstrip transmission
line. Typical values of Zo in common r.rr"
50 and 75
"r"
ohms.
Contact to the DUT is made by an array of microcontacts
which are plated up at the ends of the transmission lines
through holes in the insulating membrane. The membrane
is operated under low tension in a drumhead configuration
so as to planarize the contact array. The tension in the
membrane is carefully controlled to allow a degree of independent motion of the contact points in the vertical direc_
tion, thus accommodating small variations in the heights
of the contacts or in the topology of the device under test.
With regard to the need for higher pin counts and contact
densities, the membrane probe card technology offers a
quantum jump in comparison with the conventional tech_
nology. In the membrane probe, the leads and the contact
points are created by photolitographic means with inhe_
rently high resolution and positioning accuracy. This al_
Iows the creation of fine, dense patterns, and makes the
manufacturing process, and ultimatelv the cost, virtuallv
independent of the complexity of the pattern.
Since the contact points are fixed on a common carrier
(the membrane), they are fundamentally aligned for life in
both the vertical direction and in the plane of the DUT.
This eliminates the need for probe realignment, which is
an extremely labor-intensive and costly operation in the
conventional technology.
In the area of electrical performance, the membrane probe
technology presents an equally significant advance. The
transmission-line configuration extends all the way to
within 0.1 mm of the DUT's I/O pads, thus providing a
carefully controlled electrical environment in practically
the entire path of the signal. There is very little uncompen_
sated lead inductance to cause waveform degradation or
power or ground potential bounce, or to generate signal
coupling through a common ground inductance.
Furthermore, the presence of a ground plane so close to
the leads concentrates the electric field under the traces.
which minimizes the coupling capacitance between them,
thus greatly reducing cross talk.
Architecture of the Membrane probe
The architecture of the membrane probe card is shown
Terminations
and Bypasses

.\
/\

Multilayer
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the membrane probe card.

in Fig. 6. The membrane,configured as describedabove'
is attached to a printed-circuit-board carrier, which also
carries termination resistors, bypass capacitors, or any
other necessarycomponents.A force delivery mechanism
is mounted on the printed circuit board carrier and is designed to perform three distinct and independent functions:
r Apply a force to the microcontacts sufficient to obtain
a low and stablecontact resistance.
r Activate a scrubbing motion to ensure the removal of
surfaceinsulating layers,including oxides,from the surface of the DUT.
r Provide the mechanicaldegreesof freedom necessaryto
ensure continuous conformance of the plane of the microcontactsto the plane of the DUT.
The required contact force is exerted on the membrane
by the two leaf springs shown in Fig. 6 through a rigid
translator ring attached to the membrane. The primary factor determining the total force neededis the force per contact, so the total force depends on the number of contact
pads in the DUT and is setby a proper choice of leaf spring
ihi"kttmr. It was empirically determinedthat for the selected
bump material to make a low-resistance contact with
aluminum (the most widely used pad material in ICs),the
force per bump must be at least 10 grams. Taking this into
account along with other considerations, the range was
determined to be 15 + 5 grams.
As mentioned earlier, the scrubbing motion of the contact
bumps with respect to the probed surface is of critical
importance to obtaining a low, stable,and repeatablecontact resistance,especially with non-noble materials' For
aluminum, the minimal acceptablescrub action was found
to be about L0 micrometers.The upper limit is defined by
the size of the contact pads on the DUT, and for most
practical casesis about 25 pr,m.In the membraneprobe,the
scrub action is built into the force delivery mechanism
rather than implemented using external actuators'
The compliance of the probe'scontact points to the surface of the DUT is perhaps the most critical prerequisite
for successful probing' The importance of compliance
stemsfrom the fact that in practical conditions the position
of the probe card in the prober can never be adjustedaccurately enoughto make it perfectly coplanarwith the wafer's
surface.Even if such an adjustment could be made, every
wafer has a different bow and taper,and thereforepresents

a new surface to the probe. It is impractical to readjust the
probe for every wafer.
In the conventional wire probe, compliance is achieved
"naturally" becausethe long needles are flexible and there
is virtualiy no mechanical linkage between individual contact points. In the membraneprobe, special provisions need
to be made to achieveadequatesurfacecompliance' These
provisions must accommodatetwo modes of deviation
from coplanarity: a short-range mode and a long-range
mode. The short-rangemode consistsmainly of variations
in the bump height and in the topography of the DUT' The
long-rangemode is a generaltilt of the probe's surfacewith
resfect to the plane of the DUT. The two modes are funda-".tt"lly independent of each other. The force delivery
mechanism of the membrane probe has been designed to
provide both short-range and long-range compliance with
inu Ouf surface at every touchdown through independently acting micromechanical means'
At the outer edge of the printed circuit board carrier'
connectorsare provided to interface with the tester'sperformanceboard. The size and shapeof the probe's printed
circuit board carier and the type of interface connector
are different for different probe/tester combinations, but
the core remains the same.
Performance of the Membrane Probe Card
The performance of the membrane probe card has been
fully claracterized both parametrically and in actual use
at aipha sites. A parametric evaluation is one that is carried
out in the laboratory under controlled conditions' and is
based on special test structuresdesignedfor the purpose'
The products of a parametric evaluation are the basic pa."rrr"t"r, of the testedprobe card. They reflect its intrinsic
qualities, and are independent of the other components
involved (tester,DUT, etc.).Examples of parametricmeasurementsare characteristicimpedance and bandwidth'
An alpha-site evaluation is one in which the probe card
is used to test a real IC in a factory atmospherein conjunction with all the other components of the test setup' Its
purpose is to verify the probe card's performanceand unutty issuesthat may occur in realistic conditions'
"ot "t
Evaluation. The parametric evaluation of the
Parametiic
membraneprobe card coveredboth its dc and its ac properties.The dc parametersmeasuredwere the contactresistance and the current carrying capacity' The ac parameters

Number of Touchdowns on Aluminum-CoatedWater

Flg, 7. Contact reslstance as a
function of the number of touchdowns.
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were the characteristic impedance, the bandwidth, the
pulse rise time, and the cross talk between lines.
Contact resistance was evaluated by measuring the total
resistance between one of the probe card's lines and an
aluminized silicon wafer, then subtracting the known trace
resistance. Aluminum (as a 1-pm-thick film) was chosen
for two reasons. First, it is the most widely used IC metallization, and second, it is the most difficult metal to make
contact with because of its propensity for oxide formation.
A plot of the contact resistanceto aluminum as a function
of the number of touchdowns is shown in Fig. 7, As can
be seen, the contact resistanceremains low and fairly con_
stant for over 20,000 touchdowns. It then starts to deteriorate as oxide debris accumulates on the microcontacts.
After a simple cleaning, however, the low resistance is
restored and the behavior is repeated. An important utility
of this plot is that it defines the cleaning frequlncy required
to attain stable performance. Membrane probes were found
to deliver low and stable contact resistance for up to 1
million touchdowns when cleaned once everv 20,000 cvcles.
Current carrying capability of a trace was defined as the
dc current that can be continuously passed through that
trace without an observable change in its appearance. For
a standard signal line the current carrying capability was
found to be about 300 mA and was relatively independent
of trace thickness in the range of 0.5 to .1.ozlft2. Coinciden_
tally, roughly the same current carrying capability was mea_
sured for the contact between the bump and the wafer,s
aluminum metallization. Hovr,ever, in this case it was de_
fined as the maximum dc current at which no hysteresis
is observed in the VI characteristic curve.
Characteristic impedance measurements were made
using time-domain reflectometry (TDR)., The TDR profile
of a signal line is shown in Fig. B. parts of the plot io.."r_
ponding lo various sectionsof the circuit are marked:
a
50.0 controlled-impedance connector, the trace on the
probe card's printed circuit board carrier, and the micro_
strip line on the membrane. According to this TDR signa_
ture, taken with a S0-ps system, the characteristic impedance of the line tested is within +.l,Oo/ooI the target value

of so0.

Transmission response to a 50-ps step function excitation

was recorded for the same S0() signal line and is shown
in Fig. 9. The 10-to-90% rise time of the response
was
determined to be about 180 ps, a considerablelraction
of
which occurs in the B0-to-90% region.
Bandwidth measurements were made by plotting the
fre_
quency response curve of one of the membrane probe
card,s
lines. This curve, also known as a Bode plot, is shown
in
Fig. 10. The 3-dB bandwidth of the tested line was found
to be in the range of 2.s to 3.0 GHz.
Cross talk between the probe card's lines was measured
as a function of frequency, and the results are plotted
in
Fig. 1 1. The measurementswere made on a card containine
2-72 traces, which gives an idea of the spatial density
oi
the lines in this case. One of the two curyes shown is
for
adjacent lines, while the other curve is for alternate lines.
At 100 MHz the cross talk is - 45 dB for adjacent lines
and
- 78 dB for alternate lines.
In comparison, a conventional
wire probe card showed adjacent_line cross talk of _ 3B
dB
at a density less than one third that of the membrane probe
card of Fig. 11.
Alpha-Site Testing. A number of membrane probe cards
were fabricated to test specific chips of various technol_
ogies, I/O counts, pad metallurgies, and functionality. The
testing of these chips was conducted in Hp,s wafer fabrica_
tion plants. Below is a brief description of the tests and
their results.
1. Bipolar ECL Flash Analog-to-Digital Converter. This 1.b_
watt, mixed-signal chip with b0 I/O pads and gold metalli_
zation was tested at a 10-MHz sampling rate using a
tungsten wire probe card. It was then retested with the
membrane probe card, and the test results were compared.
The superior accuracy of the membrane probe card is dem_
onstrated by Fig. 12. In this plot, the voltage at test point
1, denoted here as V,or, is recorded for aiample ol tzO
dice. This voltage is offset from the chip ground by the
drop across a forward-biased junction, andits measurement
is intended to detect variations in the chip's ground poten_
tial. The results show a progressive deterioration in the
stability of the measurements made with the wire probe
card, while the membrane probe card measurements are
consistent over the entire test.
The accuracy of the membrane probe data was confirmed
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by packaging a number of dice and repeating the measurements on-the packaged parts. The spread of the membrane
probe card measurements translates to a contact resistance
rt"bitity of better than 5 m,fl, which is 40 times better than
that of the wire probe card.
The membrane probe's ability to make repeated touchdowns on the same die without appreciable damage to the
pads is illustrated by Fig. 13. For 200 touchdowns the total
variation is less than 1.2 mV, which corresponds to a contact resistance variation of 6 mO. By contrast, using a wire
probe for more than two touchdowns on the same chip
usually causes enough damage to render the pads unbondable. This capability is of significant value to chip manufacturers, who sometimes lose up to 5% of their chips to pad
and passivation damage.
z. Blpolar ECL Digital-to-Analog Converter' This represented an at-speed analog test of an industry standard
product using the HP 9840 VHF linear tester and the memLrane probe card shown in Fig. 14' The analog output re,po.tr" of the device at a 10-MHz clock rate is presented
in Fig. 15 for both the membrane probe card and a conventionai counterpart. The rise and fall times are about the

same at 1.3 and 1.0 ns respectively (they are essentially
determined by the switching characteristics of the device
rather than by the probe's performance). However, the settling time measured by the membrane probe card is only
g ns compared with 32 ns for the conventional probe card'
This significant difference is a result of the improved impedance matching in the membrane probe card'
e. NtttOS CPU. A membrane probe card was used to test a
32-bit microprocessor at B5'C (Fig. 16). The B'4-mm-square,
1S-watt chip has 272 peipheral aluminum pads arranged
in two staggered rows at an effective pitch of 110 pm' This
type of device has very large current transients, and the
stability of power buses is of special concern.
The device was normally tested at speed only after packaging. With the membrane probe card, it became possible
to .un the at-speed package test on the wafer for the first
time. Careful membrane layout and close positioning of
over 130 bypass and termination components helped obtain the desired Performance.
4. CMOS ASIC. In this alpha-site test, a membrane probe
card was used to test high-pin-count ASICs (applicationspecific ICs) before TAB (tape automated bonding) innerlead bonding. The probe card addressed taO gold mesa
bumps, each 75 pm square, placed on a 150-pm pitch'
One part of the test was designed to evaluate the membrane probe card's fitness for the specific purpose of probing bumped wafers. In that part, 600 passes were made on
one wafer, which had about 100 dice' The average contact
resistance variation was found to be less than 13 milliohms'
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Fig. 14. The membraneprobe for DAC testina.
One benefit of using the membrane probe card to tesl
bumped wafers is the probe,s ability to detect individual
short bumps, a commonly encountered defect. Such
bumps, if undetected, would cause assembly rejects at the
subsequent inner-lead bonding step.

Conclusions

100
Number of Touchdowns

Fig. 13. Measurementrepeatability.
and no significant damage to the gold bumps on the wafer
was observed. Attempts to repeat the same test with a conventional wire probe card failed after only about 8000
touchdowns. The gold bumps on the wafer were severely
damaged, especially at the edges, and the probe needles
went so badly out of alignment that on-site repair was no
longer feasible.

An advanced wafer probing technology, the membrane
probe card, has been developea in ,"sp#r"
to an increasingly acute problem in the IC industry. The technology
allows at-speed testing of high-performance integrated cir_
cuits at the wafer level, and significantly extends the limits
of pin count and density that can be accessed by the IC
test engineer. The new probe card has been fullv evaluated.
p a r a m e t r i c a l l ya s w e l l a s i n a n u m b e r o f a l p h a s i t e s .
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a s s e m b l elro r t h e H P 3 0 0 0 s y s t e m a
, n HP2100
railroads,and fly-fishingand fly-tying.
datacommunications
driver.and an HP300 data
package.He providedqualityascommunications
surancesupportfor the HPseries80 computerand
developedthe HP PersonalApplicationN,4anager
(PAM)for the HP Integralpersonalcomputerand
HP9000Series300computer.Hewas a member
of the initialX developmentteam at HP, and deMartin R. Cagan
veloperof an X-basedemulatorpackage{oran HP
As a projectleaderwith
proprietarywindowsystem.He is now a proiect
HP's SoftwareEngineering
managerfor systemuser interfacecomponents
SystemsDivision,Martin
such as the HP OSF/Motifwindowmanager.His
Caganhelpeddevelopthe
professionalinterestsincludeuser inter{acesof!
HP SoftBenchsystem.
wareand artiJicial
reality.Brockauthoreda previjoinedHP in 1981 as
l\,4arty
ous HP Journalarticieon the PAIV1
screenfor the
a softwareengineerand
HPIntegralPC.Bornin Yonkers,NewYork,he lives
workedon commercialapwith his wife and two daughtersin Corvallis,Oreplicationsand environg o n . H i s h o b b i e si n c l u d em o u n t a i nb i k i n g ,c r o s s mentsfortheHP3000comc o u n t r ys k i i n g w
, h i t e - w a t ecra n o e i n gh, i k i n g a
, nd
puter.He alsodevelopedsoftwaretools,including
line art aoDreciation.
the HPAl workstation,
as a projectleaderand man-

agerat HPLaboratories.
He earneda bachelorof
sciencedegreein compulersciencein 198.1f rom
the Universltyof Californiaat SantaCruz. Marty,
whoseprofessional
interestsincludeapplicatjonintegrationand softwaredevelopmentenvironments,
recentlyleft HP to join a CASEcompanyin San
Francisco.
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Software DevelopmentTools
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Colin Gerety
AfterjoiningHP in 1985 in
FortCollins,Colorado,software developmentengineerColin Gerety
developedthe HP
SoftBencheditor, remote
data access,automatic
menu generation,and
dialog box handlingsyslems. He also worked on
HPCommonLispand expertsystemshellinvestigations.He is nameda coinventoron two patents
pendingfor HP SoftBench---execution
management and the broadcastmessageserver.Colin
earneda bachelor'sdegree(1979)in musicat the
University
of NewN4exico
and a masterol science
degree (1988)in computersciencefrom Oregon
StateUniversity,
witha focuson truthmaintenance
systems.Colinwas bornin NewHaven,Connect
icut,and he and hiswifeand fourchildrenreside
in Fort Collins.Colorado.His hobbiesinclude
music,bicycling,and studyinghumansociety.
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puter science and mathematics.He is named an
inventorin a pending patentfor the HP Encapsulator.Brianvolunteersteachingtime to schools
throughthe HPVisitingScientistProgramnearhis
home. He was born in Rochester,New York,and
he and hiswifeand twochildrenlivein FortCollins,
Colorado.He enjoysallsportsand playsbaseball,
football,and basketball.

HP Encapsulator

Brian D. Fromme
Brian Frommedesigned
and developedthe HP
SoftBenchsubprocess
controllacilityand the HP
Encapsulator
as a software
developmentengineerwith
HP's SoftwareEngineering
SystemsDivision.Earlier,
_- he developed a compiler
,ti . tor HP Business BAStCT

3000and,at HPLaboratories,
he workedon Lisp
compilertechnology
and portedLispto HP PrecisionArchitecture.
Currentlyin salesdevelopment,
BrianjoinedHP in 1983.He hasalsoworkedin sof!
ware developmentat the ArtjficialIntelligence
Centerof SRIInternational.
A graduateof theState
Universityof New York Collegeat Brockport,he
earnedbachelorof sciencedegrees(1982)in com-

-Particle

Beam LG/MS

Robert G. Nordman
A projectmanagerfor the
HP 599804 particlebeam
interfacefor LC/MS,Bob
Nordmanhasworkedon a
varietyof HP products
since he joined the companyin 1969.Hewas a developmentengineerfor the
HP 79704 tape unit, HP
7920Adisc drive,HP
26444terminal,and HP84504diodearrayspectrophotometer.
He was a projectleaderfor the
mechanicalportionof the HP 8451Adiode array
spectrophotometer
and a projectmanagerf or the
HP8452Adiodearrayspectrophotometer.
Bob is
named an inventorin three patentson tape drive
technologyand oneon the particlebeamsystem.
BeforejoiningHP,he helpeddesignmechanisms
for aerialcamerasfor HyconManu{acturlng
Company,computerperipheralsfor Burroughscorporation,homeappliancesforFisher& Paykel(New
Zealand),and computerperipheralsfor Bell &
HowellCorporation.
He receivedhis BSMEdegree
(1951) fromthe lilassachusetts
InstituteofTechnology,and his MSdegree(1973)in engineeringfrom
StanfordUniversity.
A lirstlieutenantinthe U.S.Air
Forcefrom 1951to 1953.Bobwas bornin NewYork
City,and he and his wife now live in PaloAlto,
California.He has three sons and three granddaughters,and enjoysletlerpressprinting,gardening, reading,and playingguitar.

Jemes A. Aptiel, Jr.
SinceioiningHP in 1983,
AlexApffelhashelpeddevelopthe HPpartlclebeam
LC/MS system and the HP
AminoQuantaminoacid
analyze(.After earning a
bachelorof sciencedegree
I
(1978)at the Universityof
J HawaiiatManoaandaPhD
I
i i d e g r e e( 1 9 8 1 )a t V i r g i n i a
PolytechnicInstitute,and aftercompletingpostdoctoralstudies(1981-83)in analyticalchemistry
at the Free Universityo{ Amsterdam,Alex joined
HP in Waldbronn,West Germany.He has publishedten technicaljournalarticleson chromatographicmethods,and is namedan inventorin patents on aminoacid analyzerchemistryand automaledprecolumnderivatization.
BeforejoiningHP,
he worked as an aDolicationschemistfor Varian
Associates.
Alexis a memberof theACSandthe
ASMS.Born in Coronado,California,Alex is marriedand livesin NewAlmaden,California.
He enjoys skiing,reading,and workingwith personal
comDuters.
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Farid Mette
As an R&D projectleader
in the HP CircuitTechnology Group,FaridMattawas
involvedin the development of the membrane
probe technology.He has
arsoserveoas processengineeringmanagerfor
CMOSlC productionand is
now workingon advanced
TAB packagingas an R&D projectmanager.He
joined HP in 1981.Farid is an authoror coauthor
of 20 technicalpublications
on lC processing,testing,and packaging,and is coauthorofa bookon
publishedin
electricalcontactsand interconnects
the USSRin 1974.He is named an inventorin a
numberof patentsissuedor pendingon lC testing
and packaging,and is a memberofthe IEEEand
the CHMT.BelorejoiningHP,he workedon bipolar
lC fabricationat AdvancedMicroDevicesin Sunnyvale,California,
and was an assislantprofessor
at the Instituteof Electronics
in Menouf, Egypt.He
receivedhisBSEEdegree(1965)and hisPhDdegree(1972)in microelectronics
fromthe Leningrad
Instituteof ElectricalEngineering.Faridwas born
in El lvlenya,Egypt,and liveswithhiswifeand son
in MountainView,California.
He enjoyspainting,art
h i s t o r ya, n d h i k i n g .
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